


Single-Action

Revolvers

Model RS Ruger

with "Built-In" Receiver Sight

and Sling Swivels - $115.00.

we make it because

we firmly believe that

in this world of speciali

zation it is outstandingly

superior for a particular kind

of hunting-deer hunting in thick

cover. It has loads of power, it is

light, short, and handles fast. Thou-

sands of expert hunters carry the Ruger

Carbine and swear by it. You will find that

it improves your performance and adds

fresh enjoyment to your hunting

adventures.

Manufactured in Southport, Connecticut, U.S.A., by
STURM. RUGER & COMPANY. INC.

At your request complete literature on all RUGER guns.

RUGER

The Perfect Brush-Country

Deer Rifle

CSTURM RUGER & CO. 1963

Look at it this way: You go big-game hunting maybe once a year, certainly

not very often - you have to travel some distance and meet many expenses,

some of which are substantial. To say it simply, there is time and money

involved, and you have gladly provided these because of your urge for

sporting adventure. The hunting itself will be arduous to some degree

-walking or riding all day, climbing, waiting, carrying that rifle

by the hour. Can there be a more painful disappointment than

the loss of a trophy because your rifle was wrong - not

able to do the job you expected? Or because you shot

badly? The point of this is plain enough - the suc

cessful hunter is inevitably something of a rifle

man. He practices before going afield, he

understands his firearm, and selects the

right rifle for the hunting conditions

he expects to encounter.

We make only one rifle-our

.44 MagI).um Carbine and



the shotgun that's

MEASURED IN GENERATIONS
...not :merely in years

BROWNING AUTOMATIC-S
@

A Browning Automatic family, like you'll find almost anywhere in America. And it's

not surprising that age has affected neither the enthusiasm of the eldest hunter nor

the reliability of his Browning, purchased 50 years ago.

Brownings are made to give this kind of service. Today's are a mite better, thanks

to improved materials and technological advancements, but the ageless performance

built into these Automatics has been and will always be their most distinguishing

characteristic. That's why the true worth of a Browning Automatic is measured in

generations, years are not enough.

Hand-engraved, Standard & Lightweight models. 12,3" Magnum 12,16 or 20 gauge. Allpopular chokes
and barrel lengths, with or wit~out ventilated rib. From $139.75 to $169.75. Slightly higher in Canada.

Prices subject to change without notice

Write for catalog giving complete facts and data on Browning
guns PLUS special chapters containing practical shooting infor
mation. For shotgunning: chapters on stance, swing and lead,
gauge, gun weight, barrel length, choke, and shot shell
recommendations for various game. For rifle shooting: chapters on
how to shoot a rifle, sighting in; bullet trajectory; where
to aim for clean kills, recommended calibers and bullet weights.

BROWNING
®

Browning Arms Co., Dept. 606, St. Louis 3, Missouri

-in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. 606, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.
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$14.95
$19.95

:::",::"::: ::.::",,,:::;;:"::'::":':"':::::':':::':"':::':'::"":":';:'::::'::::::,,, :

Neil W. Pheiner
Yankton S.D.

Mounting A Sight

I have a U.S. Army Colt auto-loading
pistol which I am making into a target
model. I am planning on using a S & W
K-38 rear sight, mounted in a notch milled
out of the top of the slide. My problem is,
how can I calculate the correct height for
the blade front sight?

with proof marks which I am reproducing as
well as I can. I'm pretty sure it is European,
and a .32 cartridge is slighty too big.

Gary Perlstein
Kansas City, Mo.

Your revolver was manufactured in Bel
gium. The oval proo/mark has-or should
have-an E. L. G. and a star within the
oval.

Although the .32 Smith & Wesson car
tridge will not quite chamber, [ think it is
still a .32 caliber revolver and probably
takes the European .320 revolver cartridge.
That has a smaller diameter case. This .320
round is called .32 Short Colt in this coun
try, and is available through normal chan·
nels.-G.B.

[ would measure with a steel rule and
determine that the rear sight would be at
least as high as the front when in a neutral
position. The easy way is to have the front
sight obviously high, and then work it down
slowly until it hits where you want it to.

Even if there were a mathematical way 0/
mounting those sights, your particular hold
and sight picture may be such that the
method wouldn't work.-G.B.

Three Revolvers

Attached are some photographs of a pistol
I recently purchased. There is no identifying

marks other than the number 263 on the
side of the pistol underneath the cylinder.
It is a six shot .44 caliber, side loading,
single action, with stag grips. The pistol is
in very good working condition with good
blueing.

I also have a Smith & Wesson .32 center
fire, side loading revolver, nickle plated,

with the following inscription on the top
of the barrel; Smith and Wesson, Spring
field, Mass. U.S.A. Pat'd Jan. 17 & 24, 65,
July 12, 65, Aug. 24, 69, Jan. 19, 1875,
Reissue July 25, 1871. Serial number is
1448. The pistol is in excellent condition.
What is the age and value?

I also own and would like to know the
age and value of a .32 caliber rimfire, side
loading pistol that has the following letters
on the top of the barrel; Whitneyville Ar-

(Continued on page 71)

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

GermanK98
I have a German gun, Model 98, series

K, that my father picked up during World

War II. A friend of mine said it was an
8 mm, but I think it is a 7 mm. Who is
right?

Shotgun For Deer
If I'm able to stand the extra recoil, will

it be safe to use the heavy Super-X 2%,"
magnum loads in my new 6 lb. Marlin
Premier Mark I 12 Ga. shotgun?

What choke would you recommend for
use with buckshot for deer hunting?

John Mabarak
Brooklyn 9, N.Y.

Yes, you can use the Super X 2%," shells
in your Marlin, but as with any arm you
should always watch for signs 0/ loosening
or any undue stress.

Assuming that you have a choke device on
your shotgun [ would advise using full
choke for deer hunting with buckshot.
You'd best pattern the piece to get an idea
0/ the drop and the pattern itself.

A deer can walk through a pattern of
"00" buckshot. No. 4 buckshot is far better
for deer.-G.B.

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club 0/ America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.

Bobby Land
Melvin, Alabama

Your friend is right. The cartridge in·
volved is the 7.92 x 57 mm, normally called
8 mm in this country.-GB

A What-is-it
I have just acquired a revolver and have

no idea as to its make or caliber. It is a
five-shot, about five inches in total length,

An Iver Johnson
I would appreciate any information you

can give me on the following: a small frame
revolver, apparently .38 cal. break-open (top)
type, the only markings on it are: U. S. Revol
ver Co. made in U. S. A.

The barrel is 3%, inches. It has a 5 shot
cylinder, and is a hammerless model.

WALTS WEAPONS
Avondale, Ariz.

There never was a company by the name
0/ "u. S. Revolver Co." This was a brand
name that was used by the E. K. Tryon Co.
0/ Philadelphia during the period 0/ 1905
until W. W. 1. The revolvers were made
at least in part-by the [ver Johnson Arms
& Cycle Works 0/ Fitchburg, Mass.-G.B.

CARBINES $19.95
Select $24.95

~a service armament co.
W 689-G Bergen Blvd .• Ridgefield. N. J

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or!
collector will find something to ~ - - ; ; - _
whet his appetite. This is the ~ ~
world's most complete modern and .' _,-",
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA· -.:.'-
LOG. Free with every edition - a -...-
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis· __
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00

... defeated Crazy Horse and Red Cloud 
silencing the warhoop of the redman

forever. After winning fame in the American
West, in 1867 during the Imperial Exposition

in Paris, it was awarde'd the Silver Medal
as the finest military or sporting arm in

the world. By 1870 six foreign governments,
including Egypt, adopted it as their

standard arm. In 1880 it drew blood again
while the mother Nile wept red for her

fallen sons as the Egyptian Military
Rebellion was quelled. The sun can never set

on the Remington Rolling Block, for it is
still in every-day use throughout

the earth's four corners.

A FEW

7MM MAUSER

RIFLES

AVAILABLE $19.95

These guns are in the popular .43 Rolling
Block caliber. Ideal for conversion to a .44
magnum. The rifles are NRA fair to good
condition with a limited quantity of select
rifles available.

A small quantity of musketoons available at
$19.95; select model $24.95.

ROLLING
BLOCKS
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While the Militia was vital for local defense at the
time of the adoption of the Second Amendment, it has
been replaced in our modern world by the Army Re
serve and the National Guard. However, I believe the
right of our people to own firearms should not be
abridged beyond the limitations needed in the interests
of public safety.

KNOW YOUR

LAWMAKERS

Senator J. W. Fulbright
Arkansas

Senator Paul H. Douglas
Illinois

While I personally am not a hunting enthusiast, I am very anxious that
our wildlife species have adequate conservation areas in which to live in
order that the American public may be able to see them, and, if desired,
hunt them in their native habitat.

The Constitution and the Bill of Rights protects the right to bear arms,
and I do not believe Congress will enact legislation which will violate that
Amendment.

Congressman Don H. Clausen
lst District, California

The Constitution of the United States is absolutely
clear, in my opinion, on the matter of requiring that
there shall be no infringement upon the people's right to
keep and bear arms. I recently attended the Washington
convention of the National Rifle Association of America
and assured them of my support in this maHer. Any
imposition upon the right to bear firearms, whether for
hunting, target shooting, or simply collecting weapons,
would be a violation of a basic, guaranteed right.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D.C." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.

Senator Peter. H. Dominick
Colorado

Many thanks for your letter concerning legislation which would require
Federal registration of firearms.

I have opposed such legislation while in the State Legislature and the
Congress. It seems to me these anti-gun laws crop up every session of Con
gress. Frankly, I don't believe there is much chance of passage, but if any of
these bills should reach the floor of the Senate, I shall oppose them.

Congressman Donald C. Bruce
11th District, Indiana

Since I am a firm believer in personal freedom and
the inviolability of individual rights, I would have to
abide by the Second Amendment to the Constitution
in its most strict interpretation. This amendment is clear
in its meaning. It states that no laws shall be made to
infringe the rights of citizens to keep and bear arms.
Once we attempt to skirt around this amendment and
begin to place undue restrictions on the maintenance
of firearms by private citizens, we are taking a fearful
step toward State Dictatorship. For a people denied the
right of defense of their person, family and property

are no longer a free people, but are at the mercy of the State.

Write for your copy of the new '63

"Gunbug's Guide." Just 254. Dept. GM·12.

That"s ""hat you
""ant from a
hunting cartridge.

Confidence.

Knowledge that once you squeeze
the trigger, the bullet is going
where you want it ... is going to
ride out flat, plow through brush
and still pack enough punch and
knock-down power to drive into
whatever you put those cross
hairs on.

That's the way Norma is. Cartridges
you can consistently count on.
Count on to take over once you
touch it off.

You can't ask for more.

But Norma gives you far more. The
highest quality reloadable virgin
brass cases, the best smokeless
powder in the precise amount to
assure you of longer barrel life
and Norma's exclusive Tri-Clad®,
controlled expansion bullets.

Pick up Norma Ammo in your
favorite caliber for that next hunt
... it's a name you can count on.

Look to Norma for leadership. The
World's most advanced line of:

• Precision Bullets
• Smokeless Powder
• Unprimed Virgin Brass
• Loaded Ammunition

no,.",II
p , . e ~ ; s ; o n
Div. of General Sparling Good. Carp.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
In Canada:, Globe Firearm. ltd., Ollawa

George L. McNicol ltd .• Vancouver

NO
STOPPING IT

NO""
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Discover the difference between merely good and great.
A great shotgun is born fully formed in the mind of its
craftsman·builder. It cannot be designed. It must be created.
Only then can the perfect mating of functional beauty and
mechanical perfection be fUlly realized. Stoeger-Franchi is
such a shotgun.

There are a few indications that help to point out a superla·
tive shotgun. Certain features stand out above all others. Like
the simple fact that the Stoeger-Franchi is the lightest auto·
matic shotgun in the world. yet has. because of its inspired
construction. the lightest of recoils. The Stoeger-Franchi twelve,
weighing only 61.4 pounds. feels like a twenty against the
shoulder.

You can see greatness in the hand·honed action, feel great·
ness in the velvety smooth operation. The checkering on the

hand grips. the chrome plated bore. the bolt's mirror finish,
the final hand tooling: these are the marks of greatness.

The final test of true greatness is in the field. The Stoeger·
Franchi swings smooth and points true. So light that it feels
like an extension of your arm ••• lets you get on your target
fast ••• and stay on your target.

Discover the greatness of a Franchi for yourself ••• and
discover the really startling thing: A Stoeger-Franchi is no more
expensive than a standard·model mass-produced shotgun.

Write to Stoeger for your beautifully illustrated Franchi
catalog. Stop into your local gun shop and see it for yourself.
Twenty superb models ••• twelve and twenty gauge; standard,
2·% or 3·inch Magnum chambered ••• prices start at $158.00.

STOEGER-FRANCHI

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION
55 Ruta Court, Dept. GM-12, South HackensaCK, New Jersey
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muzzle. In the high pressure range a bit
more powder increases pressure rapidly. We
test fired 17.0 grain to be sure of an adequate
margin of safety.

After firing several thousand loads, many
hot ones, in one Combat Magnum, I sold it
to Monroe Thomas. Monroe liked the slick
action, the excellent trigger, and the way it
shot and handled. In 6 years he fired about
60,000 reloads, including many hot ones with
jacketed bullets. The gun bagged enough
varmints and game to fill a truck. It's good
as new, except the stocks are badly worn and
the blue shows holster wear. Did you ever
hear of a center-fire rifle firing some 60,000
rounds and still have equal-to-new accuracy?

I know of a .30-06 "hunting grade" rifle
that was fired in the CCI laboratory over
60,000 times with CCI primers behind 50.0
gr. of 4895 and 150 gr. Speer bullets. It still
had hunting accuracy, but wasn't equal to
new. It proved CCI primers are very easy on
a bore. The jacketed bullets had much higher
velocity than a .357 Magnum, and the smaller
bore contributed to faster wear. Monroe uses
CCI primers exclusively, except a few others
for testing, and he wouldn't trade his Combat
for a new one. I'll report on how it's holding
up from time to time. Many rifles have the
bore ruined with less than 1000 rounds. One
chap ruined a .257 Weatherby for fine accu
racy with 300 rounds that were too hot. It
was an old model. Weatherby's new Mark V
barrels and actions are much better and
stronger.

I never got a double charge, and never
will, although I've reloaded since I was in
grade school. There is no excuse for it. Be
ginners may worry about it with fast pistol
powder, and once in a blue moon it happens.
The damage is nearly always to the gun
rather than to the shooter. If you worry
about it, look in every charged case of Bulls
eye and you can detect a blank or double
charge. Or use 5066 powder in the usual 3.0
to 3.5 grain target .38-.357 charges. We
loaded 7.0 grains to test in a Combat Mag
num. It didn't damage the gun, but don't
ever fire this load! Magnum revolvers pro
vide a much larger margin of safety than .38
and .44 Specials, which is an advantage with
any loads.

I've never damaged any hand fired gun,
and I've worked up top loads for a great
many. The only ones I ever damaged were
fired by remote control to obtain data for
your information. The only damage was slight
chamber expansion, except a few wrecked
deliberately. There is no reason for you to
damage a fine gun.

Most chaps use .38 Special ammo for
plinking and practice in .357 Magnums. Ad

(Continued on page 63)

Loads and News

SPEER'S MANUAL lists their excellent
146 gr. H. P. jacketed bullet in a top

.357 Magnum load with 16.0 gr. 2400 and
CCI 500 primers at 1319 fps, in the 25,000
psi pressure range. For a hotter, more accu
rate load use 16.5 gr. with CCI 500 Magnum
primers. Velocity in a test barrel is 1670 fps
at 37,400 psi. Revolver velocity is less, due
to gas leakage between cylinder and barrel.

You should work up to this load. It's safe
enough, even in our light (K) frame Smith
& Wesson Combat Magnums. These fine guns
are made with the original 4" barrel, or a
new 6" tube, that I long ago suggested the
factory bring out. The gun was designed pri.
marily as a superb target grade gun for law
men. The company told me that most lawmen
used the handier, faster handling 4" barrels.
I doubt they knew how popular these guns
were with sportsmen for hunting, plinking,
and all-around use.

Many sportsmen prefer a 6" tube for the
longer sight radius, or the slight velocity
gain. Now we have it in the most versatile
revolver in the huge S & W line. They handle
faster and are easier to pack than the heavy
(N) frame S & W original .357 Magnum,
long considered by many as the world's finest
revolver. Despite the light weight, the Com
bats are suitable for all loads I consider safe
in the N frame models. Combats are beauti
fully finished in quite durable S & W bright
blue. Inside fitting and finishing is of fine
target grade. Walnut target stocks for all
around use are stand·ard.

My "Pair & Spare" have digested -many
thousands of factory loads that varied from
30,200 to 51,900 psi (the latter being one lot
of 1935 vintage original WRA ammo that is
entirely too hot today) and reloads up to
48,800 psi. The guns are still perfect. I don't
recommend reloads much over 40,000 psi in
any .357 Magnum caliber revolver, and less
is better for a steady diet. My top load with
the deadly and destructive Speer H.P. is hot
enough. Firing it in a large box we found
the charge burns completely in a 4" Combat.
It won't do so with any pistol primers we
have tested except CCI Magnums. You can
cut the charge as low as 14.0 gr. and still
hold accuracy.

For reduced velocity use 6.0 to 8.0 gr. of
Unique with the same primers. For hotter
loads use 2400 powder.

There is quite a difference in Speer's pres
sure figures and mine, even with my in
creased charge and different primers. This
isn't unusual. Different barrels and loading
technique may result in considerable varia
tion. CCI Magnum primers burn more pow
der in the bore rather than ahead of the

1

It looks
Good

and it is
Good!

The Redding MO.del #16 Shotshell
Reloader is a compact, sturdy, preci
sion·made unit that pradically guaran
tees uniformity of loads, if slmple
instructions included are followed.
Features are-
• Integral pQwder and shot measuring de

vice, hinged forward for easy access
• Replaceable powder and shot ,bushings
•. Universal type power die, needs no ad.

justment
• five weir-spaced operating stations
• Great mechanical advantage, for easy 'i

crimping and wad seating I
• Adiustable positive stop for reliable uni-

form.loads
Model #16 Reloacfer including Powder
and Shot Measure, less Dies ~ ..... !:$32.50
12, 16 or 20 gauge dje sets ., . v'" . 1'4.00
Ask your Dealer for mOfe on or sen(l
for FREE :Fold,er on the complete lin f ReJldlng
Reloading Tools,
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Marlin 39-A
- see why expert shooters call it

"the world's finest .22"

"Deer rifle" action - traditional lever
design. The 39-A handles like the classic
Marlin 336 deer rifle. Heft a 39-A - and
you see why shooters go for the feel, the
looks of its traditional lever 'styling for
small game, practice shooting.

Micro-Groove barrel for "dead center"
accuracy. Only a Marlin .22 has an Ord.
nance steel barrel that's Micro-Grooved.
This gives your 39-A barrel a smoother,
harder bore surface - improves accuracy
25 per cent. Range, lab tests prove it!

Low, centered scope mounting. The Marlin
39-A has a solid top receiver and side
ejection. You can center your scope, mount
it low - the "natural" way. The 39-A's
receiver is factory-drilled-you can mount
your scope with just a screwdriver!

Name " .

Address ..

City Zone State .

For a quick, slick shave • •• Marlin Micro-Edge Blades•_______________________J

9

Marlin 39·A, $79.95, gun alone.
with 4X scope, $89.95'

SLlGltTLY:. HIGHER WEST OF ROCKIES

You pay, less - you get more -- with a

.JIurlin
• • • symbol of accuracy @ since 1870

DECEMBER 1963

No plastic. You can't match the heft, the warmth of your Marlin 39-A's walnut stock. Get a Marlin 39 - four models - today.

r-----------------------
FREE! Marlin Catalog I

Marlin Firearms Co.
Dept. 9-12, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
Send me the free colorfully illustrated Marlin
Catalog. I want to know more about safe, depend
able Marlin .22's, high-power rifles and shotguns.

GUNS



Help Wanted
As a gun-starved Englishman, I frequently

look longingly at the rifles advertised in
GUNS Magazine, for I am a collector of
military-type weapons. One rifle I am par
ticularly anxious to obtain for my collection,
and for use, is a Czech VZ-24 7.9 mm Mauser
rifle.

All my attempts to obtain such a rifle have
failed, although they seem to he plentiful in
the U.S.A. However, those firms who adver
tise these weapons seem to limit their sales
to your continent.

Perhaps one of your readers would be good
enough to assist me? I am at present on a
long hunting trip to Kenya, but letters carry
ing the address below will find me.

Martin Button
P. O. Box 30011

Nairobi, Kenya

Welcome, Bill
Enclosed you will find my father's check

covering the fee for my birthday present, a
.membership in Shooters Club of America. I
think it is just about the best birthday
present a fellow could have.

I am only 13, but I am an avid reader of
your magazine, and I love guns very much.
My favorite gun is the Winchester M94 in
.30-30 caliber, and I plan to have money
enough by this fall to buy one in time for
deer season.

I am proud to be a member of the SCA,
and good luck in your gun-legislation fight.
Your new "Questions & Answers" depart
ment is great.

Bill Hodge

The Ladies, God Bless 'em!
Just a line to let you know that there are

some women interested in our right to keep
and bear arms! Having eight firearms of my
own (three rifles, two shotguns, two revolv
ers, and one semi-auto pistol) I want to
keep them and be able to use them.

I belong to the NRA and the California
R. & P. Association, read all gun magazines,
absorb all I can, and leave the too-technical
for-me things to my husband.

I only wish more women and girls would
learn about guns and shooting and the many
hours of enjoyment and the sense of achieve
ment one gets from them. Incidentally, my
<sixteen-year-old daughter is often my com
panion on hunts.

How about articles by women?

Julie M. Weaver
Fontana, California

Some weeks ago, I sent you my check for
two memberships (mine and another) in
Shooters Club of America. We are both Life

Members of NRA, and are delighted to be
Gome members of another organization which
is so actively assisting the fight to possess
and use firearms.

Being a woman and a comparatively recent
newcomer to the ranks of gun lovers, I never
theless have no sympathy with any form of
legislation which will deprive me of the use
and ownership of my guns. I live alone with
an elderly mother, and believe me, it is a
great comfort to know that, should the neces
sity arise, I have something more than a cry
for help as protection! My friend, Richard
Green (the other member included in my
check), has been interested in guns since he
was a small boy, and we have many enjoy
able hours target shooting with handguns and
rifles, and we have recently been bitten by
the reloading bug.

It is unfortunate that more women are not
interested in shooting. They miss a sense of
security from knowing that they can defend
themselves, as well as missing a lot of fun.
I regret not having started years earlier.

Frances M. McKay
Shrewsbury, Mass.

A.ttention Col. Springer
In the August "Questions & Answers"

department, Col. Robert C. Springer of San
Antonio, Texas, asked about brass shotshell
cases. I have two boxes, 12 gauge, new
Remington brass, that he can have. Trouble
is, no street address was given with his
letter. Can you get this word to him?

H. V. Atkinson
Atkinson Chevron Service

Miles City, Montana

Please tell Col. Springer that we have
small amounts of Remington brass cases on
hand except in 20 gauge. We can fill orders
up to 500 quan tities. Also, I believe Alcan
Incorporated has brass cases in shotshell
gauges.

Glen L. Mittelsteadt
Herter's, Inc.

Waseca, Minn.

Sacco·Vanzetti
Your fine article on the Sacco·Vanzetti

case makes it clear that we must all keep
our eyes and ears open to prevent such un
fortunate incidents.

I would like to point out, however, that
the field of technical investigation and the
expert testimony resulting from such investi
gation is no longer the hit or miss thing it
was in those days. Today, the profession is
carefully and closely controlled, and is or
ganized into groups of people who cannot
be bought or pressured. The International
Association for Identification is composed of
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highly trained experts in numerous fields,
such as firearms identification, polygraph,
fingerprinting, document examination, chem
istry, and many more. These people are not
all police or judicial officers; there are a
great many private experts and consultants
who are not interested in any false testimony,

but in getting at the truth with the help of
the best modern equipment and the aid of
other specialists in that particular field in

which the expert will testify.
There are still charlatans in technical in

vestigation, as there are in any profession;
but when they are exposed to the cold and
penetrating light of truth, they do not sur
vive very long. The courts and science have
come far, and it isn't fair to lead the ma
jority to believe that corruption is common
place.

DON H. BANNING
Consultant in Identification,

Police Department, Rockport, Tex.

Know Your Lawmakers
Your September issue is great, and the

greatest thing about it is the revival of the
"Know Your Lawmakers" department. I get

around among shooting people a good deal,
and have heard many rate this as the best
aid yet offered in the fight against gun legis
lation. It provides a ready check-list of
friends and non-friends when we need to go
to bat against bad laws pending in Wash
ington or in the states. The interview with
Senator Frank Church tags him very defi
nitely as a friend of shooters, and God bless

him!
But you were wrong when you said that

this department had been "featured in Gu s
from November '59 to March '62." I keep a
complete file of GUNS, and "Know Your
Lawmakers" first appeared in June, 1959, not
November! I don't know why I bothered to
check, but I did.

Incidentally, it now appears that "Know
Your Lawmakers" had even more admirers

than the ones I met! Just picked up the
September issue of one of your competitors
in the field, and they've copied the idea.

John Haynes
Miami, Florida

Imitation, they say, is the sincerest form
0/ flattery.-Editor.

The Price of Freedom
Just want to tell you how much I appreci·

ate your the Shooters Club of America.
There are large pressure groups in this

country that actively campaign for anti-gun
legislation, financed, I presume, by groups
that seek to render the people of the United

States harmless.
GUNS Magazine is to be commended, in

that it has taken up this fight to protect

"The right of the people to keep and bear
arms." This is why I seek membership in
your organization. I am a Life Member in

the NRA, and joined that organization for

the same reason.
It boils down to this: lose your right to

weapons and you'll lose your freedom. His
tory has proven that in any number of na

tions.
Please keep up the fine job and accept my

check for Charter Membership in the Shoot

ers Cluh of America.
Roy B. Kenneally

Boston, Mass.

Suddenly
You're A Kid Again
(With A F/ite-King Pump)

Take one bracing morning with the smell of autumn in the air and
the dew still on the grass. Add one eager dog (you name it) with a
nose for birds. Stir up one explosive covey of quail. Man! No matter
what the calendar says, you're a kid again - and really living.

Ideal companion for this scene is a High Standard Flite-King Pump,
20 gauge or .410. Light to carry, lightning fast on target. These are
the guns that make tall shooting tales come true. With regular shells
they're in a class by themselves for introducing youngsters to the
robust sport of field shooting. With 3·inch magnum shells they've got
range and wallop to satisfy even shellback "meat hunters".

The name High Standard is your guarantee of a proud choice
for the years ahead. In important features like Lock-Aligned
barrels, receivers machined from a solid steel forging, super·
finished operating parts and 100 percent individual factory
inspection and testing - including test·firing with normal loads
and extreme overloads. And, in such aristocratic details as rich
American Walnut stocks and forearms, and polished exterior
metal parts. Each has five-shot capacity of standard shells,
including one in chamber. Prices start at $76.95. See them at
your High Standard dealer.

!Illustrated at left) Flite·King 20 gauge Trophy with
ventilated rib and adjustable choke. Price $98.95.

More ~#!ilf!Y~ from

HIGH STANDARD
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SteindlerAmber

Upon recommendation of a friend, we asked
Bill Hobaugh of The Rifle Shop, Box 657G,
Phillipsburg, Mont., to fix up a barrel for
the gun. Bill has been making fine custom
and standard barrels for a number of years,
and those who are particular about their
barrels, have been getting Hobaugh tubes.

Bill's barrels give MOA easily, and we
know of several Hobaugh barrels that do
quite a bit better. Barrels are pre·turned be
fore drilling and only finest steel and ma
chines are used to produce these barrels.
You can get Hobaugh barrels either through
your gunshop, or you can ship your gun to
the above address, but barrel installations
are on first come, first served basis. Barrels
are chrome-moly steel, and our barrel is a
Wheelock Lovejoy Hi-Ten B·340 with a
Brinell rating of 270/295. All stress is re
lieved and thus straightness and stability in
use are foregone conclusions.

Winchester's New Magnum

Well over a year ago we got the word
about this newest Winchester cartridge-the
.300 Magnum. Chambered in the Model 70,
the new .300 Winchester Magnum spells
the end of the much cussed and also much
beloved .300 H&H Magnum. Let's say

right now that the Model 70 that reached
our testing lab did everything the advance
publicity said it would do-and then some.

Using the new B&L mounts and B&L's new
2lfzX to 8X Variable scope, the gun without
any tuning, performed exceptionally well, with

the 180 grain factory loads, the 150 grain fac
tory ammo, and with handloads. With the 180
grain factory loads, we fired a number of

five shot groups that averaged a minimum

of 11,1; inch and a maximum of 1%". The

150 grain ammo showed a minimum spread

of %" and a maximum spread of 1% inch.

Shooting with John Amber of "Gun Digest"

(Continued on page 52)

For Trap and Skeet

Tired of trying to dope your trap or skeet
averages? If you are, stick 35 cents in to the
mail to Federal Cartridge Corp., Minneapolis
2, Minnesota, and they'll send you a handy
little slide calculator that will give you your
average with one simple setting. Number of
targets goes from 50 to 2000, and the num
ber of breaks goes from one to 1,000. A
handy gadget that will save you some math
homework.

Pre·Serv Gun Oil

Gun oils, we have always heard, are to b~
used on steel only, and getting oil on the
stock is bad for the wood. While attending
the Grand American Trap events, we had a
demonstration of a new kind of oil that can
be applied to wood and steel with excellent
results on both.

Pre·Serv Gun Oil is applied with a soft
cloth to stock, action, and barrel; even if
you get too much oil on the gun, it won't
harm the firearm. After application, wipe the
gun down with a soft cloth-an old piece of
terrycloth will do fine. The amazing thing is
that Pre-Serv Gun Oil does not leave a
greasy or oily film on wood or steel, that you
cannot see fingerprints, that wood takes on
a beautiful sheen, and the bluing looks bluer.

After a treatment with this oil, you can
put the gun into the rack without having to
worry about rust or finger marks. At Van
dalia, we saw a four-year·old, hard-used trap
gun that had been treated with Pre-Serv Gun
Oil, and it looked the way it did the day it
left the factory. A four-ounce bottle costs one
dollar, and you should be able to get Pre
Serv Gun Oil in your gunshop. If you can't,
write Pat Sugrue, Pre-Serv Gun Oil, Wood
bury, Conn.

Custom Barrels

For years we have had a pet .270 that

shot MOA without fuss or bother. The gun

had seen considerable wear and tear, and

the day came when it required a new tube.

Browning Guarantee

Browning Arms Company now issues a
lifetime guarantee with the purchase of a
Browning Superposed shotgun. The guaran·
tee is good for the time the gun is in the
possession of the original owner, even for
his entire lifetime. If a Superposed under
this guarantee ever should require service,
<the company will repair the gun without
charge.

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shock. Will give years
of service. Only $2.00.

NEW IMPROVED

Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs
Unique pat. pend. "0" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely, releases
them easily. Protects shells from loss, <;tam
age. Specially formulated of durable, llght
weight flexible molded rubber to work ~ e r 
fectly all weather from _65 0 to + 240 F.
Fits any belt up to 1 %" wide. Red, brown,
black. Only $3.00.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resi,sta!1ce to
recoil, instead of " m u ~ h y " cuShIOnIng or
abrupt "bottoming:' There is a model for
every purpose. whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and u n e x c ~ l l e . ~ s h o o t ~
tng comfort. insist on "White LIne Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

SURE GRIP

HANDGUN CASES
3, 4 & 5 gun models

Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 3, 4 or 5
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail. ~
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractive col
ors and materials. Fully linen
to match. 3 gun model without back door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
imported walnut grips
feature finger & thumb
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view'control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checl<ered with hand rubbed oil fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts S & Wand S & W Magnum models.

Only'$15.50 pro ,
"10 Point" Grips

Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily
installed. Improves s h o o t i n ~ aqcu
racy. Prevents gun from slippIng.
Can be cut or shaped to fit your
hand. Only $5.75. _._--
See 1/our Mershon Dealer or write for FREB literature

;

m~lI~nvn '-V.
divisioll of .
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Dept. CIa Los Angeles 15, Cali(ornia
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KLEIN'S
LOW PRICE!

$11778

No Money Down

CASH OR CREDIT

A Great Val ue at
KLEIN'S LOW PRICE

$3778

DELUXE MARLIN 336C
HIGH POWER CARBINE

WITH RECOIL PAD,
SWIVELS AND SLINGS

NEW! me GUN DIGEST FREE! KLEIN'S ALL.
lITH ANNUAL EDITION SPORTS CATALOG

~~~t2~e~a~0~ve~r66\ ~a~ 96 illustrated pages
jor features. 384 Giant of sport, tackle and
Pages. Edited by John T. gun bargains. Catalog
Amber. Only Gun Digest Free with every or·
promises and delivers so del', or send 25¢ to
much readin g $395 cover postage for cat·

... & ~ O ~ 9 8 C : ; 4 . OnlY ppd. ~ } O a u ~ ~ , I ~ ~ o r U n d r e d S

1vmm:;.MlIL TODlT-IMMEDIATE D E L I V E R ~ i i

• .. KLEIN'S-Dept. 488 "== .. . ... 227 W. Washington St. •
• SINCE 1885 Chicago 6, Illinois •
• 0 CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order In futl. •
• Unless otherwise specified; Add $1.00 postage and handling •
• on any size order ••• $1.50 on Shotgun & Rifles. Gun Cabinet •

•
and Ammo shipped Express, Charges Collect. •
( Illinois customers add .q % Sales Taz) •

• 0 C.O.D. Customers-Enclose 100/0 C.O.D. Deposit. •=0 ESTABLiSHED KLEIN'S CREDIT CUSTOMERS: No down pay- •• ~:= ~:~~~. '!~:~~~:~s~i~obeD::~P~y:e~~c~·eqUired. To •• 0 speed your order, send name and address of your Employer and •

• ha~;mh:d~n~r:d'~re:i~~u~:s~ :rs~~r:u:ir~~,W~~~u~:~~n,YO~u~':;~~ .<g; •
• dependents, date present job began and present salary. InformatIon •
• will be keot confidential. •

• RUSH ITEM NOS. •=ENCLOSED is $ 0 CheCk 0 Money Order =
.~ME •

• ADDRESS •
• CITY & STATE •

• KLEI N'S Guarantees You 1000/0 •
•••••••• Sa"s'ac';o" 0' You, Mo"ey Back! ••••••••1

~"A TREMENDOUS VALUE ••• NOW
AT THE LOWEST PRICE EVER!

PLAYS OVER 300 HOURS
on Inexpensive Flashlight Batteries

• 8 Transistors-3 Diodes • Powerful Tele.
scopic Antenna Conceals in Case • Console
Sound 31/2" Dynamic Speaker • "Meter
Miser" Battery Saver _ Precision Slide-Rule
Tuning _ "On-Off" Pilot Light for Night
Tuning _ Separate Variable Tone Control
• "Long Range" or "Local" Power Switch
• Plays Perfectly Anywhere!
You've got the whole world in your hands as
you carry this powerful portable radio with
you everywhere-hunting, fiShing. camping,
vacationing, park, b ~ a c h , patio, or right in the privacy of your home. TUl'n the
dial and enjoy mUSIC from France ... hear propaganda from Moscow ...
listen to astronauts in space ... tune in on the 250.000 amateurs in the
U.S.A. alone ... hear tense messages from ships at sea ... terse instruc.

. tions as planes are guided to landings.. plus all your favorite near and far
stations. The world is yours, in clear, beautiful sound. Receives all standard
AM broadcasts, plus short wave 6-18 Megacycles, and Marine Band 1.6.4.5 Mc.

~ f a ~ a ~ ~ d 0 ~ h : O ~ t : ~ ~ b ~ e ~ ' ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~ \ y b ~ ~ ~ : ~ , i i s 8 l / ~ , ~ t ~ a l c ~ 8 ' ; ~ ' ~ T i ~ ~ ~ l ~ w f i l b ~ ~
10 oz. Includes genuine leather carrying case, phiS earphone with case for
private listening and batteries.

NO MONEY DOWN
. CASH or CREOIT

Exclusive at KLEIN'S! Absolutely Brand NewI Factory packed deluxe models with full
Marlin warranty. Famous Marlin fast short throw lever action. Tubular magaZine holds 7 shots.
Famous Marlin Micro-Grooved barrel. Hooded ramp front sight, adjustable open rear sight, receiver
drilled and tapped for all p'opular s ~ o p e ~ o u n t s . 20" .barrel, 38l/2" overa.II, wt. 7 lbs. Included

i f n ~ s ~ n i < I ~ a i ~ t , ~ r ~ C ~ ~ ~ e ~ d r t 1 ~ 0 1 ~ r : k ~ t s ~ n ; f f : ~ ~ h ~ ~ s g . I ? e ~ ~ g ~ : ~ leather sling With brass fit- $7178
C20-1484. carbine without scope. State choice of 30/30 or .35 cal......••••••••

C20-774. Marlin 336C with Large 1" 4 Power Tasco Scope mounted and ready to shoot, with
mounts, recoil pad, carrying strap, swivels. At Klein'S Very, Very Low Price! .••••••.. $94.88

C20-1191. Marlin 336e with 21/2X to 8X new variable Tasco scope mounted and ready to shoot.
with mounts, recoil pad, carrying strap and swivels. At Klein's Very, Very Low Price .. $104.88

Above Carbines available in 30/30 or .35 caliber. State choice.

SCOOP! 8·GUN CABINET!
ALL ASSEMBLED!

Locking sliding glass
doors and ammu_
nition dr-awer. Barrel

r r ~ : ' ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ f e i l \ ~
~ ~ ? , m ~ \ d ~ 2 Y b ~ ' ~ ~ ~ g :
Made of select hard
Woods in solids and
veneers. State choice
of Walnut or Salem
Maple styling. Shipled

~ ~ f ~ ' e s s chaiSes7"
Order No.
FP90·T9740X

'erfect Cltri,fmo, Giftl
GARCIA·MITCHELL-WORLD'S

FINEST SPINNING OUTFIT!
REEL, ROD & ACCESSORY KIT

Complete! Balanced! You get every.
thing! Finest Quality Garcia-Mitchell
300 full bail reel with level wind.
Garcia Royal Javelin custom-built, 2
section tubular fiberglass rod for pre.

~ : ~ ~ ~ I ~ : s J ~ ~ l ~ : . o : k 8 r ~ ~ s e ~ z , J ~ { : : : e
~ T f l i i a p I ~ l ~ 1 i : ~ ~ , 26 s8~~~1a p~~~~~~~
lures, reel tube, 12 snap swivels.
comb. tool, instruction manual and
Guarantee certificate. Reel available
for right or left hand casters. State

~ ~ ~ ~ e v e ~ l l ~ ~ : r 1 ~ i r ' s $337'
BTI0-143 .

810-1353. Complete outfit as lllus.
trated and described above except
with the new Fast Retrieve Garcia
MItchell 350 Reel. Available for

~ \ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f : ~ ~ a ; ~ . ~ a . s ~ ~ r . s : $34.18
810-149. Complete outfit described
above except with the revolution.
ary new Garcia Mitchell 330 Reel

U ~ U ~ ~ l . t o R " l : ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c l ~ . $35.18
State Choice oJ 6 1/2 01' 7 ft. Royal

Javelin Rod on Any Sets above!

9 TRANSISTOR WALKIE·TALKIE
Scoop! Thousands Sold At $88.88 A

Pair! Now KLEIN'S cuts the price
to only $67.78 a Pair!

Perfect for hunters, fishermen. farm
ers, campers. police work, surveyors.
etc. Ranges up to 4 miles. Famous
Mayfair Quality. Lightweighl-only
2l/4 lbs. Push· to-talk switch, volume
control. telescoping antenna. private
earphone. 7 penlight batteries in
clUded. Complete with leather case.
stl'aps, handle. 2112"xll/2"x6". Plays
up to 1500 hours. No llc..ense re-

~ ~ ~ & ~ + 9 7 i ~ ~ . A P W r e i ~ ~ ~ $3T!'
Prepaid Price, Each. . . . . PJ)d.

Save mOTe; 2 fOT only $67.78

NEW FAMED FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL MATADOR!
12-16-20-28 OR 410 GAUGE DOUBLE SHOTGUNS!

• Cheek these quality features: Selective automatic ejectors: single selector trigger; Anson & Deeley
double undel"1ocks; hand engraved receiver; gold inlay: individually mounted firing pins; checkered

French Walnut stock: Beavertail forend! Klein's scooped the market to purchase balance of factory pl"oduction.
C20·1126. Matador for 234" Std. or Hi-Velocity Shells. Most gauges, barrel lengths and chokes available.
State 1st and 2nd choice ··.···· ··· ·.···· .................•.••..•..... $117.78
C20-1127. 20 Ga. Matador for 3" magnum shells. 30" modified & full chokes ...........•..•..•.. $117.78
C20-1379. 12 Ga. Matador for 3" magnum shells. 32" modified & full chokes ....•.....•......... $117.78

6.5 ITALIAN CARBINE
Late military issue. Only 40" over
all. W e i ~ h s 7 lbs. Shows only slight
use, test·fired and head spaced, ready
for shooting. Turned-down bolt, 6
shot, clip £e:d, rear sight, $127'
thumb safety.
C20-1196 .
C20-750. Carbine with brand new 4X
SCOPe-o/4" dia. (illustrated) $19.95
E20-751. 6.5mm Italian military am
mo, 108 rds. (6-shot clip free) $7.50

NEW M·l "TANKER" CARBINE
New productiOn of the very rare
cal. 30 M-l "Tanker" Garand Car
bine. The shortel' barrel on this
rare automatic shifts the center of
gravity back to mid-receiver, making
this the fastest handling semi-auto
matic ever developed. 18" barrel.
Weighs only 8 112 Ibs. $119'5
8-shot.
C20-1637 .

~;o~;e~6J.~'. Ri·~~St~f.e3t"Ml~~~diloun~~
cd with Gov't issue M84 2 112X

~ ~ ~ s s ~ h ~ ~ k ~ y ~ g : ' • ~~~~~ • $134.95

10 GA. 3Vz" MAG. SHOTGUN
Single barrel shotgun chambered for
the IO-gauge 3l/2" magnum shell.
Single shot break-open action has
visible hammer. 32" full choke bar
rel, checkered walnut stock and for
end. Fitted recoil pad. WeilZht 7 Il>s.
49" overall. Famous Mercury SR-l0

~ ~ ~ ~ . Brand new factory $4778
C20-1321 ..•.........
E20·73. For BB. :tt2 or :tt4 shot
shells. State choice. Box of 25.$7.25

BAUSCH &LOMB lOX SCOPE
Lightweight! Only 9 ozs. Compact!
Just 10" long. Here's a revolutionary

f l : : : ~ ~ e e ; ~ r : y r u ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t ' e ; . ~ r ; : ; ~ r ~ t
est quality 6 element glass lens
system, full 10 times magnification.
View a scene 150 ft. wide at 1000

\ ~ ~ ~ h e r ~ ~ ~ ) : d % ~ : . focus. $750
B47-301-Klein's Low Price

SPECIAL! TASCO VARIABLE
POWER SCOPES-3X TO 9X

Brand new! First quality! Made by
Tasco! With a twist of the wrist

r ~ ~ c g n t o h " 9 v e f i e ~ ~ y ofo,,'fce:,. Y I O ~ f v : . a ~
30 ft. Crosshall' reticule. Magnesium
fluoride hard coated lenses, windage
and elevation click stops, parallax
corrected nitrogen filled for fog
proofing. Large eye piece and ob·

jective. 1" tube, cowhide
ens caps. Overall 12", $297114 oz.

B27-T1579 .
B27-1568. VARIABLE POWER
SCOPE. 21/2% to 8%. Tasco quaUtJl

: ~ ~ v e ~ e g ~ ; ; ~ h a : r a ~ ~ i C 1 ~ l ~ . $24.18
~ : ~ s l s s : t : ' i l t 2 . : ~ s b C W ( j ~ s :
HAIR RETIC e qtuzUty lea-

~ ~ : : ; s FUe223et cule • • • :1e.:4iJasb':ic~
CUTately centeTed. State choice of ret-

~ ~ e ' O T s ~ ~ ~ .. : ~ ~ i ~ : ..0:. $19.18

u. S. MODEL 1917
MILITARY RIFLE
30/06 CALIBER

The u . ~ i ; . Model 1917 Enflel s a remendous the m o s ~ R ~ s y ' e . ! l ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 o r ~ ~ u ~
caliber! Specifications: 6-shot, top loading, 1 in 10" 5-groove 26" barrel with sharp clean rifting.
Overall 46.3". Peep rear sight adjustable from 200 to 1600 yards, blade front sight. Foolproof safety.
Turned down bolt. American walnut stock and handguard with sling swivels. All milled $29

7
'

parts. Military Surplus. All in N.R.A. Very Good Condition or Better!
C20-33. M1917 Rifle made by Eddystone .............•.................•..••.•
C20-34. Made by Remington or by Winchester ..............................•••••. $34.95

M1917 .30/06 WITH NEW HI·POWER SCOPES INSTALLED
C20-1297. M1917 Rifle by Remington or Winchester with Fleetwood 3/4 " 4 power scope ... $44.95
C20-1293. M1917 Rifle by Remington or Winchester, side mounted with the big 1" Tasca
4 or 6 power scope. (State choice.) ...•..........•......•.•. _•.•.......••.....•.. $64.88
C20-669. Leather lace-on cheekpiece and sling ...•.......••••..•••.••...•.....•.. $ 3.95
E20-1000. 30/06 metal jacketed ammunition, 120 rounds ..•...••..••.............. $ 7.20

u.S. Ml 30·CAL. CARBINE
The only U.S. Military small arms
made with the lines and weight of
a modern sporter. Weighs only 5l/2
Ibs.. 18" brl., 36" overall. Gas
operated. 15 shot semi-auto. Ad
Justable receiver sight. $78·7'
nrand New!
C20-T859-Z ...•••.••.

C20.T1341 Nickel Plated •• $119.95
C20-1638. 15 shot Mag-azine
used . . $1.00 ea. New .. $1.50 ea.

u.S. M·l GARAND RIFLE .
Famous World War II 30/06 cal
iber automatic rifle. 8 shot. 24" bl·l.
42" overall. Adjustable. s.ight. JFx
actly as issued with orIginal click
type aperture sight adjustahle from
100 to 1200 yds. Weighs 9V!:l
Ibs. II""! NRA Very Good $787'
ConditIon.
C20_T25 ...•.......
C20-T1118. In U"Like New" condi
tion. Certified peT/ect •••••• $87.78

Speciall Marlin 3-shot repeating shot
gun with adjustable choke! First time
ever at this low Klein's price! Posi.
tive safety. I L"l.ke-down screw for
easy disassembly. One-piece stock.
Drilled and tapped for deer slug re
ceiver sight. Heavy duty extractors.
Marlin Micro·Choke. Gives 16 set
tings. Model 55 "Hunt· $337'
er." New Factory Packed.
C22-1587 ••••••••••••

RARE .303 JUNGLE CARBINE
Military model but never issued.
Royal Enfield .303 cal. No. 5 devel
oped by bitter fighting in the jung-Ies
of Burma and Borneo. 10-shot, bolt
i ~ ; ~ o n , 18" barrel. 71/4 $2971
C23-1600 .•....•.....
C23·1601. Carbine with 4X I5mrn
scope, mounted ready to shoot. $39.78
E20-1339•.303 British Military Am
mo, per 100 rounds ••••••••• $7.50

MILITARY SURPLUS ENFIELD
SPORTER. BRITISH .303 CAL.

NRA Excellent Condition! Amazing
deep price cut due to special pur.
chase from British Air Ministry.
Available with or without scopes.
The finest lot of Enfield :It 1 Mark
III Rifies we've ever seen . . . and
possibly the last of this quality that
may be available for along, long
time. This is the lowest price we have
ever offered for a gun of this qual-

~ ? : i s ~ ~ ~ ~ t i p g : t ~ ~ i z ~ g e ~ f : g ~ n t i ~ l a ~ ~ ~ ;
well. permits fast handling. Rear
sight adjustable. Blade front sight.
Turned-down bolt handle. solid brass
butt plate. 10-shot removable clip.
Sling swivels. 441/2" overall$ .30i!..
British caliber. Rifle 197•
only, without scope.
C-20-1253 .
C20-1598. ENFIELD RIFLE with
Fleetwood 4X Scope, 3/4 " dia.
mounted $29.78

~ ~ ~ - ~ : T 3 ~ o d 3 T ~ ~ n ~ ~ i ~ i . s ~ . ~ ~ l ~ t . a 1 7 ~ ~ O
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2 DIE· RIFLE SET

NEWS from the

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

ALL-OUT MEMBERSHIP DRIVE is off to a roaring startl Here's
a sampling of the response from members allover the country:
"I am definitely interested in promoting your organization.
Please send promotion material and application forms im
mediately for about 40 people" . . . "I know many who would
be interested in joining the SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA. Send
any promotional ideas and I'll get right on it" ... "Your
list of pr izes are really worthwhile. I'm talking up the
SHOOTERS CLUB to all my gun friends and will have them signed
up very shortly." ... "When I go to my Police Reserve meet
ing I will distribute the applications for membership in the
SHOOTERS CLUB and I am certain that I will be able to sign
up a large number of them." The SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA is
your organization. Help build it into a strong new force to
defend your right to use and enj oy guns. You are rewarded with
valuable firearms products from leading manufacturers in the
field--famous make rifles, shotguns, handguns, scopes, reload
ing equipment, gun cases, firearms accessories, books, offi
cial club jewelry and many other exciting gifts--all given
away free for signing up new members. Start your personal
campaign dr i ve now! Talk up the SHOOTERS CLUB among your
friends--at local club meetings. Send for promotion material
and application forms today. Write to: George Tsoris, SHOOT
ERS CLUB OF AMERICA, 8150 N. Central Park Avenue, Skokie,
Illinois.

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

Buy from your gun dealer and be surel '

DECEMBER 1963GUNS

SECOND AMENDMENT IS NOT ENOUGH! This is the title of a feature
article which will appear in the next issue of GUNS Magazine.
We talk a lot about the Second Amendment and how it protects
our right to private ownership of arms, but the fact is that
the right to own and bear arms is infringed--by federal law,
by state statutes, and by city ordinances. This provocative
article perceptively analyzes the problem and asks the ques
tion: "Why not a pro-gun law?" SHOOTERS CLUB and GUNS has
an answer, and a plan of action you'll surely want to know
about. Don't miss it in the January issue!

JOIN SHOOTERS CLUB AT SPECIAL LOW RATE! If you are not already
a member, take advantage of our special Christmas offer. Join
the SHOOTERS CLUB at the reduced rate of only $6.00 for one
year instead of the regular $7.50 fee. This offer is being
made available during the holiday season only. Join the fight
against restrictive firearms laws. On the last page of this
issue you'll find all the membership benefits and privileges
you get. Use the handy postage free reply envelope. Order
gift memberships for your friends--all year long they'll be
reminded of your thoughtfulness at Christmas time. Avoid the
Christmas rush and mail early. Remember, the special reduced
rate is for a limited time only.

SHOOTERS CLUB NEWSLETTER was recently mailed to all members.
The lead article: "Action on the Legal Front" features H. R.
6364, introduced by Congressman Bob Sikes of Florida to amend
Section 33 of the Arms Control and Disarmament Act. It con
tains the following important sentence: "Nothing contained in
this Act shall be construed to authorize any policy or action
by any Government agency which would interfere with, restrict
or prohibit the acquisition, possession, or use of firearms
by an individual for the lawful purpose of personal defense,
sport, recreation, education, or training." Write your Con
gressmen, your Senators, to support H. R. 6364. We've told
them you want it passed--it's up to you to support us!

Ideal for lubricating cases
before sizing or forming.
Packed in con- 50 C
venient 2 ounce
Plastic bottle.

RCBS CASE
LUBE PAD

RCBS RESIZING
LUBRICANT

Designed for

applying RCBS $240
Resizing Lubricant to cases.

Precision machined sizer and seater
dies. Standard 'l's" - 14 thread for all
popular reloading presses. Hand Pol
ished for long wear. No decorative
chrome plating to crack or peel. Sizer
die decaps, sizes and expands case
in one operation. Over 500 calibers
available including: .22 Rem. Fire

Ball / .224 Wby. Mag. / $13506mm Rem./.284 Win.j
.300 Win. Mag.

Dept. E·12, P.O. Box 729, Oroville, Calif.
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Will long range rob you of a kill?

Not when you carry the hard-hitting .300 Weatherby Magnum!

The reason is simple ... out at 300 yards, the .300 Weatherby

Magnum delivers about twice the striking energy of that old

favorite 30-'06! Even at 400 yards and beyond, the added

punch of the .300 Weatherby Magnum (or indeed, any of

the Weatherby Magnum calibers) can make the difference

between failure and success.

Since its introduction 17 years ago, the, .300 Weatherby

Magnum has earned an envied reputation by providing hunt

ers on five continents with extra long range killing power.

Go and see for yourself the ultimate in big game rifles; the

Mark V, available in any of the Weatherby Magnum calibers:

.257, .270, 7mm, .300, .340, .378, and .460. All are famous

for flat trajectory and long range killing power.

Notice too, the beautifully shaped and polished classic Monte

Carlo stock and the high quality of workmanship. The barrel

is hammer-forged by an exclusive Weatherby process and the

action is today's safest and strongest.

Write for free literature, or send $2 for the 12th edition of the

150-page, profusely illustrated "Tomorrow's Rifle Today," the

Weatherby Guide. Weatherby, Inc., 2781 East Firestone Blvd.,

South Gate, California. In Canada: Canadian Sauer, Ltd.,

103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

SEE YOU> rztJ~ OEA"'>



ORGANIZED TO PROTECT LIFE AND PROPERTY IN

THE NEW REPUBLIC. THESE MEN LEFT THEIR MARK ON TEXAS

Photo of Rangers in Temple, Texas shows
that they wore 'em high (See Oct. GUNS).

By JAMES E. SERVEN

T HE NAME OF John Coffee Hays is highly honored in

Texas-and rightfully so. Although the Texas Rangers

were given legal status in 1835, the best traditions of that

famous organization are said to have had their beginning

a few years later, when Jack Hays (sometimes spelled

Hayes) was authorized by the new Texas Republic to raise

and lead a company of mounted fighting men. The Rang

ers' job was to protect Texans and their property and to

pursue the lawless over a vast territory from the Red River

to the Rio Grande - especially along the southern and

western frontiers. On the west were the fierce Comanches

and Apaches; on the south were vengeful and wily Mexi

cans. The horse made them all potentially dangerous and

elusive through mobility.

Among those in Jack Hays' company were many fearless

men, some whose names loom big in Texas history

Samuel H. Walker, Ben McCulloch, W. A. A. (Big Foot)

Wallace, and John S. (Rip) Ford, to name just a few.

Our purpose here is to examine the use of firearms

among the Rangers, so we shall proceed directly to the

few available records and see what can be learned about

the early weapons of this unique force. First-hand informa

tion has been preserved for us in the following account

given to Frederic Remington by Ranger Captain Rip Ford:

"A merchant of our country journeyed to New York,

and Colonel Colt, who was a friend of his, gave him two

five-shooters {Paterson Models of 1836)-pistols they were

and little things. The merchant in turn presented them to

Captain Jack Hayes. The captain liked them so well that

he did not rest 'till every man Jack of us had two apiece.

"Directly, we had a fight with the Comanches-up here

above San Antonio. Hayes had fifteen men with him-he

was doubling around the country looking for Indians. He

found 'sign' and after cutting their trail several times he
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could see that they were following him. Directly the Indians

overtook the Rangers - there were seventy-five Indians.

Captain Hayes said, 'They are fixin' to charge us, boys,
and we must charge them.'

"We charged and in the fracas killed thirty-five Indians

-only two of our men were wounded-so you see those

five-shooters were pretty good weapons. Of course they

w'an't any account compared to these modern ones, because

they were too small, but they did those things. Just after

that Colonel Colt was induced to make bigger ones for us,

some of which were half as long as your arm.'" This is the

Famous Walker Colt is
shown above Paterson
models, of the types
first used by the men
of the Texas Rangers
under Capt. Jack Hays.

Top to bottom, single
shot Springfield, the
Sharps carbine, and a
Winchester '73. Shown
at right, grip of Ben
McCulloch's revolver.

now famed Walker Model of 1847.

Prior to the advent of Samuel Colt's five-shot repeating

pistol in Ranger service, the Rangers had carried a brace

of single shot pistols, a hunting knife, and caplock rifles

or shotguns of the style used in Tennessee, Missouri, or

other earlier frontier states whence many of the Rangers

had originally come.

None of these weapons was well suited to fighting while

mounted, and it was not until the Colt repeating pistols

were obtained that the Rangers changed their old tactics

of pursuing as cavalry', but fighting as infantry when the
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enemy was engaged. The repeating pistol revolutionized

border warfare by making mounted engagements effective.

The early Rangers were primarily a guerrilla military

force; they had not been long organized before the Mexi

can War was upon them. Texas, having been admitted ;to

the Union as the 28th state in 1845, placed her Rangers

under the national command. The Rangers rendered espe

cially valuable service to General Zachary Taylor as scouts

and hard-hitting light cavalry. Ranger Samuel H. Walker

was selected to go north to obtain arms and to help Samuel

Colt redesign his repeating pistol from a five-shot to a six

shot weapon, more rugged in structure than the original

Paterson models, and easier for mounted men to reload.

Walker's negotiations resulted in production of a little over

1000 big 4 pound Colt pistols in the manufactory of Eli

Whitney-these are known today as Colt Whitneyville 1847

Dragoon pistols. These big six-shooters were delivered to

the Rangers at Vera Cruz, and saw some good service

before the Mexican War was ended by the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo. Thus was born the Colt "six-shooter,"

a side arm with a six-chambered cylinder which, in one

model or another, was a great favorite with Texas Rangers

during the remaining 88 years of their existence as a

separate organization.
Although seeing but minor action, Colt six-shot cylinder

rifles made at Paterson, N. J., about 1840 were used by a

few Rangers. Captain Rip Ford has recorded an encounter

during 1851 wherein his lieutenant, Ed Burleson, and seven

men, all armed with these caplock Colt repeating rifles,

killed or wounded twelve Indians who had charged them.

The Walker model Colt six-shooters had a long 9 inch

barrel, useful as a head-cracker for close-fighting after its

charges were fired, but for general purposes the long barrel

made the pistol muzzle heavy and awkward to handle.

Some mechanical improvements were made and the barrel

shortened to 7:!h" in subsequent Dragoon pistols produced

by Colt from 1848 on. One of these later pistols, owned by

the famous Ranger Ben McCulloch, is now in the Joe W.

Bates collection in Wortham, Texas. It is worthy of note

that 49 Texas counties were named in honor of Rangers,

including Hays, Walker, and McCulloch.
The ten years following the Mexican War found the

Ranger organization reduced almost to non-existence. Fed

eral troops were given the responsibility of guarding the

Texas frontiers, but they were too few and their efforts

met with little success. One newspaperman commented that

the soldiers were about as useful in the Texas chaparral as

a sawmill on the ocean. Sam Houston was once moved to

declare publicly, "You may withdraw every regular soldier

from the borders of Texas if you will give her a single

regiment of Texas Rangers."
Texans began to realize that, with an increase in wide

spread fighting and bloodshed along her frontiers, they

must put more reliance on their own fighting men than on

the small and rather impotent Federal forces then deployed.

Governor Hardin R. Runnels decided drastic action was

needed. Realizing that no service is better than the men of

which it is composed, the governor called on a man who

had already served Texas well as a Ranger, Rip Ford,

making him Senior Ranger Captain in 1858. Capt. Ford

was authorized to select 100 extra men and wage an aggres

sive war to end the Indian depredations and any other

threat against the people of the state.

John S. Ford's nickname "Rip" (Continued on page 42)

An early photo of a
big Texas Ranger and
two friendly Indians,
perhaps his trackers.

Rangers of Lieutenant
Burleson, armed with
Colt rifles, quelled
a force of Comanches.

Revolver presented to
Ranger Ben McCulloch
by Sam Colt in 1848.
Now in Joe W. Bates
collection in Texas.
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For Comfort or Suruiuol'
In the Woods

Red plastic panel, most frequently used
kit item, protects hunter in many ways. The complete field kit, on

GI web belt, is ready for
any emergency. The pouches
carry the author's choice
of essentials shown below.

A BASIC FIELD KIT

By WARREN SIPE

hunt? I fill my rifle magazine and carry four extras-and

that's too many. As a substitute, in the first pocket, you
could carry some of the new signal-flare cartridges if they

are legal in your territory.
In the same pocket carry a 39 inch square of red plastic.

This has been the most frequently used item I carry, serv

ing in many ways. It can be used as a signal, you can sit
on it, and twice, as I remember, it served as a windbreak

when my clothes were not heavy enough. Two years ago,
I was deep between two ridges, the spot thick and brushy

where two deer trails crossed. I heard several shots and
then the shouts of excited hunters, and knew I was in the
line of fire. I bent a slender (Continued on page 50)
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Too MUCH AND YET not enough, is a paradox, but

it is exactly the situation encountered every day
whenever hunters are in the field. Though their pockets

may bulge with a hundred and one items, too many times
they are without the one all-important article when an

emergency arises.
The items listed here won't cover every possible con

tingency-that would be well nigh impossible. But in my
six years in the field, my kit has never let me down.

To carry the smaller items, cut three pockets from a GI

issue cartridge belt, checking to be sure to get three full
sized pockets without partitions. Sew a loop on the back

so that it can be worn on a web issue belt.
Now, for the first pocket, let's consider ammunition.

Most every hunter burdens himself with too much ammuni
tion. Let's figure out how much should you carry. Ralph

Totten in the July, 1948 "American Rifleman," writes that
in 40 years of hunting in the U.S., Africa, Europe, South
America, and Canada, he has fired but 200 serious shots

at medium and big game to collect between 85 and 100
heads. Jim Corbett writes that a friend "takes five car

tridges, never more and never less, when he goes after big

game." Corbett, himself, hunted the Champawat man-eater
with only three rounds. You may not want to shave it that

close, but why carry a ten year supply for a single day's
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An exact replica 'of the famous Model of 1861 3" Ordnance Rifle belches smoke and flame in battle re-creation.

CANNON WERE FEARED FOR THEIR EFFECTIVENESS. BUT

OFTEN WERE SILENT FOR LACK OF AMMO

By RICHARD E. GEYER

T HE ANONYMOUS AUTHOR of "The Light Artillery"

aptly described the field pieces of the Civil War-the

Parrotts, Ordnance Rifles, and field howitzers-whose bark

made brave men tremble-when he wrote:

"Hurrah! Hurrah! Our bulldogs bark,

And the enemy's line is a glorious mark;

Hundreds fell like grain on the lea,

Mowed down by the light artillery."

The "bulldogs" of the Confederate and Union armies

repulsed attacks and helped turn the tide of battle. At

Antietam and Fredericksburg, fear of the mighty Yankee

guns influenced the Southern Army in deciding against

attacks. The Rebs failed to use such cautitm in an assault

on Culp's Hill at Gettysburg and were mowed down by five

batteries of the vaunted Yankee guns.

Field artillery was identified by its lightness and mobil

ity, and those used in the Civil War were generally im

proved in both respects over those of previous eras. A gun

was mounted on a two-wheeled carriage, but to ease the

towing task for the artillery horses, a "limber," two-wheeled

carriage, was attached for transport. The limber also car

ried an ammunition chest. Extra rounds were hauled on

caissons, two-wheeled rigs which carried two ammunition

chests and a spare wheel.

Ammunition supply was a headache, for what the Civil

War field cannon lacked in abilities, they made up in

variety. Different ammunition was required for almost

every gun, and there were more than a dozen different

basic cannon models. Some were cast iron, others bronze,

and either smoothbore or rifled.

Rifled cannon, with greater range and improved accu

racy, were introduced in the 1850's, but despite their ad

vantages were still outnumbered as late as 1863. The

smoothbores most popular for field work had effective

ranges of only 600-700 yards, although they could fire

up to four times as far. Larger smoothbores had ranges

up to three miles, and some rifled cannon reached five

miles or more. Though some military people still favored

the smoothbores, by 1860 the U.S. Ordnance Department

officially accepted rifles-three years after the Army be-
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Confederate 12 pounder Napoleon cannon at Gettysburg,
named after Napoleon Bonaparte's nephew, Napoleon Ilf.

gan to specify rifling in its muskets.
Rifling lagged behind the switch in metals used in wea

pons. Although cast iron was cheaper and more readily
available than brass (today called bronze), the U.S. Ord
nance Board wavered between brass and iron, until it was
discovered that rifled bronze guns would not hold up when
fired. Most of the cannon available at the beginning of the

war were smoothbores. But more important, rifles were
less effective against dispersed infantry than were the old,
reliable 12-pounder smoothbores that could spray a target
better because of their larger bores.

Though cannon types were many, three guns dominated
artillery on both sides. The workhorse for both armies was
the 12-pounder Napoleon, muzzle-loading bronze smooth
bores named after Napoleon Bonaparte's nephew, _Japoleon

Ill. The Union used the U.S. 1857 model; the South a gun
supposedly copied from Union drawings.

While its maximum range was some 1,600 yards, the
Napoleon was used most effectively against infantry at 600
yards or less. At that range, it became a huge shotgun when
it fired the 12.pound canister projectile from its 4.62 inch
bore. The 1200 pound Japoleon was considerably heavier

than the other two popular guns, both rifles, yet it was
ideal for the Civil War since the wooded and rolling battle
fields minimized the value of longe-range artillery.

The Napoleons were principals in many heated battles.
The famous Battery B, 4th U.S., armed with six Napoleons,
withstood scorching musket fire from Rebel riflemen hid

den in the cornfield at Antietam. Unsupported by infantry
and facing well-protected enemy soldiers as close as 30
yards, cannoneers of Battery B rammed home double can
isLers and held the ground, despite 40 per cent casualties.

One round from a Napoleon killed or wounded 30 attack
ing Confederates at Gettysburg's Peach Orchard. The shot
came from a gun of the 9th Massachusetts Battery, which
held a weak portion of the Union line without infantry

help for 30 minutes.
In these two incidents, the cannoneers were, by neces

sity, abandoning artillery's primary tactical missions-sup
port and reinforcement-assuming an infantry role though
they were seldom armed with (Continued on page 40)
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The 20 pound Parrott Rifle lacked ease of mobility.
especially in the rolling Civil War battlefields.

Typical scene at many Civil War Battlefield sites,
where Civil War "bulldogs" remain in the field.

Union cannon aimed toward stilled Seminary Ridge,
is silent reminder of. the battle on July 2, 1863.
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Lever, fully down, will \3ull
shell out this fer. Faster
"snap" of le)'er will eject
ease completely out of' gun.

The Greener trap gun looks
like $ rifle, but p ~ r f O I ' m " s
the wa,,- a trap gun should.
tnslt shows right side of
receiver witb GP "General
Purpose" markin'g. Safety
is "PI or HFire" position.

T HE PROUD ENGLISH gunmaking firm of W. W.

Greener Limited, Birmingham, England, has long

been associated with the manufacture of some of the

world's finest sporting arms. Their "Best Grade" shotguns

and rifles are held in the same esteem as those of Boss,

Purdey, Westley Richards, Holland & Holland, and others.

With the British preference for the double and single

barrel sporting shotgun, it is not surprising that Greener

would invade the realm of the target shooter with a one

shot trap gun. They are offering their GP "General Pur

pose" gun with 30 inch, 32 inch, and even 34 inch venti

lated rib barrels, choked a good and tight "Full."

My first trip to the range with my Greener-I have the

OLD BRITISH GUNMAKER IS OFFERING

A FINE "GENERAL PURPOSE" GUN

By DOUGLAS HOUGH

Model No.6 with 32" barrel-began with this distressing

comment from the dub official, "Sorry, Mac, no rifles

allowed on the trap range."

The lever action and long fore-end do suggest the image

of a repeating rifle, or perhaps a bench-rest arm, but under

neath this misleading visage is a dyed in the wool shotgun

and, because it is a single shot, it is ideally suited to the

needs of the trap shooter.

This trap gun utilizes an improved Martini-type action,

with two notably unique features: a lever safety and a

split ring receiver.
The receiver allows quick takedown and assembly of the

shotgun. When the takedown screw, on the left receiver

wall, is turned counter-clockwise, the threaded portion of

the receiver opens up, and the barrel may then be easily

screwed in. The takedown screw is then tightened firmly,

clamping the receiver sidewalls inward onto the barrel
The proud name of W. W. Greener, stamped on the left
side of the Martini-type action of the "GP" trap gun.
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threads and solidly locking these two pieces together.
The foolproof safety, which automatically goes on "Safe"

when the action is opened, does not engage the trigger
itself. Operating directly off the "tumbler," it blocks the

firing pin's forward travel-a very safe method.

The tumbler is a single unit used to transmit movement
of engagement and disengagement from the trigger to the

firing pin on a very simplified basis. Therefore, our firing
process uses a minimum number of moving parts, resulting
in very quick lock time. These parts are: trigger (with

integral sear); tumbler (acting as messenger); and the
firing pin itself.

Moving the safety lever from "Safe" to "Fire" is as easy

as it is comfortable. With the gun cocked and ready for
action, and the trigger finger away from the trigger (fol

lowing good gun habits), the upper knuckle of the trigger
finger is just touching the safety lever. When the gun is
being brought to the shoulder and the hand is moved for
ward onto the trigger, the knuckle of the hand automati

cally pushes the safety off and the gun may now be fired.
This eliminates the need to look down for the safety.

English guns have, for many decades, been fitted with
stocks which have never proved too desirable for shooters

over here. Essentially straight grip stocks, without a Monte
Carlo comb but with excessive drop, leading to one chief
complaint-magnification of the gun's recoil to the shoot
er's shoulder. The drop of my Greener stock is 2 ~ " , com

pared to the average 2 ~ " to 2%," drop of U. S. gun
stocks. This difference is only a quarter to a half inch,

but it means a great deal in proper fit.

When I first fired this gun, shortly after buying it,
I was beaten quite noticeable on the cheek. A satisfactory

GUNS DECEMBER 1963

improvement, though temporary, was made by the addition
of a Pachmayer recoil pad directly to the end of the stock

after the buttplate was removed, and applying a cheekpiece
pad. The pad I used is the "Shock and Stock Pad," useable
either as a cheekpiece for the gunstock or applied to the

shoulder pad area of a shooting jacket. Made by the Pen
guin Associates, Inc., Pennsylvania Ave., Malvern, Pa., it

sells for a modest $1.59 in either Vs" or ~ " thickness.
The Greener shotguns currently being imported into the

U.S., such as those brought in by Bob Sanderson, 724 W.
Edgewater,. Portage, Wise., now have an improved stock
design with a Monte Carlo comb that solves most of the
problems mentioned above. (Continued on page 49)

Greener action has two improvements on the Martini
system; an automatic safety, and split ring receiver.
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AREPORT fROM
THE fiRING liNE

All eyes were glued to the big scoreboard at
Vandalia, watching constant position changes.

THERE WERE MORE SHOOTERS ON THE FIRING LINES IN THE BIG MEETS.

AND COMPETITION WAS TOUGH. WHO·LL BETTER THE SCORES?

By R. A. STEINDLER

Focal point of all activity at the Grand American is
Commercial Row, just east of famous ATA water tower.

The world famous firing line at Vandalia, permanent
headquarters of the Amateur Trapshooting Association.

Proud wife pins the rare 100 x 100 medal
on Albert Kees, Richmond, Indiana, who
won Handicap Championship at 21 yards.

THIS WAS A BUSY summer for competitive shooters.

The skeet addicts had their innings at the Rochester,

New York, Brooks Gun Club. Pistol and rifle shooters

gathered once again at Camp Perry, and the Grand

American was fired at its traditional home in Vandalia,

Ohio. Attendance was excellent and the weather favorable.

All of the shooting events had exciting and tense mo

ments, and there were moments of heartbreak and of tri

umph. One of the most sensational events I have ever

witnessed, either as spectator or as competitor, was the day

Army Sergeant First Class William B. Blankenship, Jr.,
took the National Pistol Championship title-for the fourth

consecutive time!

Bill had made history in 1962 when he collared the title

against a very strong field. But in the course of the year,

he had suffered defeat several times and the very same men

who had outscored Blankenship during the year would be

his opponents again on the firing line at Perry in 1963.

With the intense psychological pressure on the top-ranking
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Pistol firing line is always a beehive of activity at Perry, with
Range Officers on hand to keep things moving smoothly.

Hawaiian small-bore team, facing the camera, worked for two
years to finance trip to compete at the Camp Perry Matches.

SFC William Blankenship, Fort Benning, Ga.•
1963 NRA National Pistol Champion. He's
held this coveted title four consecutive years.

The moment of truth comes at the targets as
the pistol shooters examine results of match.

shooters, it was anyone's guess who would stand up best

under the pressure.

Most of the competitors I talked with admitted that they

not only tried to fire the best possible scores, but that they

also kept track of the scores their opponents fired. As one

man said: "You just cannot forget that there are fellows
like Benner and McMillan on the line, that you must score

better than they do. Every time I think of that, I wonder

why I am standing here on the ready line."

On Tuesday, August 6, Sgt. Blankenship scored the

incredible 890-49X in the rim-fire competition. The fol

lowing day he swept the center-fire competition, racking
up a score of 882-51X. Wednesday, Camp Perry was ripe

with excitement, and lights in the competitors' huts burned

much longer than usual. Would Blankenship take the .45

caliber matches? Would he be able to stand the pressure

of shooting against the nation's top pistol shooters?

On Thursday, August 8, Blankenship did it again, scoring

882-51X. This gave him the three Aggregates, plus the

Grand Aggregate, made him the first U.S. Army man to

sweep three old records and hold the Grand Aggregate.
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What makes a champion? I was fortunate enough to

spend almost an entire day with Bill Blankenship, and I

have never seen a more unassuming man. Here is a cham

pion shooter, but instead of talking about his scores, his

trophies, and his triumphs, he talks about other members

of the Army Pistol Team, about his friend Sgt. Merx of

the Air Force Team, Sgt. Joe Benner who is a close per

sonal friend and frequent opponent on the firing line-in

short, Bill Blankenship is a likeable fellow, the sort of guy

who admits that he works at his scores, that he has dropped

points when he had no excuse for it.

Bill entered the Army in 1948 and became a bandsman,

playing the French horn and also doing trumpet solos.
"Walking past the pistol range one day and seeing some

of the fellows shooting, made we want to try my hand at

it." That was 10 years ago, and Bill bought himself a

Christmas gift-a .45 auto. He took his shiny new gun to

the range, and despite his efforts, his scores were pitiful.

Lt. Col. Elgin G. Radcliff passed by and asked Blankenship

if he would like some coaching. The deal was made and
Col. Radcliff had an apt student. (Continued on page 45)
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Youngster, above, sets out decoys before
the hunt. Below - Area superintendent,
Don Kirkpatrick makes sure that adult, as
well as youngsters, have a valid license.

WHERE CAN A TEENAGER find a place to hunt with

out bucking the normal adult competition, and yet
receive the proper guidance and advice, not only on hunt

ing procedures, but on the important principles of firearms
safety and good sportsmanship? Where can all this be

accomplished without losing the close relationship that
comes of learning these fundamentals from a parent, friend,

or guardian?
There is such a place in Oregon, the E. E. Wilson Game

Management Area-75 miles south of Portland on U. S.
Highway 99-W. Recognizing the problems that juveniles
face, the Oregon Game Commission came up with a double
barrel program that works, and works well. How?

First, the members of the Commission established a
hunting area abundant with waterfowl, and opened it

exclusively for boys and girls from 14 to 17 years of age.
The area provides every type of duck, goose, and coot
hunting, with a pond of substantial size bordered by fields

DUCKS
FOR

TEENS

By MILTON GRASSELL

Adults cannot hunt on the Wilson Game Refuge, but do supervise
and teach the youngsters. Roland Fisher, like many other proud
fathers, enjoys making movies of his son, Tom, during the hunt.
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of unharvested corn and sudan grass. This natural feed

assures the young shooters a good supply of fast-flying

targets. Well-built blinds are strategically located around

the pond, and are assigned to the teenage hunters by a

drawing held at the check-in station.

The second, and most important, phase of the program

is set up in such a way that the proper use of guns and

good sportsmanship habits are developed in a safe, efficient

manner. Don Kirkpatrick, game area superintendent, says,

"We are able to carry out part of this ourselves. We answer

questions, and review general safety precautions at our

"check-in" and "check-out" station. In addition, our men

patrol the actual hunting area to make sure that these

teenage hunters are learning as well as shooting. But, we

can't do it all. That's why each hunter must be accompanied

by an adult 25 years old or older."

The accompanying adult may be a parent, guardian, or

friend, either male or female, and both the adult and the

teenager must hold a valid hunting license. However, no

adult may carry a gun. "That would destroy the whole

purpose," Kirkpatrick says. "The adult is there to assure

safety. That's his primary purpose. But we hope the adults

will go further-and they do. For instance, the adults teach

the juveniles where to set the decoys, how to call ducks,

when and when not to shoot, and teach waterfowl identifica

tion." Each adult may sponsor one or two youngsters, no

more, and must assume full responsibility for the activities

and welfare of his charges. The limit of two youngsters

assures adequate supervision at all times.

Many of the young hunters bring decoys, others use

calls, some use both techniques_ But the important thing

is that there is enough waterfowl so that the beginning

juvenile hunter with just a gun and a supply of shells can

bag his limit. This is one place where it is not necessary

for the beginning hunter to purchase numerous gadgets

and accessories in order to find (Continued on page 58)
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Keith Axelsen of Portland, Oregon, shoots, retrieves,
proudly displays his first duck of the day. Each year,
60 fortunate youngsters enjoy the facilities offered here;
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It took 6 years of designing,
loading, and constant shooting
to produce the improved Vitt
shotgun slug. New Vitt slugs are
extremely accurate and also
offer the hunter improved and
deeper penetration on big game.

NEW SLUGS FOR NEW
THESE SLUGS. DESIGNED BY AN AERONAUTICS EXPERT AND

SHOOTER. GIVE TOP ACCURACY AND PENETRATION

I N MORE AND MORE areas of our country, the shotgun is
the only firearm permitted for deer hunting. This is espe

cially true in the East and Middle West, where the population

explosion is encroaching on the available hunting lands 'at an

ever increasing pace.
Because more hunters were depending on the commercial

rifled slug to bring down game, I began to wonder if the slug,
as available to hunters today, was doing a good job. Modern
developments in rifle bullet designs have increased accuracy,

stability, and penetration, but the old slug has not changed in
many years. The Brenneke slug is expensive, and, being an
import, it is not too well distributed. It is an improvement

over the standard American rifled slug, but those that I have
examined were considerably oversize for American guns. They

fit snugly in a cylinder bore, and are oversize for all chokes.
I bulged one full choke barrel of an expensive double with the Vitt slug provides better expansion in game.
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Groups shot with newest
Vitt slugs demonstrate
the accuracy potential.
I. Group shot using the
Browning I.C. barrel is
the best. 2. Excellent
group with new Browning
Buck Special. 3. Group
using commercial slugs
shows wide dispersion.

ACCURACY
By GEORGE N. VITT

first Brenneke slug fired. Examination showed it to be
about .050" larger than the choke diameter.

About five years ago, in northern Maine, J witnessed my
friend and neighbor, Henry, miss the broadside of a stand

ing buck at some 40 yards with a carefully aimed 12 gao

rifled slug. He wasted two more slugs, which only served
to speed the deer into the next county. Back at our camp,

we tested Henry's pump gun, one of he best and oldest
makes, and found that it could not keep five rifled slugs

in a 15 inch circle at 40 yards, yet Henry is an artist with
this gun on ducks, pheasants, and woodcock. After return

ing home, I discovered why Henry's shotgun cannot be
accurate with the commercial rifled slug-the slug did not

fit any part of his choke-bored barrel; the cylinder portion
measured .731" and the muzzle .705", while the rifled slug

averaged .685". This made it a loose .046" in the cylinder

3

and .020" in the choke. Thus, the slug was certainly safe
to shoot even in a tighter choke, but never accurately,

hecause each shot would strike the taper of the choke
constriction at a different point, resulting in a deflection

from the line of aim with practically every shot. The claim
that the slug expands to the diameter of the barrel doesn't

seem to hold water. If it were true, commercial slugs would
shoot better, and could, conceivably, bulge some thinner

barrels with tight chokes.
I decided to try to develop a better slug, and find that

"ideal" shotgun; the ideal, all-around, shotgun would be

equally as good with slugs as with birdshot with one

standard and accurate barrel.
I went back to my early experiences in Siberia, during

1910 and 1917, when I first learned the delicacies of reload
ing, ballistics, and shooting from my uncle. In addition to
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latest Vitt slug comes complete with wads.

Slugs tested by author: I. Commercial slug as loaded;
2. Meyers hollow point; 3. Imported Brenneke; 4. French
Faunia; 5. Commercial round ball load; 6. latest Vitt.
slug; 7. Early prototype Vitt showing expansion after
hitting pine board; 8. Expanded Siberian wooden tail;
9. Experimental Vitt inserted in plastic rifled cup.
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being a guncrank, he was the ranking general of artillery

and a part-time professor of ballistics. The secret of good

slug accuracy and power is the centuries-old principle of

starting with an accurate, standard bore barrel, then tightly

fitting the slug to that barrel (not the other way arol1Ild) ;

making the slug at least as heavy as a good load of bird

shot; and carefully selecting an optimum powder charge.

There were two "best" combinations that I remember: A

tightly patched round ball weighing about 550 grains for

true cylinder bores, and for choked barrels an equally

heavy cylindrical slug with a solid lead head smaller than

the choke, fitted with a long, longitudinally grooved,

wooden tail, which was a tight fit in the cylinder. The

wooden ridges easily and safely swage in the choked muzzle

with only a small loss of shooting accuracy.

I set up a goal of developing two techniques: One for

the round ball, and one for the more useful cylindrical slug.

In analyzing and testing our present slug and shot com

binations, I found that most guns give good shot patterns

with factory ammunition. The picture changes abruptly

when you come to the commercial rifled slug or the "pump

kin" round ball-few of our standard bore shotguns will

shoot them accurately. I also found that, instead of fitting

the slug to existing barrels and doing something about the

safety of shooting it from chokes, we use reverse-gear
thinking by fitting special barrels to the existing rifled

slug. This gives good results, but sacrifices the bird shot

patterns. One such 12 gao slug barrel is actually 14 gao and

is a true .700" cylinder which fits the 12 gao rifled slug

with an initial looseness of about .015", but shoots accu

rately. However it is much too tight for the 12 gao shot

column, squeezing it excessively and resulting in deformed

pellets and poor patterns at the standard distance of 40

yards. There also is an appreciable increase in recoil. This

could be considered to be worthwhile if the commercial

rifled slug were a really good projectile.

I based my approach on fitting the slug to the standard

barrels in order to create the ideal 2-in-1 shotgun for

those who do not have Drillings or cannot afford a diversi

fied battery of guns. Thus, my goals became:

1. Find gun barrel combinations, which would shoot a

round ball or a new slug design accurately and also be

capable of good bird shot patterns (a) without any

changes, or (b) by changing the amount of choke to suit.

2. Improve the potential slug accuracy by (a) tight fit

of the entire slug body in the cylinder with complete safety

in the tightest choke, and (b) induce greater rotational

speed for gyroscopic stabilization during the flight through

air. This was achieved by making the helical ribs on the

slug high and thin, and working out, with the help of
aeronautic principles, an optimum rate of twist.

3. Greater energy over a longer range and better pene

tration and nose expansion by providing about 40 per

cent greater weight (575 grains against 400 grains) and

elongating the body of the slug.

4. Better utilization of powder gas expansion by using

the Alcan Air-Wedge over-powder wad, which also forms

a concentric rear face of the slug for better accuracy.

5. Simplify handloading by making the slug and wads

a single component with a flat nose, ready to seat on the

powder charge.

6. Making the forward ends of the helical ribs square

for a neat unfolding of the roll crimp to prolong the

reloading life of paper shells. (Continued on page 56)
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AFAKE SMITH &WESSON!

Gun OF

~
,
ll'Ad

,!";:b,' .
"HE OlD • TH£ NlW

WHO MADE THIS

S&W FAKE THAT IS

NOT MARKED. HAS

UNDESIRABLE DESIGN

IN THE HAMMER?

By DR. DUNCAN McCONNELL

T HE SOLID FRAME .32 rim·fire revolver illustrated, an imitation of the
early Smith & Wesson models, has a cylinder locking mechanism actuated

by the hammer raising and lowering a bolt which also serves as the rear sight.
Somewhat simpler than the original version, the hammer does not glide through

a split ring fastened underneath the sight as on the S&W's, but merely raises and
lowers the sight by sliding under a curved ridge that begins at the extreme rear·
and lower portion of the sight.

This simple system has the undesirable feature of unlocking the cylinder
momentarily as the hammer falls-something avoided by the Smith & Wesson

and the Manhattan copy of the first issue .22 S&W.
Do not mistake this revolver for a "suicide special." It has no patent date or

trade name, and is very well made. The frame is brass and the steel barrel is well
rifled. None of the usual save-a-penny tactics were employed here.

The only mark of identification is the number 13, found in several places; on

the underside of the barrel near the frame, on the left side of the butt under the
wooden grip, on the front of the cylinder, on the cylinder pin, and elsewhere.

The grips seem to be mahogany or butternut wood. Everything except the
hammer, trigger, cylinder pin lock, and sideplate screw is nickel plated.

, This "sleeper" was discovered at the March 1963 meeting of the Ohio Gun

Collectors Association, on the table of a well-known Pennsylvania dealer, and
with a very modest price tag. It seems that it was contained in a collection that
he had acquired "only a few days before the show" and he "hadn't had a chance

to examine the individual items carefully." In response (Continued on page 72)
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SMALL BOY- BIG RIFLE

Bob's smile reflects his pride in
ownership of Hrst big'-bore rifle.

RIFLEMAN-FATHER FINDS THAT A SMALL BOY

AND BIG BORE RIFLE BELONG TOGETHER

By RICHARD H. STANSFIELD

Transition from rim-fire to big-bore rifle came only after Bob had
shown a responsible attitude toward care and handling of a firearm.

use it so that "safety first" becomes

second nature. That was my approach,

and one with which my wife concurred

when I got Bob a single-shot Stevens

.22 rifle.

First sessions were held in the living

room. To teach sight-picture, we used
the Army's classic steady-rifle, move

able-target method, and for a rifle rest

I nailed a pair of X-shaped pieces of

1 x 2 lumber onto a wooden box.

As Bob lay in a comfortable posi
tion behind the .22, I sat on another

wooden box some twenty feet away.
I moved a one-inch bullseye, attached

to a short length of yardstick, up and

down, back and forth, in contact with

a sheet of blank paper thumbtacked

to the box.

When the sight-picture looked right,
Bob called, "Mark!" With the pencil

I then made a dot on the backing paper
through a hole in the bull's center.

After each shot I moved the bullseye

out of position, and Bob then tried

again for a perfect sight alignment.

Group sizes of his shots testified that

he learned quickly, that the sights were

lined up properly.

I reiterated time and again the prin-

D RIPPING WET, and with a box

of anununition stuffed into the

hip pocket of his jeans, my boy, Bob,

tips the scale at a scant 66 pounds. But

he takes to big bore rifle shooting as

eagerly as a buck muley takes to the

nearest hill at the sight of a hunter.

At Fox Valley Rifle Range, near

Carpentersville, Illinois, we're practi

cally part of the scenery on weekends.

Several times I've been amused when

Bob glanced condescendingly at the
.22's with which other boys-some

several years his senior-plink away.

From his expression, it's obvious that
he considers the rim-fire a fit round

for beginners, but lacking in appeal

to the man with gun-savvy.
Bob didn't acquire his big bore

know-how over night or become pro

ficient by sheer chance. Bob acquired
his love for a big bore naturally

enough. From the time I traded knick

ers for long pants I've been fond of

the outdoors and have loved guns,
shooting, and hunting. I want my boy

to know the joy of the outdoors, the
thrill of the stalk, ,the fun of the hunt,

and the spiritual satisfaction of soak

ing-in the splendor of our majestic

32

wilderness areas. Since shooting is

the key to hunting, I wanted Bob to

learn to shoot, and fortunately he felt
the same.

Guns have a powerful attraction for

boys. Their earliest toys, once they've

passed the plastic rattle and stuffed

animal stage, are apt to be a pair of

fancy six-shooters chambered for a

roll of caps, or perhaps a bolt-action

"training" rifle. With these make-be

lieve arms they blast away at the flick

ering fantasy of TV bad men, and

open fire at savage squirrels, man-eat

ing chipmunks, and other untamed

inhabitants of suburbia.

As sure as you're a foot high, boys

are going to shoot-with or without

adequate instruction, with the parents

blessings or without. Unless they have

a bank of experience on which to draw,

all of the elements of tragedy are there.

Childish curiosity and firearms do not

mIX.

Thorough instruction, carefully su

pervised, is the only way to instill an

abiding respect for firearms and to

make sure that caution and care be

come ingrained habits. Give a boy a

gun of his own, then teach him how to
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Bob's early sight picture training with a .22 helped him score with the big-bore. Kick of the .30-06 was reduced
by using lighter power mid-range loads that Bob and his father handloaded at their basement workbench.

That a small boy can do well with a big-bore rifle is shown by this 100
yard target, a culmination of his dad's training skill and his honest efforts.

GUNS DECEMBER 1963

ciples of safe gun handling during
Bob's dry-firing sessions, and each

evening's practice period ended with
an oral examination. Replies to the test
questions showed the boy recognized

this as serious business, not kid's play.
At no time did I attempt to frighten

him. I always pointed out that guns
are for fun, but I stressed also that
they could be dangerous. Never did I
let Bob forget that supposedly empty

guns are the worst offenders, and soon
it was a point of pride with Bob that,
when I handed him his rifle, he imme
diately threw open the bolt, looked
into the chamber and then stuck a
finger in to be positive it was empty.
And this was with a rifle that had

never had a shell in it!
He also took to heart the tenet that

to earn the right to retain ownership
of his shiny new .22, he must always
know where the muzzle pointed-and
the direction must be a safe one.

Bob's gunning grade school came on

a sunny Spring day when he squeezed
off his first .22. Early that morning
we went to the range and, despite his

eagerness to burn powder, I first took
him to an (Continued on page 48)
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The WINCHESTER the RUSSIANS
By RAY BEARSE

AS A BIG GAME GUN

OR AS MILiTARY WEAPON. THE

MODEL 95 DID THE JOB WELL

T HE MODEL 95 WINCHESTER rifle is probably the
most "international" big bore, lever-action rifle made.

Though it was first marketed in 1896 and has not been
produced since 1931, it is still in use by big game hunters
from Africa to Alaska. It saw military service with the
Imperial Army of the Czar from Poland to the North
Pacific, and with Russian troops in World War II. A few

M.odel 95's (in .30-40 Krag caliber) were with the Ameri
can Army in the Philippines, and more than 50 years later
some of these same 95's were used by Castro in his fight
for and then against freedom.

At the time that John Moses Browning created the de
sign of the Model 95, Winchester was already cashing in
on the products of this fertile and versatile Mormon genius.
Earlier products of the Winchester-Browning marriage in
cluded the Model 1885, the Model 1886, Model 1892, and
the venerable Model 1894.

The advent of smokeless powder, the resultant higher
velocities, and the development of the spitzer (sharp point)
bullet came at a time when sportsmen were not completely
sold on the bolt-action rifle. The tubular magazines of the
popular lever-action rifles were unsuitable for the sharp

pointed spitzers, recoil often causing the point to strike
the primer of the cartridge ahead with enough force to
result in ignition. This wrecked a substantial number of
guns, and relegated the lever-action rifle to the use of lower
velocity ammunition with round nose bullets.

This was just the sort of challenge needed by at least
two American inventors. Arthur Savage was working on
his spool magazine, and John Browning, on November 19,
1894, filed a patent application "for an improvement in
Box-Magazine-Breech-Loading Guns."

Browning noted, in the prelude to his patent application,
"My invention relates to an improvement in that class of
magazine breechloading firearms which have box instead
of tubular magazines, the object being to produce a con
venient, safe and effective arm, constructed with particular
reference to having a compact, narrow frame."

Nearly a year later, November 5, 1895, the U. S. Patent
Office issued Patent # 549,349 with rights assigned to Win

chester. Production began in February of 1896.
Browning's first working model of the 95 is now in the

Browning Collection of the Utah National Guard's John
M. Browning Armory, in Ogden. Specifications of this
model are: .30 U.S. Army (.30-4<0 Krag) caliber; 30" bar
reI; weight, 8 lbs. 13 oz.; 5 shot magazine; 48" over-all;
receiver length, 6". This model has a full-length wooden

military type forearm, but no handguard, and is equipped
with a one piece cleaning rod.

The Model 95 was initially offered in three calibers;
.30-40 Krag, and two black powder calibers, .38-72-275
and .40-72-300, both later loaded with smokeless powder.
The first Winchester catalog to list the M-95 and an adver
tisement in "Shooting and Fishing," March 26, 1896, listed
the rifle in caliber 6mm Lee Navy (.236 U.S. Navy). How

ever, Winchester records show that none were produced
in this caliber.

Two calibers especially designed for the 95, .35 WCF
and .405 WCF, were introduced in 1903. The Model 95
was chambered for the .303 British cartridge in 1903, and
for the U.S. Service cartridge, .30-1903 around 1904. When
the .30-06 replaced the .30-03, the 95's were chambered

for this new round. Some 300,000 95's were chambered
for the 7.62 Russian service cartridge during World War
I-more on this later.

The Model 95 was offered in several styles: Sporting
rifle (plain or fancy), military (Continued on page 59)
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WANT__ ~

Val Browning. son of inventor John M.
Browning, holds first Model 1895 rifle.
Note lever cut away to fit around the
magazine. Photo of John Moses Browning
(1855.1926) taken in 1890. at age 35.
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Inventor's working model of 95 Winchester
rifle is at the John Browning Museum of
the Utah National Guard Armory in Ogden.

Winchester Model 1895 Musket with short
model bayonet. caliber .30-06. Identical to
Russian model, but lacking charger guide.
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WOMEN AND KIDS walked off with a
major share of the honors in the 1963

Skeet national championships at Rochester
Brooks Gun Club in New York. Or, perhaps
more accurately, one woman just out of the
"kid" category, and one bona-fide youngster,
male species, grabbed a major share of the
1963 national skeet titles.

Junior shooter J. A. Bellows from En
cino, California, broke 250 straight targets
in the tough all-gauge event, and disposed
of five other amateur shooters for the top
trophy in 50 extra birds. Bellows also took
the junior trophy in 410 and 28 gauge
events, and wound up high-over-all junior
with 542 of the total 550 targets.

Pert Miss Kathy McGinn, the pride of
Houston; Te::::13, set a new world record in
the Woman's high-over-all competition with
a score of 536x550. Along the way to the
new world standard, Kathy won the special
college trophy in all-gauge with 246 of the
total 250 targets, the 28 gauge woman's race
with 99xlOO, and repeated her 1962 victory
in Ladies 20 gauge with 99xlOO. Her victory
in the high-over-all was also a repeat of the
1962 Skeet nationals.

For the benefit of our readers who are
uninitiated in skeet terminology, skeet cham
pionships are awarded in a number of cate
gories. Shooting is divided into four gauge
classifications, and separate champions are
returned in each gauge. The gauges are .410
(called sub-small bore, and shot with 2%
inch shells) 28 gauge (called small bore,
and shot with either 28 gauge or 3 inch 410
shells), twenty gauge, and all-gauge. A
shooter in the all·gauge may use any gauge
gun (except ten gauge) that he chooses, but
for the advantage of more shot and pattern,
almost every shooter relies on the twelve
gauge in this classification. There are further
championships in each of the gauge divi
sions.

Shooters re.ceiving a major portion of
their income from arms and/or ammuni
tion companies compete in the industry
class, and do not compete against amateurs.
Separate championships a n ~ awarded the
high man and high woman in each event,
and to junior shooters (I6 years and under).
A special trophy for shooters of college age
has been awarded for several years in the
250·target all-bore classification.

Another special event, called the Cham
pion of Champions contest is limited to top
winners in state, provincial, and territorial
championships, who are present at the Na
tionals. This year's Champion of Champions
was Ken Pendergrass of Jacksonville, Fla.

The Skeet nationals are a real test of
shooting ability, because they require a

shooter to keep at tournament pitch both
physically and mentally for a week of shoot·
ing. In most years, the .410 gauge cham·
pionships are decided on Monday, 28 gauge
on Tuesday, 20 gauge on Wednesday, and
the all-bore 250 targets are fired at the rate
of one hundred each on Thursday and Fri·
day, with the final fifty on Saturday.

Any of our readers who has shot in com
petition will grant that getting "up" for
one day's shooting, or any other contest is
difficult, but that getting up and staying
up for seven days takes a lot of doing.

For this reason, the National High-Over·
All championships are especially ~ ~ ; ; c t e c i

~ 1 o p n i e s : This trophy is ~ w a r d e d on the
basis of total score in the three 100·target
small gun events, plus the long 250-target
all-bore (or 12 gauge) event, for a total
of 550 tournament targets.

It has always been said that consistent
shooting over the entire week contributed
much toward the High-Over-All trophy, and
this year's winner, M. Hambrick, of San
Pueblo, California proved this by winning
his trophy with 544 of the 550 targets, yet
he did not win a single championship along
the way. In other words, he dropped only
six targets all week, yet did not win a single
trophy in addition to his High-Over-All vic
tory.

The 1963 Nationals showed a steadily in·
creasing interest in the game by attracting
record entries in every gauge except all
bore; this also indicated a healthy trend
toward interest in the smaller guns. Box
score on the entries was: All-gauge' 376,
20 gauge 344, 28 gauge 286, and the little
.410 had 283 hopefuls (I5 over the record).
After shooting a couple of days at the Lud
low Gun Club in Massachusetts, I'm inclined
to think that the increase in .410 shooters
might have come out of this one club; mem
bers probably fire more .410 targets than
any other club in the country.

Another indication from the 1963 Nation·
als of steady growth in skeet, the infant of
the clay target games, came from the sur
prising number of new names and faces in
the box score of winners. Many of this year's
winners are brand-new in the Nationals, and
a number of familiar names from previous
trophy lists were missing.

'Bob Shuley, who has racked up his share
and more of trophies in the past several
outings didn't score this year, but Dad Al
Shuley took up the slack with a victory in
the .410 event.

The Nationals always produce at least
one blistering shoot-off, and this year was
no exception. Lee Braun and Barney Hart
man shot their usual 250 perfect targets in

the all-bore event. After each had broken
225 more targets, or almost a repeat of the
original event, they were declared Industry
Co-Champions, or the shoot might have still
been in progress as this is written. Inci
dentally, Barney gives every indication of

faring as well in Industry ranks as he did
as an amateur.

The box score:
High-Over-All :
M. Hambrick-San Pueblo, Cal.-544x550

Champion
Ladies-Kathleen McGinn, Houston, Texas

-536x550

Junior-J. A. Bellows, Encino, Cal.-542x
550

Industry-Barney Hartman, St. Lambert,
Quebec-542x550

All-Gauge:

Champion-J. A. Bellows, Encino, Cal.
250x250, plus 50 straight, shoot-off

Women's Champion-Mrs. W. H. Muchnic,
Atchison, Kansas-248x250

College-Kathleen McGinn, Houston, Texas
-246x250

Junior-J. A. Bellows
Industry-D. Lee Braun, San Mateo, Cal.,

and Barney Hartman, St. Lambers, Que·
bee - Co-Champions - 250x250 plus 225
each in shoot-off.

Twenty-Gauge:

C h ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ; = ~ c i l Seciiecky, Bald,vin, Michi
gan (after shoot-off with E. Tuvo, Mon
treal, Quebec - Sedlecky 225x225 - Tuvo
224x225)

Ladies-Kathleen McGinn-Houston, Texas
-99xlOO

Junior-J. Thomas, Ocala, Florida-99xlOO
Industry-Fred Missildine, Sea Island, Geor·

gia-lOOxlOO
Twenty·Eight Gauge:
Champion-Ed Lee, Norwich, New York

100xlOO
Ladies-Kathleen McGinn, Houston, Texas

-99xlOO

Junior-J. A. Bellows, Encino, Cal.-99x100
Industry - Barney Hartman, St. Lambert,

Quebec-lOOxlOO
410 Gauge:
Champion-AI Shuley, Roselle, Illinois

98xlOO
Ladies-Mrs. Kit Dinning, Ruxton, Mary·

land-94xlOO
Junior-J. A. Bellows-Encino, Cal.-98x

100
Industry-Fred Missildine-Sea Island, Geor

gia-96xlOO

* * *
Shooters, instructors, gun clubs, program

chairmen, and a host of others have clam
ored for 10 these many years that a good in
structional film on trapshooting was sorely
needed. Trouble was, films cost money and
who would make the film.

A happy wedding of the skill and patience
of the great Joe Hiestand, and the devotion,
know-how, and generosity of Lou Green
blatt (not to slight in any way Corinne
Greenblatt-the Cor of Corlou Productions)
has produced "Trapshooting Tips," available
to clubs for $50 for two days, plus postage.

"Trapshooting Tips" is in 16 mm East
man color and sound, and has the unquali·
fied endorsement of this column, both for
the film, and a couple of nice guys and a
great lady. For details, write Lou Green

blatt, 12 Ladue Manor, St. Louis 24, ~
Missouri. ~
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CI BRASS DECAPPER AND
PRIMER POCKET SWAGER
.A. must for those reloading ar
30/06 and .270 brass. ltemoYes
crimped primers and swages per
fect primer pocl{et in one con
venient wor]\: station. Hardened.
&ccurate primer wd:et Decapping
rod ann swaging rod included.
Fits conYeniently aUl-,,\vhere on re
loading bench. Used J)rimers are
carried in c:tlute to neat area on
bench.
#418 $5.95

SUPER POWERFUL SEMI·STEEL CAST IRON "0" TYPE PRESS
Completely rigid; no spring whatsoever. Offset "0" for full view ... extra
hand room when working. One piece handle and toggle is offset so reloader
stands comfortably ... naturally ••• while working. Extra safe because you
always see what you're .doing. 1 3/16" surgical steel ram designed for all
swaging jobs. yet accepts standard shell holder heads for sizing and seating!
1'4-18 threads are especially designed for bullet swaging dies; a standard
reducer is available to convert threads to %-14 which fits all reloading dies.
The most powerful press on the market!
#207 $49.95·
-Includes 1 3/16 surgical sleel ram (please specify ,whelher ram is for full length jackel
bullel swaging or for sizing and sealing). Dies, shell holder, priming arm extra!

NEW RELOADING TIPS ON SIZING •• SEATING •• SWAGING
•. of interest to metallic and shotshell reloaders.
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WORLD'S LARGEST COLLECTION OF AMERICA'S GREATEST

SHOOTERS' BARGAINS
AMMUNITION SPECIALS , , , Minimum order (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft

• • • Point> per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) .$5.00 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) ...$3.50
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) ...$5.oo 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) m ..__ $ 4.95 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ .._.$6.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) .$4.00 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) __.._ $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ ...$3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Non-Cor.).n.....$4.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) _ $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ ....$3.50
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) ...$4.oo .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) _ $ 6.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) ...$5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.) $6.00 .30-06 Blanks ---------..- $ 4.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (45 rds.) .$7.00
380 ACP (M Cl. .$600 .30-40 Krag (M.C.) - - $ 5.00 765 M S ft P . t 20 ds)

FlNE"ISSUt!: Mit:iTA·it·y·RIFLE·CA·,,·y·iti·DGES .303 British Military (M.C.) __ $ 6.00 . ~ser 0 om ( r _ ..-$3.50
6.5 Dutch -(M:C.nWlth one :tree clipj .$6.00 .303 British Blanks $ 4.00 .30-40 ag soft pomt (20 rds.) ...$3.50
6.5 Mannlicher (M.C) ...$6.00 8MM German Mauser Issue .....$ 4.00 .303 BUtish Soft Point (20 rds., _ ..-$3.50
7MM Mauser (M.C.) .$6.oo 8x56 R Mannlicher $ 4.00 8MM auser Soft Point (40 rds.) --.-$6.00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) _ .$5.oo 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) _ ...$ 9.95 8x50R jMannlicher (20 rds.) - -$4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50 per 20 Rds. (Almost half-price)

I JIIIIII~~~ SPECIAL!

<19
IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO ·1963 F.N. produced
soft point ammunition at a low $3.90 per 20 rounds.
The huntin ammunition price barrier broken at last!

1963 production-l SO grain expanding bullet
- non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed
- exIra strength case shoulder annealing.

Cal..30·06 1SO Gr $3.90-box of 20
Cal..303 British .. 150 Gr•.. $3.90-box of 20

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

M98 MAUSER CARBINESI

• PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINESI
_ Cal.8MM

-=--
The great M98/29 Brno Mauser C a r ~

wrapped up into : ~ : : e ~ l t v e i l a s d ~ ~ r a ~ ~ ~ t o : a u s e r f : 1 : ~ ~
down holt handle with the knurled underside- ~ the ex

otic saddle ring. AU in good or better condition at only $34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only Sl.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

ONLY

WORLD WAR II GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSERS!

Too fantastic to believe! World War II's greatest! The very latest of the
famed Model 98 Mauser-the rifle often copied but never equalled. A com ..
plete shooting rifle in the devastating 8 MM Caliber at practically the price

of a 98 Mauser Action ALONE. ALL are World War II type, with 24" barrel. Those with milled type
Trigger Guards ONLY $2.00 more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA GOOD condition. INSIST
on a Mauser with an historical past-INSIST on a combat ready Mauser-BEWARE of the reject "home..
guard" type monstrosities which others may attempt to saddle you with. There never has been another
shipment like t h i s - t h ~ r e never has been another BARGAIN like this. Be sure and take advantage of
our top-grade 8 MM Ammunition at the ultra bargain price of only $4.00 per 100 rounds. PAY FOR
YOUR RIFLE WITH THIS BARGAIN AMMUNITION. The more rounds you buy-the more you save!

MODEl 43 (M98) MAUSERS!

ecal..mm

f!!{ID Cal. GERMAN MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERSI
_ 7.65MM

The ULTIl\IATE model that eclipses
THEl\1 ALL! Genuine 1\198 l\lausers in the

~ ~ t n : l ~ ~ t : : . : ~ t i : : o l ; ~ i ~ A ~ ~ R \ J y ~ ' h ' ! . - s I J m : I ~ ~ ~ a : ~ P : s
the mid 50's. ALL with ALL milled parts. ALL with 24" barrel. ALL
arsenal reconditioned, reblued and refinished. ALL complete with
original cleaning rod and muzzle cover. ALL guaranteed NRA VERY
GOOD to much better. Yours will delight YOU in the extreme! 8 MM
Ammunition only $4.00 per 100 rounds! OrIginal bayonets only $1.95!

5
A

V
E

80%

NOW ONLY

S3495!

ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III I

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVI

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on your official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
(or greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also man:y
choice unadvertised items at special low pricesl

Still another Ye Old Hunter spec.

~ a e ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ a s t l c ~ ~ 8 ~ s r ~ ; I J ; ° ~ A . f B
M40 MODEL. and at a price so LOW

that even Nikita may order one! AU good or much better (Rome very
good select specimens only $5.00 more) and complete with detachable
ma2'3,zine and two o r i ~ m a l take down tools. The lowest-priCed hi....h
Quality semi-auto ever! A prize Western purchase ready for your order.

High numbers

ONLY

S3995!
Worth or Money Back" Guarantee when goods
are returned prepaid within two days after r e ~

ceipt, Ye Old Hunter will not answer acrimonious
letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales Hmited to
continental United States! Special sale prices.
above. are good for month of publlcation onlyl

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171

The Old Hunter uses only unretouched photos so you can see how they really loore.

WORLD RENOWNED U. S. SPRINGFIELD5!

ONLY

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l e $ . 8 ~ r ~ - ~ ~ : : r . f r A m f : ~ v ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ t c a ~ ~ r y S2995!
$5.00 additional. New Webb Slings S1.00-used .50. Genuine

M 1~17 Bayonets only $1.75. Order yours today. If you prefer
Remlng-ton or Winchester manufacture, a limited number $3 more.

~ c a l ••30-06

IN

INCOMPARABLl
i

for high numbers. These
jobs advertised by others:

steamlnit South American Jung'les. but 0
tlon ever. HIGH NUMBERS only $39.95.
C STOCK $42.951 New web slings



Cal.
9MM

ONLY

S3995!

Cal. 32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
.A.utomatic in the latest (1\'122) model
_mfg. by Fabrique National d'Armes
de Guerre. Liege, Belgium, BROWN·
lNG-the greatest name in automatic

i ~ ~ ~ I S ~ i t ~ i f b e s ~ r d A r t r ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ n p o e ; ~ & ;
.32 Auto caliber and in very good con
dition at only $26.95. Some excellent
$3.00 additional. Has the improved
extra capacity 9 round magazine, the ONLY
greatest magazine capacity of any .32
ACP Pistol! Insist only on the finest S26951_make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magazines $2.95, cleaning rods $.50.) •

Cal. 9MM
Parabellum
A prize pistol that also requires no
introduction. Never before adver
tised for one and all at LESS than
ONE-HALF the new price. Developed
to replace the German Pistole Model '08
and adopted by the German Army in
1938. Tha first production run com
pleted in 1939-today the official German
NATO side-arm. Fires single and dou
ble action. Noted for its automatic In- ~
ternal safety which blocks BOTH ham- ~
mer and firing- pin and also special pro-

~ ~ ~ . ~ : r J g ~ i g i : l i ~ i ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ e / n t ~ l c s v E ~ e y ONLY
GOOD OFFICIAL WW II LEATHER $34951HOLSTER $3.95. 9M:i\1 Parabcllum ammo
only $4.00 per 100 rds. Stupendous value! _

e ca '09MM

Walther P·38 SVW 45 Code with Aluminum grips.
Rustproof finish and matching numbers in NRA
VERY GOOD or better condition only $110.001
Same with standard blue finish and TWO s a m e ~
numbered magazines only $125.001
Walther P-38 SVW 46 Code with Aluminum grips,
rustproof finish and matching numbers In NRA
VERY GOOD or better condition only $200.00.

(AbOve prices are net only)

Original Black Nazi l a s t ~ i s s u e "Quick draw type"
leather holsters only $3.9S extra!

Extra original magazines only $4.95!

ItAIIE OIUelHAL ACC-,SSQItIES!
Orip:lnal BROWN DeLuxe Holsters
w/Extra Magazine Pocket ONLY $4.95 each

THE PISTOL THAT NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION!
The never-to-be-agaln duplicated creation of the
great Georg Luger. Officially designated by the
manufacturer as "Pistole Parabellum Model 'OS"
-the year it was originally adopted by the Ger
man Army. Guaranteed completely serviceable
and in NRA GOOD condition, but showing pro-

~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ h ~ : t ~ z : . ' t ; k ~ r n O e ~ r , $ ~ r P ~ ~ ~ d A l ~ o N ~ : i { , a E ? i t y
GOOD condition only $49.951 Bargain non. cor.
9MM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100 rds.

~ r r m u t t 'intnlr : ! l J l l n ~ r l 'DB
THE "WORLD'S
GREATEST PISTOL!"

Cal.
.455

@J-
Back again at the lowest

f t ~ : : l e ; I ~ ~ n t ~ 3 e p ~ r t : : . o : o ~ ~ :
at a token price. The Re
volver that tamed the North·
west-the revolver that made ONLY
the most desperate desper-

adocringewithfear. Imagtnes299S,
NRA Very good condttion and
only $29.95. As usual the best
for the least from Y. O. H.I •

COLT NEW SERVICE
REVOLVERS!

The very latest, im·
proved genuine MAU
SER .32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
\Vorld War II by the great
Mauser Works at OberndorC. The
most modern of the entire Mauser
series with single and double action
operation and ultra modern design.
All with MAUSER Banner and SOME

$ l i J ~ O N ~ ~ ~ e . e ~ ~ ~ h : ; : y ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ : y ~ ~ ~ ONLY
chance for the buy of your time.
Official W\V II leather holsters only $3495 '
$2.95. All NRA GOOD or Better..82
ACP ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds. •

Almost too good to be true-but here
they are-Model 8000 ASTHA pistols in
the extra popular .380 caliber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute givc-away
for you who demand something BRAND
NEW at a "surplus" price-priced so
fantastically low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety, plus Internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou
sand orders accepted-so dash yours off
today. Remember, these are Brand Newl

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!

Cal••32 ACP

BRAND
Cal. .380

II FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II

SMITH & WESSON
.4SS REVOLVERS!~

Cal.
•455

• NEW LEATHER HOLSTER
WITH MAGAZINE POCKET!
NEW EXTRA MAGAZINE!
NEW CLEANING ROD!FREE!

Original !\'Iodel 40 LAHTI Pistols
designed by the famous Finnish
weapon designC!I' Amio Lahti and
manufactured by the great Swedish
Arms Factory. HUSQVARNA. Mono-

~ ' ; ? e d o f i n t h ~ r i t ; : a ~ t l ~ t l N ~ A e d ~ ~ \ y m J J m ) ~ ~ ( i
ALL accessories listed below included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
9MM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

REE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES ! ONLY
Extra l\'lagazine - Takedown $59 95 '
Tool _ Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster. •

Complete with NEW leather holster and NEW extra
magazine and cleaning rod. One of the latest eom
merclal STAR designs in the popular, readlly avail
able, 9 MM Parabellum (Luger) caliber. (Ammo in
stock--(lnly $4.00 per 100 rounds.) Time-tested
Browning design, easy operation, eight-shot mag
azine, conunercial blue finish, case hardened hammer,
genuine checkered walnut grips and individually
packed. A buy NEVER to repeat-so order yours
while this huge supply still lasts. Special for you who
Insist on something NE\V at a surplus price. Remem
ber, they're BRAND NEW. Order before the rush!

UNIQUE .32 AUTOMATIC!

RARE MODEL 1940 LAHTI!

A favorite of the grand old
man of France-this rugged
fo'rcnch model UNIQUE also
became a favorite of the
Germans in World Vvar II-so much
that they pushed large scale pro
duction. Feat.uring a large nine
shot magaZine this potent little
pistol was made to exacting stand·
ards for use by the Germans and
for commercial consumption. A
levcr type safety is placed con
venient to the thumb.

~ f : r i ~ e ~ r i ~ ~ ~ \ ~ l f ~ l : t 6 I a f : ONLY

~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ I ~ ~ f ~ ~ O ~ n ? ; $1995'
$19.95. Extra magazines
only $2.95 ea. Order now! -

STAR MODEL B! (BRAND NEW!)

Col. .32 ACP

Cal. 9MM
Porabellum

NEW! NEW! NEW!
BRAND NEW!

NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE

"LEICHTMETALL" ALUMINUM GRIPS! "BRAUNMETALL" RUSTPROOF FINISH!
HSVW" SECRET CODINGS! Without ANY DOUBT the rarest and most unique military
pistol discovery EVER! For a short time, while this truly H once in a lifetime" small
stock lasts, the rarest of all Walthers, the rarest of all military automatics, is at last
available to the favored few who move 'NOW to make this the financial investment of
a lifetime. THE RAREST OF ALL WALTHERS! THE RAREST OF ALL P·38'S! THE
RAREST OF ALL NAZI ITEMS! ORIGINAL WALTHER P-38'S PRODUCEO IN OBERN
DORF AT THE FAMOUS MAUSER WERKE AFTER WW II OFFICIALLY ENDED!!!
The unequalled Walther P-38 faithfully produced for TWO masters. Available only
after the State of Saar-Gebiet returned to the West German Federal Republic in 1957
the item that made this state such valuable real estate. DATED AFTER THE WAR
WITH SPECIAL "CODES" TO INCONTESTABLY FOREVER CLASSIFY THIS HITHERTO
UNKNOWN AND NEVER·RECORDED·IN·AMERICA MODEL. The ONLY P-38 incor
porating as Ustandard" top secret Nazi small arms features developed too late to assure
victory in WW II, such as SPECIAL ALL ALUMINUM "LEICHTMETALL" grips, SPECIAL
"BRAUNMETALL" RUSTPROOF GLARE-PROOF STEEL FINISH, AND SPECIAL SVW
SECRET CODINGS! In recent years one or two specimens of this ultrawrare Walther
have mysteriously turned UP on the American market via the Far East and were sold
at prices in the $400 range. NOW, however, WHILE THEY LAST, this UNIQUE
pistol can be yours for but a fraction of this at these bargain prices.

P-38's made by M
Afler World War II Ended!!!??

II!...
Special
The ultimate in

i · ~ d l ~ U :i!:'
price! Genuine Smith &
WUSOIl Reyolyers com
pletel, refinished and
conurted exelusiyel:r

g ~ t ~ f c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ o ~ ~ o r ~
rison. Zl/2" barrel with
racy ramp, and eheck
ered Walnut grlps_ Com
pletely (aetnrY rehtued.



three types imported from England by the
Confederates. One was the Whitworth Rifle,
an accurate gun that helped introduce the
breech-loading concept to American armies.
Few breech-loaders were used in the Civil
War, but artillerymen who manned them con
sidered themselves fortunate. Unlike their
compatriots with muzzle-loaders, they were
able to load the round and still face the

enemy.
The Confederate Ordnance Department

came up with some of its own creations, and
one of these was the Brooke Rifle, similar
to the Union's Parrott Rifle. Like the Par
rott, it was made of cast iron. Another, the
Janles Rifle, had a 3.67 inch bore and took
a 12 pound round. It was bronze, a rarity
for rifles, and had an unusually short range.

GUNSTOCK
SHABBY?
.vot~! OIL RE-FINISH

.J' IT! eosily,quiddy!
Gel GB Lin-Speed from Dealer,
or send $1.50 to mfr. GEO. BROTHERS, GRT. BARRINGTON, MASS.

Yankee artillery and I'll whip the world!"
The Union army was fortunate to start

with a nucleus of artillery available from the
U.S. Army. The industrial North was bette;r
equipped to produce cannon and the mechan
ically-minded Northern soldier was better
prepared to maintain and serve the weapons.
The South was tactically weak. Southern
artillerymen did not catch on as rapidly as
their enemy to a principle that remains to
day: As cannon ranges lengthen, artillery
fire can be massed with less repositioning of
the field pieces. They still held to the belief
that massed fire had to come from massed

guns.
Lightest of the artillery pieces that reigned

over Civil War battlefields was the 3 inch
Ordnance Rifle, a wrought-iron piece which
weighed only 850 pounds. First of the rifles
to be used by the Federal Army, it was made
by wrapping sheets of boiler iron around
a mandrel. The cylinder thus formed was
heated and passed through the rolls for weld·
ing, then cooled, bored, turned, and rifled.
With a 1V2 pound charge, it could hurl a
10 pound projectile a maximum of 2,000

yards.
Other cannon appeared at various times

and places throughout the war, including

SHOOTING GLASSES
Used. by marksmen and

iii hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting. Vision and
information on Pre
scrIption shooting glas-
ses. Write direct to

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806. Waynesville. Mo.

CIVIL WAR BULLDOGS
(Continued from page 21)

more than sabers. Sometimes, however, re
sults were not as favorable. Battery B, 1st
Rhode Island, was nearly demolished when
it took position a mere 150 yards in front of

Confederate infantry and artillery entrenched
behind a stone wall at the crest of the slope
behind Fredericksburg. There was not
enough infantry fire to cover the battery.

The same situation contributed to the
silencing of two Yankee batteries in the
war's first major battle at Bull Run, although
a tragic error was directly responsible. Dur
ing the Yankee offensive, Regular Army bat
teries commanded by James Ricketts and
Charles Griffin were sent to face the Union
Army, with the promise that infantry would
soon be along to help.

Noticing a battle line forming to his right
front, Griffin prepared to fire on what he
thought were Confederate soldiers. But a
military superior who was certain they were
the promised Federal infantry support, said
to wait. Griffin was proved right, but too late
to prevent exposure of his and Ricketts' bat
teries to murderous musket volleys that ren

dered the batteries ineffective for the rest
of the day. A smashing Confederate victory
followed.

A second popular Civil War cannon was
the 10 pounder Parrott Rifle, a muzzle load
ing, cast iron gun that fired a 9%, pound
projectile out of a three-inch bore at a range
of some 3,000 yards. Weighing about 900
pounds, the Parrott was reinforced at the
breech by an encircling wrought iron hoop.
Invented by Captain Robert Parker Parrott,
it appeared just before the start of the Civil
War.

Lightness of the Parrott proved to be bene
ficial, particularly at Gettysburg when a
Union battery dismantled its Parrotts and
lifted them to the top of Devil's Den, a steep
sided mass of craggy boulders. Unfortunately
for the North, some of the Parrotts, having
lost mobility, were eventually surrendered
when Confederates overran the position.

There was a 20 pound Parrott Rifle, but
that gun was unpopular, since it was too
bulky for field use and too light for siege
war. Parrotts were also made in 30, 60, 100,
200, and 300 pounder sizes.

The heavier guns, when built for field use,
were less mobile and were used at longer
ranges. But their success was limited. Yankee
guns firing from 2,000 yards or more failed
to weaken Confederates entrenched at the
crest of the slopes surrounding Fredericks
burg. It was one of the best examples of the

ineffectiveness on offense that plagued artil·

lery of both sides throughout the war.

Although Confederate artillery came to be

known as "Tbe Long Arm of Lee," Yankee

guns were generally conceded to be better.

Southern General D. H. Hill was said to have

exclaimed, "Give me Confederate infantry and

Front lock-up for
rugged strength.

Handy thumb safety
locks sear and bolt.

Selected walnut
stock with fluted
comb; capped
white-line pistol
grip.

Attractive white
line butt plate.

Receiver tapped for
aperture sights or
side mount scope.

Bolt cocks on open
ing; lightning fast
ignition. Handle di·
rectly in line with
trigger for speedy
operation.

Alloy steel barrel,
proof-tested, preci
sion rifled.

Outstanding cali
bers for deer and
varmint: .30-30, .222
Rem., .22 Hornet.

Rear sight folds for
carrying orfor scope
use; snaps back to
same setting.

Precision head
spacing for maxi
mum accuracy.

· .. about the most
attractively priced

high power rifle
you can buy

And, one of the fastest facts about the 340
is the price. At only $64.95 you can own
this dependable, accurate Savage rifle
what you save buys a fine Savage scope to
go with it! Visit your sporting arms dealer
today. Prices subject to change. For a free
32-page illustrated catalog of Savage,
Stevens, Fox firearms, write:

.. SAVAGE ARMS,
WESTFIELD 157,

MASS.

Saliiii.e
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New Parker-Hale
Catalog
For the finest of
British equipment
send for this
catalog today.
Jam-packed with
information and
equipment for
every shooter,
sportsman,
gunsmith in
America.

onI; $2.50 poslp,;.

Mallock·Armstrong
Ear Defenders
Comfortable
protection for Gun
fire and shell blasts.
Available in sizes
000.00. O. 1.2.3.4.

only $3.50

Parker·Hale
Snap Caps
Dummy cartridge
with a spring
cushioned cap to
prevent possible
breakage or the
gun's hammer nose
or firing pin.
A v a U ~ ~ ; t ! In 12, 16
and .410 gatiie. -

each $2.00

Parker-Hale
"Jubilee" Cartridge Box
The finest of British
workmanship and
material combined
for years of service
and convenience to

the shooter. only $5.00

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

INTERNATIONAL GUNS, Inc.
45 Warburton Avenue Dept. B. Yonkers, New York

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, BUllets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
.S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER

SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES
BADGER SLING KEEPER Made of special Ill."
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HANDLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
Knurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
polish $8.00, w/knurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-210l.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

Parker-Hale
.410 Cartridge
Adopter
A device which
enables you to
convert your 12, 16
or 20 bore guns to
shoot .410 Shot Gun

1__ cartridges. Q r . . ! ~ ; ' . ~ 5

was fixed-that is, it was an all-in-one car·
tridge containing both shot or shell and
powder bag, fastened together by a sabot
or collar-like wooden disc.

The different types of projectiles, along
with the many gun models, made for a great
number of different kinds of ammunition.
Before the war was two years old, there were
an estimated 600 different varieties in the
North. It was not unusual for a battery to
stand without ammunition while supplies of
non-usable rounds stood nearby.

But guns were silenced more often because
the artillerymen merely shot up rounds faster
than the ammunition chests could be replen
ished. The Union Army carried approxi
mately 270 rounds per gun at most, and had
problems supplying batteries such as one
that claimed it fired 1,342 rounds in one
day at Gettyburg. Another used 1,392 rounds
in a day at Malvern Hill.

Firing was ordered cut back for economy
reasons on several occasions, and the strict
economy measures of the Union artillery, en
forced by General Henry Jackson Hunt, were
a factor in its superiority. Hunt suspected

batteries that expended their ammUllit;iJn

rapidly of wanting tg leave !.h~ battlefield, so
he on:!e;:<:d them to stay on the field and

wait, without ammunition, to be resupplied.
Many of the big guns used in the Civil

War have been preserved over the century
that has elapsed and can be seen on Civil
War battlefields. For artillery displays, the
hallowed grounds of Gettysburg are un
matched. More than 400 cannon-two-thirds
of the guns engaged or held in reserve
during the battle-are spotted at various
locations on the battlefield, most of them
approximately where they were in the battle.
A majority of the pieces are tbe three
popular models--Napoleons, 10 pound Par
rott Rifles, and 3 inch Ordnance Rifles. But
there are others-five 20 pound Brooke
Rifles, two James Rilles, two Whitworths,
and five 20 pound Parrott Rifles. There are
howitzers-eighteen 12 pounders, four 24
pounders, and over twenty 6 pounder smooth
bores. Gettysburg has several caissons and
limbers, too.

Other parks with excellent collections of
Civil War field artillery include Chickamauga
and Chattanooga National Military Park and
Shiloh National Military Park, both in Ten
nessee; Petersburg National Military Park in
Virginia; and Vicksburg National Military
Park in Mississippi.

Cannons from Civil War days are found
in other battlefield parks. They make a
battlefield tour interesting and informative

for the person who is intrigued by P!!!I
the "bulldogs" of the Civil War. ~

DISTINCTIONOFGUNS

Bolt jeweling under oil $6.50.
New Low bolt handles for scope use $7.50. Both for $12.50.

Western Styles-5 Models for Your Choice
Many different woods. Bolts al.tered and jewelled. Custom rifle work. Send $1.00 for
complete catalog (refunded With order). DEALERS INQUIRE.

WESTERN STOCKS & GUNS, INC., 2206-G E. 11th St., Bremerton, Wash.

Howitzers were invented during the 17th
century by the Dutch to combine the high
angle of fire of a mortar with the mohility
and light weight of the field pieces. Early
howitzers were relatively heavy, but during
Civil War times had been slimmed down
to less than 800 pounds in the case of the
smaller 12 pounders. Two other field how
itzers, 24 and 32 pounders, saw some use,
the 32 pounders weighing just under 1,900
pounds. Field howitzers had ranges of from
1,000 to 1,500 yards, and their calibers var
ied from 4.62" (12 pounder) to 6.4" (32
pounder) .

Six guns were normally found in a field
battery. Theoretically, each cannon was
served by a crew of nine men trained in the
art of artillery fire. But during battle, when
a cannoneer fell, battery crews often drafted
passing infantry men. A young bugler was
even pressed into service once at Antietam
and won a medal for his efforts. When re
placements were not available, the abbrevi
ated gun crews did double or triple duties.
Firing procedure was prescribed in minute
detail, and each crew member was assigned
a number with specific duties and positions.

Civil War artillerymen worked with four
basic types of projectiles: solid shot, explod

ing shells: < ; a s ~ shot or s h . r ~ p ! l ~ l , ~ u d canister.
Solid shot, as the name implies, was a com
pletely solid sphere, most often of cast iron.
It worked especially well with smaller bore
Tilles, being most effective at long ranges
where accuracy and penetration. were im
portant.

The exploding shell was simply a hollow
cast-iron sphere with a single hole where
powder was funnele!l in. It was activated by
a fuze, and was adapted for destroying build
ings and similar bombardment work.

Case shot or shrapnel was the forerunner
of the shrapnel that came into wide use in
World War I. Like the exploding shell, it
was basically a hollow, thin-walled iron pro
jectile, but filled with musket balls. A small
charge, activated by a fuze, turned the pro
jectile into an effective weapon against scat
tered personnel.

The last major ammunition type, canister,
probably caused more casualties in the Civil
War than all other types combined. It was
an elongated tin can, filled with 27 to 48
musket balls of various sizes, that burst as
it was being fired from the cannon. The can·
ister made the cannon a huge shotgun. At
ranges of less than 150 yards, double canister
·charges were used. It worked best with the
larger-bore smoothbores, and the combination
of a Napoleon with double canister was
-feared by all infantrymen.

Most of the ammunition of Civil War times
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The way a hand holds a gun deter

mines both accuracy and comfort.

That's why Herrett's makes handgun

stocks from a hand pattern you send.

Write for FREE literature.

JORDAN·DESIGNED HOLSTERS AND BELTS

WITH MANY UNIQUE FEATURES. FREE CATALOG.

NEW:

Handgun stocks made to your hand pattern

•

GUNS OF THE TEXAS RANGERS
(Continued from page 18)

is said to represent an abbreviation of "Rest ligbter .36 Navy size.
In Peace," words which he had numerous At about the same time as the Indian
occasions to utter over marauding Indians, troubles were acute in the 'West, a particu-
Mexican bandits, or lawless Americans. larly wily Mexican named Juan (Cheno)

Captain Ford added to his force of Ran· Cortinas was giving the Rangers serious
gers 113 friendly braves from the Brazos trouble along the Rio Grande in the Browns-
Indian Reserve and headed toward the home ville to Rio Grande City area. Raids on
territory of the Comanches. Unlike the fed· ranches north of the Rio Grande were made
eral soldiers, Ford's little army of Rangers by Cortinas and his men and they would
and friendly Indians pursued the hated retire with their loot to comparative safety
Comanches relentlessly, not at all bothered on the Mexican side of the river. The regu-
by going north of the state line and into lar soldiers observed the polite amenities
the Comanches' hunting grounds. They did by pursuing Cortinas' bandits only as far as
not turn homeward until they had killed 76 the river; the Rangers on occasion had no
Comanches, captured 300 horses and taken such scruples. If stock was stolen and driven
18 prisoners. On this campaign two Texans across the river, the Rangers splashed across
were killed and two wounded-a rather one· to the south side, often killing bandits and
sided score. And never again did the Co- recovering stolen horses or cattle--ignoring
manches attack Texans with the reckless American censure or Mexican indignation.
confidence they had demonstrated in the They had a job to do-and they did it. A
past. The Indians knew now that they had favorite saying was that they would charge
no immunity from pursuit into their home- the fires of hell armed with nothing more
land by as ruthless a group of fighting men than a bucket of water!
as-..ever took up a trail. Many of the Ran- During Sam Houston's 1859-1861 term as
gers were--sPUIred on by memories of loved governor he wrote to Secretary of War John
ones brutally bUtcliered or c a ~ and B. Floyd and requested that the Federal
outraged by these savages. ~ ~ I H n e l ! . L . furnish Texas 2000 percussion

Rip Ford tells us that some of his force rifles "(presuillii1J1y-ModeH85tt;10OO-5harp
was armed with "Yager" rifles. These are carbines, 3000 Colt pistols, and 1000 cavalry
the Model 1841 caliber .54 rifles which had accoutrements.
their baptism of fire during the Mexican With war between the states threatening,
War and which were the favorites of the Floyd advised Houston that Texas was then
Mississippi militia. Sometimes collectors re- entitled to only 169 muskets, in accordance
fer to them as "Mississippi" rifles. This par- with allotments permissible to the militia of
ticular brass-bound rifle was a great favorite the various states. Thus it was that Texas
all through the West, and numerous accounts and her Rangers had to wait until after the
of its use are to be found-the U. S. govern- war to obtain the Sharps carbines which for
ment loaned 60 Model 1841 rifles to the a short period became the standard saddle
Pony Express in 1860 during Pah Ute In- gun of the Ranger service.
dian troubles in Nevada. Records show that Failing in his request for arms from the
the Texas Republic ordered 1500 rifles of Federal arsenal, Houston wrote to Ben Mc-
this type from Tryon Son & Co. of Phila- Culloch, asking him to ascertain the avail-
delphia and that up to the time Texas joined ability of rifles designed by Geo. W. Morse.
the Union, only 860 had been delivered. Gov. Houston stated that the model he had
Guns delivered under this Texas Republic in mind should have a 36" barrel, a .44
contract are rare and eagerly sought by caliber bore, and the rifling was to have no
collectors. The lock·plate bears the marking twist-it was to be perfectly straight. Weight

REPUBLIC OF TEXAS encircling a five- was to be between 7 and 8 pounds.
pointed star, as well as the TRYON name. In 1861 Ben McCulloch was authorized to

The bowie knife, a most useful implement purchase 1000 Colt pistols and 1000 Morse

and weapon, hung from every Ranger's rifles for the state of Texas. McCulloch ad·

belt. For side arms in the late 1850s the Colt vised he found it impossible to obtain the

cap and ball six-shooter was the favorite, rifles. The Colt pistols were obtained, but

either in the heavy .44 Dragoon size or the (Continued on page 44)

ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL LARGE
RING MAUSERS &
SPRINGFiElD '03
& '03-A3 RIFLES.

With hinged floor
plate. Complete with

Follower and Follower
spring. Specify model and caliber.

ACE TRIGGER GUARDS

$900

Get the feel of your trigger.

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
ACE- "Stay-Put" Trigger Shoe for

most rifieS;snotguns-andjland
guns. Specify model. $250-

ACE SCOPE MOUNTS
$900 ......-.:0 FOR USE ON ALL

3 SAKO ACTIONS

Split ring type.
Adjustable for
windage. Machine
steel. No drilling

height only or tapping necessary.
With 2 piece base for FN & 98 Mau
ser, with clip guide removed $10.50.

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

• RELOADERS I

WILL FIT POPULAR

POWDER MEASURES

STATE TYPE OF MEASl)RE

WITH ORDER
Wisconsin Residents Add 3% ~ l e s Talt

JAY'S GUN'N LEATHER SHOP

618 SO. MAIN ST

SAUKVILLE, WISCONSIN

DEALER INQUmlES INVITED

POWDER
MEASURE

STAND

FLAIG'S·Milivale,Pa.

with
1 shell$.95
Express
Collect

Additional shells $.75 each
You're always "on guardll against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent·
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent injury.
Spring-steel clip. Not a firearm.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD'S

Registered Colt Distributors - Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

NEW CATALOG
WRITE todoy for our new
illustroted Cotalog No. 40.
Center spread shows Flaig's
Ace gunstocks and blanks
in natural color-Circassian
walnut, Curly maple, Ore
gon myrtle, etc. Enclose 25c
to cover postage and han·
dling.

LIST #41 SENT FREE.
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9mm luger ammUnition, loose, packed
2,000 rounds to a case. Close out
special price $35.00 per case.

9mm Steyr ammunition, $3.50 per
100 rds:

.43 Spanish, a few misfires to be ex..
pected. Price special $5.00 per 100 rds.

42 Berdan ammunition at $10.00 per
100 rds.

A small lot of Grade 2 Berdan ammu
nition at $5.00 per 100 rds.

7.35 Italian at $4.50 per 100 rds.

8mm Mauser, non-corrosive, at $4.00
per 100.

6.5 Swedish at $6.00 per 100 rds.

Standard .303 British, non·corrosive at
$6.00 per 100 rds.

30·06 and 30/40 Krag. mixed, for sal·
vage at $15.00 per 1000 rds.

Rifle ammunition, 308, at $B.OO per
100 rds.

7mm, slightly tarnished but all shoots,
close out price $3.00 per 100 rds.

TRACER CLEARANCE SALE

303 8ritish Tracer at $3.50 per 100 rds.

7.62 Russian Tracer at $4.00 per 100 rds.
30·06 Tracer at $7.50 per 100 rds.
30 Cal. Carbine at $7.50 per 50 rds.

BLANK AMMUtllTIDN SALE

30·06 Blanks at $4.00 per 100 rds.

303 British Blanks at $3.00 per 100 rds.

9mm Luger Blanks at $7.00 per 100 rds.

8mm Mauser Blanks at $5.00 per 100 rds.

6.5 Swedish Blanks at $5.00 per 100 rds.

PLASTIC BLANK CARTRIDGES

30 Cal. Carbine at $10.00 per 100 rds.
30B blanks $10.00 per 100 rds.
30·06 blanks at $ 7.50 per 100 rds.

2 gao flintlock smooth bore elephant guns. Newly manufactured
for the African trade. Prooftested by the Belgium government. $ 29.95

58 Cal. Flintlock rifles. Newly manufactured using antique •
locks and hardware with new wood manufactured for the
African trade. Close out price $ 29.95

6.5 Dutch Carbine at $ 12.50

.303 Cal. Dutch Jungle Carbines at each $ 15.00.

Halian VV·70·s 6.5mm rifles. $6.00 each. three rifles for '" $ 15.00.

95 Mausers made for Chile. These are genuine Mauser made
actions, not the inferior Spanish copies. Bores poor, rest of
the gun good. Special at $ 14.95

9mm Spanish Destroyer Carbines. No mag. Close out price $ 19.95 ~

30·06 FN model ABL auto PleSTOoLSonesia. Price $150.00 ~

Single Shot Percussion Pistols.... .. $ 12.50.

Portugese Lugers .. $ 89.95

38 cal. S & W Military & Police $ 29.95

NAVY ARMS, PISTOLS - SLIGHTLY USED

: ~ : ~ : : : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ; : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : . v : . ~ : L : ~ : ~ : : ~ ~ : ~ : ~ ~ : S : P : L ~ Y ~ I ~ : C E : S : , : : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ •

.22 cal. Sharps Derringer $ 25.00

Revolving Remington Carbine $ 90.00.
Navy Arms Reb Revolver $ 50.00

~ _ ~ I i I l ! ' i " - " _?9'.""" c"'•.. -

Send for new CATALOG listing thousands of
guns, ammunition and accessories for the col
lector, shooter ~ n d sportsman. Price ...... $1.00*

., LEE ENFIELD CARBINES MARK 1cal. 303
colle~tors ... one B o f ' t ~ h e h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ I : S t u e r ~ e r o r t f ~ ; e ~ e ~ ~ ~ y e .
experImentally for rl IS
21 inch barrel, 6 shot. ~ e t a c h a b l e box $19 95
magazine. GOOD condItIon only •

M1 Garand Practice Grenades $1.00 each.

Rifle Grenade Parachute Flares, com
plete with launching cartridge at $1.00.

M-l Garand Grenade launching kit.
launcher grenade sights and carrying
pouch. $3.00 ~er set.

10 gao flares at 15 cents each.

German Potato Masher Hand Grenade
instruction charts 30 X 40 inches.
Price $3.00 each.

CARBINE ACCESSORY SPECIALS

30 shot carbine mags at $3.95 each.

Carbine striper clips at 15 cents each,
10 clips for $1.00.

Sealed government carbine accessory
kits, contains 6 magazines, tube of
grease, cleaning thong, cleaning brush,
etc. Price $7.50 each.

Carbine ammunition, $7.50 per 100;
Carbine blanks at $10.00 per 100; car·
bine blank tiring attachment $7.50 each.

...;~. t
.~~~ service armamen co.
~ . 4 i ~ 689G Bergen Blvd .. Ridgefield, N. J.

*
*
*
*
* BAYONET BARGAINS

*
20uave Bayonet 24.95
O. Mod. Carbine 4.95
N. Mod. Fighting Type 4.95
M·l Long .. 4.95

Sbort 5.95

*
two for 4.95 ea.

Moisen Nagant .99
Enfield Shor.! .99
Early 03 Springfield 4.95
Late 03 4.95

*
Enfield 1917 3.75
Enfield Spike 1.50
Czech 98 Short 3.50

98 Long New 4.95 Used. 3.50
Peruvian 98 Mauser 2.50
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(Continued from page 42)

before payment was made, war was declared
and Texas "deferred" payment inasmuch as
Samuel Colt was "a citizen of the govern
ment with which we are at war."

As had been the case during and after the
Mexican War, activities of the Texas Ran
gers in the Civil War period were sharply
curtailed. Many of the Rangers joined the
Confederate Army and went off to eastern
battle fields. For nine years after the war
the Federal government refused to permit
the state to maintain any armed bodies of
men. Policing the state and its far-flung
borders were as-sumed, if ·not performed, by
troops of the U. S. Army, many of them in
adequately trained colored troops. There was
great unrest, financial chaos and an influx
of desperate, destitute people. The saying
"Gone to Texas" was coined and it was
applied to persons who left their debts,
errors, and troubles behind them and headed
for the vast frontier.

In January of 1870 E. J. Davis was placed
in the governor's chair. He was very un
popular with many Texans. To hold power,
Davis formed a substitute for the Texas
Rangers called the State Police. The Davis
police force was born July I, 1870 and was

thrown out in April of 1873. There were

some good men in this organization, but

most Texans hold the view that its record

was one of legalized murder and oppression.

The Adjutant General, commander of the

Davis State Police, absconded with $34,000

of the people's money.

The year 1874 marked the beginning of a

brighter future for Texas. The Texas Ran-

gers were brought back on the job under
Governor Coke, and the Ranger Frontier
Battalion was organized under one of the
ablest of all lawmen, Major John B. Jones.
A special force was sent to the Rio Grande
under Capt. L. H. McNelly, a man who was
to bring terror to the hearts of Mexican
bandits-he seldom took a prisoner. In
those days a large number of marauding In
dians, Mexican bandits or American out-

laws were shot "resisting arrest" or a la ley
de fuga (attempting to escape). The Ran
gers were given unusually broad authority,
and theirs was a stern directness of purpose.

One of Capt. McNelly's more spectacular
exploits was to lead a forage into Mexico
near Las Cuevas with a small force of Ran
gers. Learning a herd of 100 stolen Texas
cattle was at that place, McNelly led his
men across to the Mexican side. Each man
had 40 rounds only for his pistol and for
his rifle. The Mexicans at this place num
bered several hundred. Soon, under leader
ship of General Juan Flores, the Mexicans
charged the Rangers. At the first volley
General Flores was shot from his horse, his
new gold and silver plated .44 Smith &
Wesson pistol sent glittering in the dust.

Although a detachment of U. S. soldiers was
encamped on the American side and trained
two Gatling guns on the Mexican bank,
they refused to cross over or fire the guns.
McNelly sent a messenger into Las Cuevas,
saying unless the cattle were driven back
across the river he would attack! Although
McNelly was outnumbered almost ten to ohe,
the Mexicans knew the fierce determination
of this man and his Rangers. The cattle
were surrendered.

Perhaps it may be well to take a moment
here to comment on the appearance, equip
ment, and duties of the Texas Ranger, for
in all these he was unlike any other con
stabulary.

Some men of small stature were taken,
but most of the Rangers were men of above·
average size; they were invariably excellent
horsemen and expert in the use of firearms
-many in Major Jones' Frontier Battalion,
including the Major himself, were ex-sol
diers of the Confederate Army. No badge
hung on their vests and no uniform dis
tinguished them-they dressed like average
ranchmen of the day.

Each Ranger had to provide his own horse
and gear. If he did not have a suitable pistol
and rifle, these would be furnished him
and the cost taken out of his first month's
pay (something around $40 a month). The
State furnished ammunition, rations and the
pack mules or teams and wagons used when
the men were afield-which was most of the
time. Rangers might use weapons other than
those available from the State, but if they
were of different type or caliber, the Ranger
must then supply his own ammunition.

(To be concluded)

COMING
IN THE JANUARY ISSUE O.F

An Exclusive Series of Jim Triggs' works
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* "THE FRONTIER GUNSHOP" *
In each of the next 12 issues of GUNS
Magazine, you'll find a graphic pre
sentation and technical description
of one of the following guns:
*Colt Paterson Revolver
*Colt Baby Dragoon Revolver
*Smith & Wesson "Schofield" Army

Revolver

*Colt Root Model 1855 Sidehammer
Revolver

*U.S. Model 1841 Rifle
*Remington Rolling Block Rifle
*H. Deringer Pocket Pistol
*Remington Model 1875 and 1890 Army
,Revolvers

*Colt No.3 Derringer and Remington
Double Derringer

* Pennsylvania Rifle

*Winchester Model 1866 Rifle
*Sharps Model 1874 Rifle

Jim ~riggs is today's m~st outst~nding technical gun iIIu~tr~tor and is one of the foremost authorities on American guns. Be sure not
to miss any of these fme drawmgs.... Get your subSCription to GUNS Magazine. See special reduced Christmas offer on page 74.
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r:v7R rv:v7[J TOPPER CONVERTIBLE
IJLJ15 L.IL/b GIVES YOU 4 GUNS IN 1

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker'. Dozen Plan"

Send SOC for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Depl.G, 6844 Gorsten SI, Philadelphia 19, P

30/30 cal

fley shotgun shells, 22 rimfire high velocity
cartridges and centerfire sporting ammuni
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for fREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

S. E. LASZLO _ House of Imports "
25 LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

.410 ga barrel

strong field, Bill won fourth place and his
first NRA qualification-Master. "I was fir
ing as member of the Army Pistol Team,
and kept running against fellows like Harry
Reeves and Joe Benner. Those were the
fellows I had to beat, and they were the
very best shots in the country. I think that
the .45 caliber pistol is what helped me
over the hump. The .45 is the most misun
derstood gun in the field, and I think it is
one of the easiest guns to master. Many
shooters start out with a IIle!ltal block, and

the .45 is no harder to handle than the .22."
What suggestions could Blankenship of

fer? "Well, let's start with the essentials. I
use a plain six o'clock hold, and my trig
ger squeeze is nothing unusual. I merely
increase pressure on the trigger until the
gun goes off. As my .22 pistol I use a S&W
Model 41 without any modification or
changes. I use a Clark Super rebuilt for .38,
and the standard GI .45 auto. The .45 and
the .38 have Eliason sights. I don't fuss with
my guns, but I do make sure that they are
in good condition. While I am firing a match,
or just before going on the line, I don't
worry about what the other fellows have
been doing or what they might be doing.
I simply go out there, knowing what my
last score was, and then I try to improve
on my own score." I was with Bill before he
fired the .45, and he was the most relaxed
man on the ready line at Camp Perry. When
his time came, he picked up his gear and
ambled off. When someone yelled "Good

A REPORT FROM THE FIRING LINE
(Continued from page 25)

In 1953 and 1954 Bill fired as member of
the Army Rifle Pacific Team, and he was
awarded the Distinguished Rifle Medal. He
also holds the Distinguished Pistol Medal,
and the International Distinguished Shoot
er's Badge-making him the top marksman
in the Army.

Asked how he felt when he fired the .45
for the first time without coaching, Bill

smiled. "When I got through counting the
holes in the target, I knew I'd have a long
ways to go with the gun. Out of 10 shots,
only three landed on the paper, and I de
cided that I would have to do better." Col.
Radcliff's coaching at Ft. Shafter, Hawaii,
helped a great deal, and three months after
he started shooting, Bill Blankenship en
tered his first match. This was the beginning
-he won 10 medals in the Tyro class, and
his first visit to Camp Perry took place while
he was a member of the Army Rifle Team.
In 1955 he switched to pistols a"nd partici·
pated in the National Mid·Winter matches
in Tampa, Florida. Competing against a

~Suggested retail pricesr--------------------,
I HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON, INC. I
I 322·12 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS. I
I II Please send details on Topper Convertible and valuable I

pointers on firearms handling.
I I
I NAME I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE IL ~

S35.75*
for Basic Rifle

Enjoy both rifle and shotgun shooting by adding 0410 or 20 gauge barrels to H&R .22 Rem. Jet or 30/30 rifle-

Shooting experts are calling this H&R model a "wonderfully been acclaimed as "accurate ... fast firing .•. easy to handle
fascinating - fun-gun"! It's the ideal package for all-around .. , durable". Made to precision H&R standards, and features
shooting - birds and game of all sizes from rabbits to deer! improved automatic re-bounding hammer safety, satin-smooth
Start with a Topper .22 Rem. Jet or 30/30 for only $35.75*, side lever action, self-adjusting, positive barrel lock, custom
then add a .410 or 20 gao barrel for only $12.00* each. Or, add recoil pad, and coil spring construction. Send for catalog and
a second rifle barrel for just $16.75*. Take all four barrels with name of your nearest dealer, today.
you on camping and pack trips. The Topper Convertible has
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ers (see GUNS, May 1962) had met Barbara
in England during a rifle match, invited her
to participate in the Perry events, and the
pretty British shooter used her vacation to
join the Drivers' in the small-bore matches.
Miss Russel is one of the top ten shooters
in England and fires in the Master class.

The kids from the H. P. Baldwin 'High
School Rifle Team worked for two years
at various jobs in canning plants, polishing
and washing cars, and selling candy from
house to house so that the team could make
the trip to Camp Perry. The all-girl team
with coach Charles K. C. Leong and assistant
coach Carol Matsuka, journeyed all the way
from Wailuku, Maui, to reyresent the shoot-

---Os"f lIawaiLat the National Matches_ The_
girls had a great time at Perry, and plan

to make a swing to the east coast to sec
that part of the country after the matches.
Will they be back next year? "No, we cannot
send a team every year, it is too expensive,"
Charley Leong, told me. "The kids we left
behind are now working, and we hope to be
able to bring a team over to Perry again in
1965. This trip has the complete support of
the school authorities, the parents, and the
people o'f our beautiful island. We have a
great many kids in school who shoot, and
shoot well, and the hardest thing is to cull
out those who can come to Perry." After
seeing the girls shoot, I can only hope that
we will see more, much more, of the Ha
waiian team-they are nice kids and fine

shooters.
There was some drama, some excitement,

and some heartbreak during the small-bore
and the big-bore matches, but nothing quite
equalled the tense moments during the pis
tol matches when Bill Blankenship fired
scores that made him, for the fourth con
secutive time, National Pistol Champion.

The Prone Championship and the Four
Position crown went to Army Reservist 1st
Lt. Lones W. Wigger from Carter, Mont. He
topped other shooters with 4780 X 4800 and
with 1516 points. The former Lenore Driver,
now married and teaching her husband to
shoot and as school marm teaches kids the
ABC, cleaned up as prone women's cham
pion with 4773 points, and Miss Elizabeth
Espointour, St. Paul., Minn., collected the
position championship with a total of 1484

points.

Firing the Service Rifle, Staff Sergeant
Frank V. Kruk, U.S.M.C., fired a record
score of 972, and bolt-action honors went
to Airman 1st Class Middleton Tompkins.

Since 1949, the 61 year old Albert G.
Kees, had made the week's pilgrimage to
the Grand American Trapshooting event at
Vandalia, Ohio. Because his employers have
always given him the whole week off for the
shoot, the Richmond, Indiana, machinist
decided that this year he'd come up for the
big one only. AI had little hope of shooting
well enough to get into the money, and he
fired his best Vandalia score (97xl00) 13

years ago.

"When I hit my pattern and am all set
and can shoot without interruption, I usually
hit what I am shooting at. I've been shooting
for 50 years. I love to hunt quail; nothing
else, just quail." AI Kees was in the groove
on Friday-he broke 100xl00 to win the
Grand. He had a bad moment with the 94th
bird. It came sailing out of the trap broken,
but before his eyes registered that fact, his
gun was lined up, and he released the trig-

inc.

Primers

A GOOD
BEGINNING

cascade cartridge,
LEWISTON, IDAHO

Heavy custom frame
with finest precision

$ # ' J ~ 4 ~ made barrel and cylin·
~ " _ der. Shp. wt. 3 Ibs.

DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES

Write Dept. G-4 for Free Brochure

Largest Pri"1er Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads

Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity
22 Long Rifle Ammo

Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun

Power Actuated Tool Cartridges for Industry

Any beginning should be a good one.
When you start your shotshell reloading
with CCI PRIMERS you are beginning
with the best! Four good reasons - 1M·
PROVED MIXTURE AND MORE OF
IT-FLANGE SQUARED FOR PER·
FECT FIT - NICKELED·CORROSION
RESISTANT CUP-FLASH HOLE COV.
ERED WITH COMBUSTIBLE MATE.
RIAL. Be sure your reloading table is
well supplied with DEPENDABLE CCI
P RIM E R S for good beginnings in all
your reloads. CCI PRIMERS ASSURE A
GOOD ENDING!

luck, Bill," he just waved, turned and said:
"I'll see if I oan't win this one too-sort of
make it nice and tidy."

Sgt. Blankenship set a new National
Match record in 1960-2636-128. He broke

• Loads rifle, pistol his own record this year, with 2654-151X,
or shotshells and he set four new rccords for matches in

• Full length resizes and the sub-aggregate championships. His proud-
swages bullets with ease est moment came when hc was awarded the

• Lathe bed cast iron
frame not aluminum or International Badge at the Cairo matches
aluminum alloys. in October 1962. He was the eighth U.S.

.Complete with primer shooter to be so honored, and in order to
Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs. arm, insert and shell qualify, you must have won in first, second,
J- I ~ 9S holder of your choice or third place while shooting: as member of
. . p , ~ •New Primer catcher 1.37 ~

J.~~~lil~~~~i1j~~[!j~~'iI~ the U.S. International Shooting teams.
HERTER'S ALL ST'EU,'RECTSION DERRING"ER - - At 3 3 ~ 1 3 1 a n k e n : ; h i p - h a s athered the Ila-

Heavily chrome e e ~ ; ~ 5 : ~ = ; ; i : ~ U ' tion's top honors in rifle and pistol shooti;;g.
plated. Precision ' -, His wife, Helen, daughter Linda, 12, and
mad e through- _ son William K, 7, are of course happy
out••357 Cal. 3" I with Bill's achievements, but I would not
barrel. Shp. wt. 2 Ibs. $ 2 7 ~ say that they are overly impressed. Bill is

HERTER'S AUTHENTIC WESTERN stationed at Ft. Benning where he is an
SINGLE ACTION SIX SHOT REVOLVER instructor-shooter with the Army Marksman

ship Training Unit, and he believes that
the records he se( can be broken. Does he
think he will be the man to bust them?
"I'll certainly try-I am sure that I could
do better." Bill Blankenship is just the sort
of guy who would try the trick, and with
his attitude, he is a hard man to beat. Will
he again make pistol history at Camp Perry
in 1964? I don't know, but when Bill goes
on the firing line, I'll be there to spot.

One of England's best small-bore shoot
ers, Miss Barbara Russel of Coventry, par
ticipated in the rifle matches. She captured
the British Women's Smallbore Prone Cham
pionship this year at the British equivalent
of the National Matches. The shooting Driv-
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• BALLISTICS SECTION - data on all cartridges!
• COMPREHENSIVE GUN PARTS SECTION -stocks.

barrels, triggers, mounts for
"do-it-yoursef" repairs.

• INFORMATIVE GUN ARTICLES - Capt. George C.
Nonte on metric cartridges. Many more!

~·S;OEGER·AR·MS-CORPoRAi-ioN- ..···m1
55 Ruta Court, Dept. G-12, South Hackensack, N.J. :

Yes, please rush my copy of the enlarged:
1964 Shooter's Bible. Enclosed is my check •
o money order 0 for $2.95. If I am not:
completely satisfied with it, I may return :
the book within 10 days for a full refund. :

Name :

Street :
City Zone__State :

. 0 Hard-cover, deluxe edition $5.95. :,.............•••......••.....•••••.•••••

-<>
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.>- C. O. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass. """'iIIII('

Instantly shows true range!

SIGHT FOCUS READ
TARGET 'TURN DIAL so DISTANCE

15 DOUIU IMAGES MERGE ON DIAL

INSTANT MARl,SMANSHIP! Just locus this pr.
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangeflnder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focllssfng-S29.95 com-

~ l ; : ~ 5 . o ( A 1 ~ g ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ e ~ 5 ~ ~ ; d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d j ~ o ~ o $ ~ . 9 ~ ~ )
Ideal gift. 30 Day Money-back guar. Send check to:

De.lers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-12
Write us. 114-06 Rockaway Blvd., JAMAICA 20, N. Y.

Here's the most comprehensive and fascinat·
ing edition of Shooter's Bible you've ever
seen! You simply cannot afford to miss it!
Be sure to mail the coupon - get the best
source of information on guns and shooting
YOU'll find anywhere!

• GUNS - 23 American and Foreign manufacturers
- shotguns, rifles, pistols, and revolvers.

• AMMUNITION - the most complete presentation
of metallic and shotshell cartridges
ever assembled in one place.

• RELOADING-complete lines of more than 25
tool and component manUfacturers,
wit'h specifications and prices.

• SIGHTS AND SCOPES
• COMPLETE SHOOTING ACCESSORIES SECTlON

targets, traps, slings, holsters, shooting
gear, knives, flintlock guns.

The enlarged 1964 Edition of Shooter's
Bible - America's greatest shooting manual
- features all American firearms
and the finest European guns, including
several lines not previously shown •••

CORRECTION

576 Pages

Over 20,000 items are described and illustrated in this great 1964 Edition

Special sections cover:

In William Brent's story. "Old Timers
Wore 'em High," October issue, the
dates under the picture of Pat Gar
rett and his deputies should have been
1883-4, not twenty years earlier! And
the picture on page 28 is of Lloyd Ma·
bery, whose brother Bob is the memo
ber of the family who wears the title
"Chief."-Chief of Police. Yuma, AriL

in the main event, then took the next 50
birds in the shoot-off. Again scoring 250 X
250, Bellows also took the Junior All-Gauge
event, using Winchester shells to win the
skeet honors. Al Shuley, of Roselle, Illinois,
became National .410 Gauge Champion
with 98 X 100, Bellows took the Junior title
with 98 X 100, and Winchester-Western's
Fred Missildine, who also was at the Van
dalia shoot fest, retained his champion's
crown as Industry shooter in the .410 events.

Ken Pendergrass, who hails from Jack
sonville, Florida, topped current state, pro
vincial, and territorial champions in a spe·
cial 100 target event. As in the All-Gauge
event, guns must be 12 gauge or smaller,
and this was one of the highlights of the
week-long skeet meet at the Rochester club.

The shooters who did not make headlines
in the local press packed up their gear and
headed home, not to murmur to themselves,
but to start practicing for next year's events.
It is seldom that a champion repeats, and
there is plenty of room at the top. ~
See you on the firing lines! ~

ger . . . the shot took a chip out of the
broken bird and that was that.

Al used an old Model 12 that he bought
four years ago for $75. He wanted the action
and the barrel, and since the stock was in
poor condition, he re-stocked the gun and
installed a release trigger. To reduce recoil,
he added two pounds of lead to the stock,
and now "the gun does not kick at all."
AI's handicap is 21 yards - the average
handicap for those competing for the big
price at Vandalia.

In Richmond, Al is known to the local
shooting fraternity as "Blind Al." Since the
club does not have lights for trapshooting
at night, the shooters turn their cars toward
the traps, then turn on the headlights and
proceed with the business at hand. Very
often the birds will fly out of the limited
range of the headlights, and Al always
claims that he can't see 'em; this may be
so, but he sure can hit 'em.

Al Kees was the eighth shooter to break
lOOxlOO in the 64 year old Grand event, and
it was a proud moment for Al and his wife
Edith when she pinned the little 100xlOO
medal on AI's trap jacket. Mrs. Kees did
not watch the shoot. She claims that she
brings bad luck to her husband when she
watches, and it took ATA officials a while
to find Mrs. Kees to give her the good news.
Al will use his winnings from the Grand
10 retire a little sooner than he had hoped
he could, and then he will devote more time
to shooting. Will he be back for ·another
crack at the top place next year? Al had
not decided, but his friends feel that he
will be back to try again. This year's en
tries for the Grand topped the record 1960
crowd of 2,429 shooters, and chances are
that next year's crowd will exceed this
year's 2,527 trap addicts.

Al had broken 100xlOO before, but never
at the Grand. Both of these victories were
achieved from the 16 yard line. Blind AI
took two souvenirs home: The little lOOxlOO
badge, and the empty Remington shell that
broke the 100th bird.

As in any other sport, there were some
bad moments here too. One shooter was
close to the magic lOOxlOO, when he took
his eye off the bird to watch a plane landing.
Result: One missed bird, and a chance to
win the Grand. A misunderstanding cost
Rob Deitemeyer, son of Bob Deitemeyer of
the Pacific Gun Sight Company, the runner
up sub-junior place. Rob, a very accom
plished shooter, neglected to see that he
and another youngster were tied. He missed
the dusk shoot·off and lost by default.

The National Skeet Shoot, held in the
beautiful setting of the Rochester club, pro·
duced some surprises. The National Skeet
Shooting Association can proudly point to an
increased interest in the sport, and there was
a total registration of 1289 shooters. Skect
regulations presently call for a mounted
gun, and many participants showed con
siderable interest in shooting skeet the in
ternational style, with the gun unmounted
and the bird released within three seconds
after the shooter calls for it. This revived
interest could easily spell the differencc

between victory and defeat for the U.S.

team when it faces the teams of other na

tions.

The All-Gauge honors were collected by

J. A. Bellows of Encino, California. Bel

lows tied five other shooters with 250 X 250
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loads, and settled on the late Colonel Town·
send Whelen's .30-06 small·game load, 18 gr.
of 4759 behind a 150 gr. bullet. Speer's 150
gr. soft·point spitzer, the same one I've found
accurate and effective on muleys and ante·
lope, was selected. This combination should
turn up around 1500 fps at the muzzle, am·
pIe for accurate shooting at 100 yards, and
probably out to 200 on a calm day. Formula
juggling indicated recoil in the heavy Spring·
field should be in the neighborhood of 6-7 ft.

outgrowing the .22, perhaps he could handle
something bigger. If so, we could sl:loot to·
gether instead of watching each other, with
the net result of more fun for both of us.

After careful consideration I ordered a
DCM Springfield '03-A3 through the RA.
The Springfield is far and away the best
boy's big bore. It's inexpensive, ruggedly
built, strong, and safe. An added advantage
for me, since I already owned .30-06 dies, is
the plentiful supply of brass.

Several weeks later the Springfield arrived.
Bob was ecstatic when we opened the box,
and overjoyed that the rifle was in almost
mint condition. "What do you say we load
..." But I was talking to an empty room.
Bob was half·way down the basement stairs,
headed for the loading room.

I dug into my file of data for mid·range

PLACE"r PELH~M MANOR! NEW YORK

BUY FROM PARKERS FREE GIANT
CATALOGS at WHOLESALE PRICES
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH WHEN YOU WRITE

PARKIERDISTRIBUTORS

TMR

isolated backstop that wasn't being used.
There he saw graphic proof of the destruc
tiveness of the insignificant looking little
rim·fire cartridge.

From ten feet I slammed a high-speed
hollow·point into a water· filled tin can. Re·
sults were spectacular and gratifying; water
splattered in every direction as the can burst.
Effects of the shot made much more of an
impression, I'm sure, than any safety lecture.

Bob wasn't the only one who learned.
After a number of Saturdays on the range,
it became apparent to me that there is no
easier way to make a friend of a son, no
better way to build a warm father·son rela·
tionship, than by sharing shooting fun.

Bob learned that holes didn't just appear
in his targets-he had to put them there. It
sank in fast that he could take his time,
hold, squeeze, control his breathing and put
one in the black. The alternative, if he hur·
ried and ignored his lessons, was a flyer that
stared accusingly through the spotting scope.
It was strictly up to him and he knew it.

So we settled into a pattern. First Bob
touched off his weekly quota of .22's while
I coached and spotted, then he accompanied
me to the 200·yard range and watched while
I tried for half·minute·of-angle groups with
my .30-06 Winchester Model 70.

Sitting and watching began to pall, how·
ever, and one day he piped up, "Dad, I
think I'm getting too big for a .22, don't
you?" The question in my ear caused me to
jerk one out of a four-shot group that wasn't
quite an inch. "Yeah," I replied, "I'll get
you a .460 Weatherby Magnum next week."

On the way home, though, I did some
serious thinking. Bob had a sound grasp of
shooting fundamentals, and was as safety
conscious as anyone I knew. Maybe he was

(Continued from page 33)

SMALL BOY-BIG RIFLE

WORLD'S FINEST HUNTING & FISHING EQUIPMENT
All Merchandise Guaranteed • Brand Names • New 1963 Model.

GET IN ON OUR FANTASTIC "TRADE-IN" OFFER

:~lfii:rCa~~o:,:s\~e~fd~:keo~I~I~~~. a~l~;~~~ ~1n:.aljcew~~ S:~1~. uc~m~~';.~~d~:t~hes~ra:~. ndo~p~re ~et~W~
are In our new Hunting Catalog. Send for yours-it's Free! OFFER GOOD IN ALL 50 STATES.
BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPES & MOUNTS Retail Special
ALL BRAND NEW 1963 MODELS Retail Special WEAVER Top or Side Mounts........... 9.75 7.65
Baltur "A" 2l/tX elI or T.P $ 49.95 $ 38.95 WCAVEn Pivot Mounts 12.50 9.40
Balfor HA" 4X CH or T.P _. 49.95 38.95 Weatherby 2:V X to lOX Variable Scope.. 109.50 78.50
Balfor "A" 4X w/tapered cross hair 54.95 42.75 Weatherby 2%, to 7X Variable Scope 99.50 72.50
Balvar 5 21hX to 5X variable w /tapered Swifts 2'12: to 8X Zoom Rifte Scope....... 89.50 49.95

Balr::rs :aifhx 't'o ·sx· ';a;i~ble' ~i"t~p'e"r'ed' 79.95 59.95 S w ~ ~ t · ~ ~ ; ~ p ~ ~ : : i ~ d S C o : s t o ~ ~ f ~ ~ . . 89.95 53.95

B a C i ~ ? a S : ~ : i 6 ~ ' ' t ~ ' UX '~~~iabie '~;gei 's~ope ~::~ 1 ~~:;~ S2~is t~'~;;' ~~p'ttet~P~~I~~~f~~~. 115.00 68.95
B & L Adjustable Mount-Complete...... 19.95 15.95 LeUpOld 3X to 9X Variable Scope........ 89.50 64.95

: : ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ . r z o ~ t t ~ o f , ~ ~ ~ i e ' p ~ ~ c ; ' s P O i : ' 115.00 78.95 K ~ l g ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ; ~ b ' i ; Z e l ' t ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . : : ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ i . ~ . 67.50 53.95
Hng Scope 15X to 60X.................• 149.50 104.95 Redding Powder & Bullet Scale.......... 14.00 10.95

Balscope "Zoom 60" w /45 0 Inclined Redding Master Powder Measure.......... 18.50 13.95
E}'cpiece 159.50 111.50 Padfic DL 110 Shot Shell Loader, Comp... 34.95 24.50

Bal Ten lOX Spotting Scope 9.95 7.50 Pacific Super Deluxe "e" Press. 19.50 14.75

WEAVER SCOPES & MOUNTS ~ ~ c ~ . c : u ~ ~ : ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ · . : . . : . · i r p ' ~ ; ' D ~ ~ : : ~ i : ~ : : : ~

~ I · i · . ~ · . ~ ~ . ~ : · ~ ~ N : : : ~ I ~ ~ : ~ I : . ~ : : : : : : : : : ~ i : ~ ~ ! : ~ ~ g::: :;~:;:;::: ~·~~~t::r;s.s'H;;·~~~;:::: ~;:~~ ~~:~~
t5 ~ t~: ~lg'~o~~i~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~:gg ~I:~~ g: :: ~h~i~~~:: ~~~t 'sh~ii '~~d~~' Co'~i;. ~:~ 3;:::
V 8 Multl·range with Mounts............ 84.75 55.95 *ADD POSTAGE TO ALL ITEMS

ATTENTION: N.Y., N.J., CONN. & PENNSYLVANIA RESIDENTS
" CHARGE IT WITH UN ICARD - WRITE FOR PARTICULARS,----------------,

Nothing else to buy - A complete set of tools for
reloading your empty shells. Comes with instructions
and charge table ready to use to make the most
accurate ammunition you have ever fired.

AVAILABLE AT GUN DEALERS EVERYWHERE

When ordering direct, specify gauge or caliber. FREE
information - Write to Dept. G-12

LEE CUSTOM ENGINEERING. INC.
HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027

Complete set of 1962 issues. Hand·
somely bound in deluxe red buckram;
completely washable. GUNS logo and
emblem stamped in 24K gold with your
name personalized on the front cover.
Adds a treasure house of knowledge to,
your library. Each volume will grow in
value as a collector's item. Limited sup
ply available. Special low price includes
magazines, binding, shipping. Only $10

ORDER TODAYJ

GUNS Magazine Book Department. G-12a

8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

BOUND VOLUMES
of GUNS Magazine

I

LEE LOADER
for RIFLE or SHOTGUN

SAVE 50 TO 75% ON AMMUNITION
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$ 7.50

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
17.50
8.00
5.00

10.00
8.00

15.00
8.00

17.50
8.00

10.00
12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

Printing of

FREE Calling Stories and best instructions
50 years of calling experience can produce.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

NEW LOWER PRICES
MILITARY

CARTRIDGES per 100

Bore Scopes .50 Cal. GOyt. Surplus: Ppd.

303 British Military
Per 100 ......••••••••••••••••

762 Russian Military
Pcr 100 ...•.•••••••••••••••••

43 Spanish Military
Per 100 ......•.••••••••••••••

735 Italian Military
Per 100 ...•.•.•••••.••.••••••

32 Winchester Self Loading Soft Point
Per 100 '" •••••••••••••••••••

7xS 7 Mauser Factory Loads
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

9 MM Luger Pistol Cartridges
Per 100 ••••••..•••.•••••••.••

338 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges
Per Box·20 rounds .•••••••••.•••

458 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges
Per Box-20 rounds ••••••••••••••

•351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch
Per 100-Value 514.00 ••••••••••

250-3000 Savage Soft Point
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.

.35 : : ~ l f n O g ~ o r i 'Soft 'Poi~i ...•..•....
Per 100 .••••..••••••••••••••

.25·20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges
Per 100. • • ••• • •.•.••••••••••

30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 ••.•••••••••••••••••

32·40 Soft Point.
Per 100 ••.•••••••••••••••••••

270 Winchester Soft Point.,
Per 100 ••••.•••••••••••••••••

30·40 Krag Silver Tip.
Per 100 ••••.••••••••• 0 •••••••

32 Remington Soft Point.
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

Ear Defenders M5A for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid ••

.30'06

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!

Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precisian engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

Close Range
Fox Call •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record {78 or 45 rpm)ONLY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '56
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CAllED.".Burnham
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes. 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. LeIters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your call I called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C.• New MUllica. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above m ~ n t i o n e d game or your money back!

P.O. BOX K-12 MARBLE FALLS, TEX.

.. ~ .
• •

·AMMUNITION ~
•••••••••••

724 W. Edgewater
Portage, Wis.

English Doubles•

English Doubles

Send 25c for illustrated catalog. 12
and 20 bore doubles now available.

enough to permit sighting in with the 1500
f.p.s. loads, and I had a Redfield receiver
sight installed. The rifle was now ready for
the big day, and so were we-Bob very
decidedly so.

Shooting from a bench rest, Bob's first
shot was on the paper, as luck would have
it. Admittedly, he was a bit leary of the big
rifle at first, but when he saw that recoil
was not fearsome, he settled down and
sighted in.

After intensive instructions in the next
three years, I have every confidence he will
graduate, ready to take to the field. I look
forward to the day when my son takes his
first big game trophy, and I hope it's a good
one. But if the luck of the hunt forces him
to settle for less than a record-book head,
I'm sure it will have been earned honestly,

taken fairly, and killed quickly, ~
cleanlY, and humanely. ~

Having started trap shooting a few months
ago, I enjoyed an enviable 19 yard handi
cap; that is until I began shooting the
Greener. Teamed up with the Winchester
"Mark 5" shotshells, the Greener has fan
tastic long range shooting capabilities. While
you may get a few belly laughs from the
other shooters when you first bring your
odd-looking Greener to the trap field, they'll
soon stop when you begin peppering those
birds 'way, 'way out there.

The price? Well, my Model No. 6 ran
about 140, and other General Purpose guns
run from just over 100 to somewhere
around 240. Not bad at all for the wonder
ful shooting characteristics and the old world
workmanship that come as standard equip-
ment on these kings of the ~

20-yard firing line. ~

W. W. GREENER

Powerfully Accurate. New g·shot target .22

shoots .22 long Rifle ammo with amazing
accuracy. Pride of W. German gunsmiths. A

tight well made and exceedingly accurate
handgun. Great for target shooting, varmints,
or prowlers. Features: side gate loading,
ejector rod, steel RI FLED barrel with blade
front sights. Fires easy·to-obtain Rem.,
Western and Peters .22 long Rifle ammo. Choice of 2.... 4'" or 6'" barrel
$14.95. leather holster $2.95, 100 rds. French ball ammo. $1. 50 rds. 22 long Rifl~

ammo $.80. Shipped F.O.B. l.A.• express collect. C.O.O.'s require $7 deposit Salis.
Guar. Purchaser must be of legal age. l.A. res. please purchase at our store.

Single Barrel Trap Gun

World
Renowned

Trap Singles

Write today for free brochure; also
plain singles.

SANDERSON DISTRIBUTORS

The straight grip design of the Greener
stock is greatly improved by the bent lever
handle which, when gripped by the shooter's
hand, holds like a full pistol grip tock.

The stock and fore-end of my Greener are
of straight grain English walnut, displaying
the simple tastes of the English gunmakers
in this modern-day trend toward fancy
grained "specialty" guns.

A great many shotgunners, looking at the
bulky appearance of the Greener, will un
doubtedly insist that it is taboo for trap
shooting because of its obvious weight. But
once they handle the gun, their opinion will
quickly change. My 32" barrel gun weighs
under 6%, pounds, more than a pound lighter
than the Ithaca single barrel trap gun.

Shooting trap with this more or less uncon
ventional "long tom" is quite exhilerating.

THE W. W. GREENER TRAP GUN

The world's best barrels, superb choking and undup
licated patterns. Finest craftsmanship has made Greener
famous all over the world for more than 125 years.

(Continued from page 23)

lbs., something the boy could easily handle.
Thus, at nine, Bob entered shooting's high

school. He quickly got the hang of resizing
brass and swaging the crimp out of GI
primer pockets. Bullet seating is easy, of
course, and is his favorite reloading opera
tion. I felt it wise to weigh the powder
myself, but the boy loaded his own ammuni
tion from the day he got his .30-06.

Altering the Springfield from soldier-size
to boy-size was simple. Springfield stocks are
usually too short for the average man, but
that doesn't mean they're right for a nine
year old. To remedy this; I simply sawed off
the stock at the rear sling swivel, then
rasped down the raw edges until they were
smooth. But only after making a solemn
promise to buy a new GI stock when the
])01' grows into it!

I assumed that the issue sight, designed
for arsenal ammo, wouldn't depress far
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corner of Georgia to a point north of Michi
gan. The declination-in some cases as much
as 22 degrees-on both sides vary and make
little sense. The maps correct this, or show
you how. Send 20c in coin to the Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. c.,
and ask for the "Map of Compass Declina·
tion in the United States."

The 10 foot length of twisted wire in the
picture has been changed to a 375 pound
test nylon cord. With a piece of branch as a
handle, it's just the thing for dragging your
buck out of the woods. The length of cotton
cord is for tying the anal vent while dressing
out your game.

The two "Ioply" tubes contain iodine, in
their own applicators; simply crush and ap
ply. Ask your druggist about these. They are
made by the Davis Emergency Kit Co., 43
Halek Street, Newark, N. J. These are also
furnished in the No. 2006 Asepto Snake Bite
Outfit put out by Becton, Dickinson, and
Company, Rutherford, N. J. Your druggist
has this for about $2.25.

For a contented belly, I take along four
bouillon cubes. I've never had to use them,
fortunately, but with some hot water they
could make a long night more comfortable.
The midget bottle holds 12 water purifica
tion pills. All Gl's know about these; two
tablets in a canteen full make doubtful
drinking water safe. The torniquet is made
from an old inner tube, or you can use the
one from the snake bite kit. If there is still
a little room in this second pocket, I some
times carry a bottle of buck lure and some
cotton scent patches.

Two handwarmers and a windproof lighter
come next. Remember, this is an emergency
kit; be sure to fill the warmers and lighter
before leaving camp and wrap them in a
small piece of red plastic. Also, wrap the
compass as a protection against rain or a
fall into a stream. You'll need the lighter to
get the handwarmers started. As an alternate
for this third pocket, in warmer weather the
entire anti-venom kit should be carried.

The complete kit, including the three
pockets, canteen and knife is light, and takes
up little space. A word about your knife and
sheath here. A snap strap around the handle
and a riveted seam edge are the best insur
ance against loss and accidents that I know.

You're now prepared. When you're ready
to leave camp, all you have to do is grab the
works from a peg on the wall and put fresh
water in the canteen. Your pockets are
empty. They can be used for things needed
during the day. An apple, a sandwich or
two, some chocolate bars, your cigarettes
and some waterproof matches. And, by the
way, after you've eaten, don't toss the waxed
sandwich wrapper and that brown bag away
-they're prime stuff to get a fire ~
going. Should you need one! ~

IDEAL BRUSH GUN. 37" overall length. 171/2" bbl. Complete
as issued, guaranteed in good shooting condition-$13.95.

Selected goood or better only $17.95. We have a few arsenal refinished
for only $22.95. Don't miss this once in a lifetime opportunity to own

~ r f c ~ ~ U } ~ ~ . l \ ~ ~ s < 5 ~ o ~ b . t h J ~ d ~ ~ a P I f ~ : : ~ ~ ~ M 3 % ~ ~ I : : · ~ a ~ . p e r 100 rds. All
PHARR FIREARMS CO. • 88 FORSYTH ST., S.W. • ATLANTA

FOR COMFORT OR SURVIVAL IN THE WOODS

pine, tied the red square to the top, and let
the tree snap up into place. Before long I
heard another shout, "Careful, up ahead,
I see a red flag."

To prepare the plastic square, slit the
center long enough so that your head goes
through easily and bind the edges with tape
so it won't tear. Grommets near the corners
hold strings that can be used to tie the
square to the arms and, in high winds, front
to back, to keep the plastic close to the
body. If your wife doesn't have a grommet
tool, take it to the salesgirl at the purse
counter of your favorite department store,
she has a tool for placing eyelets in belts.
The red plastic costs about 39c a yard.

When you push into the woods, there's no
guarantee that you won't get lost. And here
is where a cool head and the compass in
the second pocket will help. But, carry a
"good" compass. Get one with "North" so
definite you can't make a mistake. One with
a pointed arrow, not a painted needle. You'I1
have problems enough when you need it and
can't afford to worry which color is North.
Learn how to use it quickly and accurately.
I once took a fellow into the Gila National
Forest and told him to work east of a stream
(the morning sun, you know) and should he
want to return to camp all he would have
to do is go back to the stream and follow it.
Damn if he didn't get lost. He got back to
the stream all right, but forgot whether he
was to go up or down stream. We found him
about nine that night.

When I get around to writing a set of
instructions for lost hunters, near the end
you'll discover the word "Sing." It may
sound silly, but I know that if I can throw
myself in a mood to sing-even hum, for I
sing terribly-I've made the first move in
getting out of trouble.

Your hunting territory might require more
than a compass and the knowledge to use it.
You will need maps then. Prepare a home·
made map before leaving camp; get some·
one to help in order to avoid any mistakes.
Mark the streams, the ridges, the location
of your camp, and the path of the seasonal
sun. For the best information, write the
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., for an
index of the state in which you plan to
hunt. This index will show the maps avail
able. For a Canadian hunt write first for
map prices to Surveys and Engineering
Branch, Department of Mines and Resources,
Ottawa, Canada. Sometimes your State For
estry Department can help you, and I got
maps from the National Park Service. Don't
be proud: Make thorough plans for your
safety.

One more thing. The most maps will show
a declination figure. The magnetic pole and
the true north seldom coincide. The single
line runs a zig-zag course from the southeast

(Continued from page 19)
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•
NEW LOW PRICES!

•
FASTEST SERVICE!

BIGGEST STOCKS!

•
EASY

LAY-AWAY PUN!

•

FREE!
-.*

GANDER'S
BIG, NEW
1963-64
SHOOTER'S &
SPORTSMAN'S
CATALOG!

Lake Charles, La.

GOOSE CALLS
Deluxe •..•••• $4.95
Popular •.•..• 2.95
Honker ....... 7.50

Crow Call ..•• 2.50
Squirrel Call... 1.50
Deer Call ...•• 2.95

Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. G-12
Wilmot, Wisconsin

Please rush my big, new 1963-64 G.M. Catalog abso
lutely FREE!

DUCK CALLS
Champion •••• $6.00
Deluxe ••.••.• 3.95
Special ••..•.• 2.95
Regular ..•••.. 1.95

Predator Call •• 2.95
Dove Call .•..• 2.00

616 18th Streef,

THE

CALLS

FAULK'S Div. G

HAND TUNED FOR PERFECT TONE

EASY BLOWING-GUARANTEED

F A U L K ~ S
Championship Calls

10 INTERNATIONAL and
WON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

GET THE BEST

~ . l I i i l •••~ Tell us themake and model of
your shotgun or rifle •••

type of stock or forend you want
semi-finished. 900/0 finished. standard

finished or custom finished. We will send
you literature describing what we offer for

"'01' tAt l. your needs. Or, ask your dealer or gunsmith,
l\ern\n." he also can furnish free cataloR.

E. C. BISHOP & Son, Inc., Warsaw, Mo., Dept.J21R

NEW, LOW CATALOG PRICES
for Thousands of Famous Brands
• Sportsman's Clothing,

Gifts
• Hunting and Trapping

Equipment
• Guns, Scopes
• Target Shooting

Accessories
• Camping Gear, Outdoor

Accessories
• Leather Goods
• Reloading Tools & ~ EALE RSi'

Supplies II.:i: ~
: ~~n~::m~~nT~~~ponents Write tor your new

• Personal Protection ~ ; ~ 1 ~ 6 r 4 ~ ~ } ~ ~ g l ~ : ~
Devices S h o w l n g ~ o u r BlG

~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ a N : : C O U N s.

I
I
II Name ..

I Address •••• ~ ~ ••••••••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••

I City Zone State.. I

L
·U.S.A. ONLY-Foreign requests (reference only) send $2.00 I
-----~-----------~
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Sensational Money-Saving Offer to all

SHOOTERS, HUNTERS, COLLECTORS

GOILIBRARY
STACKPOLE'S

You can now receive the world's 5 most famous gun books at a
price never before possible! These five master volumes, carefully
selected from the extensive list of the world's largest publisher
of gun books will give you a basic arms library without peer.
By ordering the Stackpole Gun Library you will receive (I) Small
Arms of the World by W, H. B. Smith, (If sold Individually. $15,00)
(2) Gunsmithing by Roy F. Dunlap, (If sold Individually, $10.00)
(3) The Pistol Shooter's Book by Col. Charles Askins, (If sold In
dividually, $8.50) (4) The American Shotgunner by Francis E.
Sell, (If sold Individually. $6.95) and (5) Principles and Practice of
Loading Ammunition by Lt. Col. Earl Naramore, (If sold Indi
vidually, $12.50). This $52.95 group can be yours for only $45.oo!
In addition, If you send a prepaid order you will receive, wtthout
charge, the current bonus bOok of the Stackpole Gun Library-a
distinctive firearms vOI1.ime (a guaranteed $5.00 value) designed to
complement your basic library-together, a $57.95 value for $45.oo!

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD by W. H. B. Smith and Joseph
E. Smith. Here Is a book that covers the globe, with special
emphasis on weapons of Russia and the United States. Aided by
nearly 1800 l1lustratlons, this 723-page encyclopedia shows In de
tall how to Identify, strip, assemble. load, and oper,ate the mili
tary small arms of the world. Calibers, ammunition. safety,
history and many other details of Immense value are Included In
this "one volume reference library." With It, you are capable of
becoming a military small arms expert. Weighs In at 4\2 pounds!
$15.00

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. Every phase of gunwork re
ceives the full treatment In this comprehensive volume. For the
first tlme, gunmakers have a working guide that contains com
plete and otllcial specification drawings on cartridges and cham
bers, with head space data and barrel threadlngs Included. Select
Ing stock blanks, metal engraving, and blueing are only a few
of the many subjects covered In detail. 740 pages, 36 chapters.
200 lllustratlons. $10.00

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK by Colonel Charles Askins.
A man who has won virtually every worthwhile pistol shooting
championship In the United States gives the Intricate details
of his methods and valuable experiences that will help' you to
become an expert. There Isn't much about revolver and pistol
shooting that Is omitted In this book. An easy-to-read standard
reference ... a u t h o r ~ t a t l v e all the way. $8.50

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUNNER by Francis E. Sell. A new but
extremely valuable addition to any gun library. Present-day shot
guns and loads are shown In proper perspective, with eight full
chapters devoted to the economic advantages and Importance of
loading your own ammunition. The rich and rewarding experi
ences of a lifetime devoted to the fine art of shotgunning are
written here to help you Improve your shooting and loads.
and It will. $6.95

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF LOADING AMMUNITION by
Lt. Col. Earl Naramore. The dean of all handloaders has produced
a monumental text based on principles he personally developed
over a lifetime as a recognized authority on ammunition. An
Indlspenslble single-volume how-to book that covers the entire
field of ballistics problems as related to cartridge reloading. It Is
without a doubt the finest handloadlng Informa.tlon available to
day. 915 pages, 240 illustrations. $12.50

LARGEST PUBLISHER OF GUN BOOKSqTHE STACKPOLE CO. IS THE WORLD'S

~ ' ; E ~ %
I The Stackpole Company, Dept. GM-12 I The Stackpole Company, Dept. GM-12 I

P. O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania P. O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

I Please send me the complete Basic Gun Library (regular price I Please send the bOok(s) I have checked below. Check or money I
$52.95) at your special price of $45.00. I wl1l pay for this set ac- order for the full amount Is enclosed with the understanding

that I may return the book(s) within ten days for a full re- II cording to the plan checked. I fund unless completely satisfied.

o PAYMENT IN FULL. I enclose $45.00, please Include current 0 Small Arms of the World $15.00 II bonus book free of extra charge. ' I 0 Gunsmithing $10.00.
o TIME PLAN. I enclose $5.00 as my Initial payment and will 0 The Pistol Shooter's' Book $8.50 I

I send you $5.00 a month until ithe $45.00 has been paid. I
I understand that unless I am completely satisfied with the 0 The American Shotgunner $6.95 I

I Basic Gun Library. I can return It within ten days for a full I 0 Principles and Practice of Loading

I ~:::d............................................................... I Name ••• ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ •• ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I Street Address ,............................... I Street Address I

City Zone ...•.• State ••••••••••••••••• City ••.•.•••..••.•..••...... Zone •••••• State •••••••••••••••• I
I (Please do not send cash) I (Please do not send cash)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
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SPECIAL SPORTS EQUIPMENT GUN RACK

Commercial Reloads

While attending the National Rifle and
Pistol Matches at Camp Perry, we met a rep
resentative of the Midwest Reloading Service.
This company makes reloads for .38 Spee<ial

that, in extensive tests, has proved itself, by
cutting swaging cores cleanly, squarely, and
most accurately.

Operating instructions and change-over in
structions from one caliber to another are
exceptionally complete. Cores are cut by
feeding the lead wire into the Core-Matic
and working the handle of the tool back and
forth. The gear ratio of 2: 1 provides excel
lent mechanical advantage, and the auto
matic ejection of the cores speeds operation.
Good swaged bullets are, to a large extent,
dependent on the accuracy which went into
making the core, and this tool makes cutting
good cores a cinch. We made up some test
cores, then weighed them on our Ohaus scale
-maximum deviation was less than 0.8
grains in ten cores. The other ten cores, made
from home-extruded wire, varied a maximum
of 1.5 grains; this variation was due to a
variation in the diameter of the wire. The
Core-Matic retails for $29.95 with one set of
dies, additional dies are $4.50. Dies are
available in .30 cal. (.250" wire), .38 caliber
(.301" wire), and .44-.45 caliber (.365"
wire). If you swage other diameter wires,
Don can make up custom dies for $5.50.

ering mechanism that allows a 4112 inch up
and down travel, more than enough to cover
three standard bench rest targets without
moving the rest. The rear rest also has eleva
tion provision, and we found that the use of
the rear rest offers a great deal more support
than the conventional sandbags. The front
rest retails for $32.50, the rear rest for
$22.50, f.o.b. Shreveport, and we found that
precision shooting with our bench rest wild
cat rifle was easier with these Womack rests.

Core Cutter

Don Roman, Box 15568G, Lakewood, Colo.,
has now in stock one of the finest core cut
ters we have ever seen or used. The Core
Matic is a precision built piece of equipment

Womack Bench Rests

If you are a bench rest shooter, you owe it
to yourself to take a good look at these new
rests. W. H. Womack, riflesmith, of 2124
Meriwether Rd., Shreveport, La., not only
builds rifles, but he also is a bench rest ad
dict and designed the rests for the serious
and competitive shooter. The front rest has
three, fully adjustable set screws that settle
the rest solidly on the bench, and the resil
ient molded rubber offers a firm and non
slipping rest for the fore-end. The front
cradle has provisions for a rubber-lined fore
end stop that snaps into place and we found
that the three positions for this fore-end stop
are more than adequate to offer support for
the battery of rifles we used in testing this
rest. The front rest has a raising and low-

fame, and using his test gun, we fired five
rounds of 180 grain ammo, with a maximum
spread of 214 inches, while the 150 grain
loads had a spread of 114 inches. Interesting
on these groups is that the 150 and the 180
grain bullets printed to the same point of

impact, and the 10 shot group thus pro
duced showed an extreme spread of 3·3/16".

Handloads were worked up and for com
plete handloading dope for this new Win
chester cartridge, refer to Kent Bellah's
article in October GUNS. Our handloads,
based on data derived from the RCBS
shop, were most gratifying. Since the .300
Win. Magnum is a close relative of RCBS's
.30·338 and the .308 Belted Norma Magnum,
the first loads required little or no adjust
ing, and results with handloads are only
slightly superior to the groups obtained
with factory loads.

Velocity checks were run on the Herter
chronograph, and considering variations of
testing conditions, they were almost on a
par with the factory data. Most impressive

are the drop data, and the .300 Winchester
Magnum will, we feel, rapidly become one
of the most desirable big game cartridges.

(Continued from page 12)

Berns-Martin Moves
Berns-Martin, the holster folks, moved

their operation from Calhoun City, Missis
sippi to Elberton, Georgia. A bigger plant

and additional manpower will help to meet
the demand for the Berns-Martin holsters.

SPORT
OXFORD

LACE BOOT

PULL ON BOOT

GOKEY BOTTE SAUVAGE

.....
It's Easy! With

Gunberth ® Plans & Kits
Plans and Ready·Cut Kits are now
available for 33 different models
tram 3 to 24 gun size, in both
Modern and Colonial styles.

.. "Modern Marksman" cabi·
nets are specially designed for

use as sectional units for a
"wall·to·wall" cabinet.

L e f t ~ as well as right-hand for most popular rifles. High-quality colorful
hardwood. Gunsmiths report they prefer our near·perfect inlet. P.O. Ackley
says: "The ROYAL stock is the easiest of any machined stock ... to deal
With." CARVED-as illustratpd-RH $35. LH $40. PLAIN RH $19.50. LH

$24.50. Pad installed, $7.50. Postage $1. Deposit on COD's $5. Immediate shipment upon order.
Write for complete gun service.

ROYAL ARMS, INC., 10064 BERT ACOSTA ST., SANTEE, CALIFORNIA

GOKEY BOOTS
/M~~HUel!

Over 50 styles of
fine boots and shoes
for sportsmen and

women.

Famous Gokey Botte Sauvage is made-to

measure. Lightweight yet tough. True moc
casin construction with handstitched vamp.

(in regular and snake-proof models)
Get Gokey Boots only by writing for measure blank
and Free GOKEY SPORTSMAN catalog of boots,

~
clothing and other fine

I
sports equipment.

GOKEY CO.
DEPT. G

ST. PAUL 1, MINN.

All details
on Plans, Kits and

Hardware are listed in big,
fully illustrated •••

"Handbook" Catalog.
This NEW "Handbook" Cata
log also contains many valu
able tips on design and can·
struction, as well as proper
methods on applying beauti
ful professional finishes •••

Send for your NEW copy
TODAY! Only $1.00 ppd.

(Refundable in credit

first $10.00 order)

COLADONATO BROS•• Dept. G123, Hazleton, Penna.
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NEW LOW PRICES I
12438 Ventura Blvd.

North Hollywood, Calif.

GREAT WESTERN
FIREARMS

SINGLE ACTIONS,
DERRI NGERS, KITS,
PERCUSSION PISTOLS,
PARTS, GRIPS, ETC.

srAfArOG I
GREAT WESTERN

Glenn Slade's
TEXAS GUN CLINIC

2518 Oakdale, Phone JA 2-5345,
Houston 4, Texas

DEALERS!
A NEW idea in CATALOGS:
Our 25th anniversary 1963 CATALOG,

OVER 300 PAGES, book bound, four
color, is printed in pairs-one with Retail
prices only for your customer or counter
use and one is your personal copy with
list and Net prices both.

Dealers send $5 for both copies-or $3 for one.
Money refunded with your first $100 order! Write
for dealer price on Retail catalogs.

We sell WHOLESALE ONLY all lines of shoot
ing supplies, guns, ammo, scopes and reload

ing items. All items stocked for same day
shipment. Also gunsmithing for dealers at a
discount, satisfaction guaranteed.

Your missile age supplier with JET service.
"Where the clock has replaced the calendar"

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for Shipping and Handling)

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN
Actual Size Replica

Whether at the range, home
or traveling, these fine
custom-crafted cases are
just the ticket for keeping
your handguns and
shooting supplies all
in one place-safe
and secure. Compact,
light and easy to carry.
Qualityconstructed through· t:~ ......
out from the finest materials
available. Choice of 3. 4 &5 gun
models in wide v,riety of beautiful
simuiated leathers and finishes for the most
discerning sportsman. From $17.50. New Lok·Grip Tray,
another Pachmayr exciusive, features an adjustable bridge for holding a
variety of handguns securely in position. (avaiiable at small additionai cost)
GUARANTEED THE FiNEST DR YOUR MONEY BACK. See your dealer today.
FREE Send for 16·page brochure about Pachmayr's services and products.

PACHMAYR Gun Works, Inc., Dept. (·12
1220 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, California

Sodia Guns

Recently we had the rare pleasure and

privilege to test a Franz Sodia combination

rifle-shotgun, complete with I-Ieym claw

Pachmayr Accuracy Job

Recently we shipped our Colt .45 to Frank
Pachmayr for a tune-up and accuracy job.
This was a factory gun without any custom
features and a trigger pull that left much
to be desired. When the gun came back, the
first thing we noticed was the over-all tight
ness of the gun. The trigger pull was just a
shade over the allowed NRA pull, and the
target that John Pachmayr fired with the
gun was a revelation. At 25 yards and with
the 230 grain hard ball factory ammo, five
shots went just a shade under Ilh inches.
Since John is a crack shot, we did not at
tempt to duplicate this accuracy, but found
that there is a vast improvement over the
groups we used to fire with this gun before
the Pachmayr accuracy job. It has often
been said that the .45 is the hardest gun to
fire well, and with this Pachmayr accuracy
job, we found that a great deal of the curse
of shooting the course with the .45 has been
removed.

and .45 ACP, and the ammo we tested was
on a par with match ammo that we make up
for our own use. The noteworthy feature
about the ammo made by this concern is the
cost. Wadcutters with standard load, cost
only 21.00 per thousand f.o.b. the plant!
Write to Midwest Reloading Service, Dept.
G, 1757 Southfield Rd., Lincoln Park, Mich.,
for a price list and shipping information.

Alcan Shot Protector

Kwik-Sert is a polyethylene strip that has
a part that fits over the wad and that, when
inserted into the hull, forms a protective shot

collar. We have used Kwik-Sert in a couple

of boxes of test ammo and found that it is

easy to use and does offer a fine means of

protecting the shot column. Alcan Co., Inc.,

bf Alton, Ill., offers Kwik·Sert in 12, 16, and

20 gao for $3.25 per thousand, and in 10 gao

for $4.20 per M.

Richland Model 707

Richland Arms Co., Dept. G, Blissfield,
Mich., recently submitted one of their new
Model 707 shotguns for tests. This gun,
chambered for the 20 gauge Magnum shell,
is a deluxe field gun with double triggers
and extractors. Tests on clay birds and doves,
as well as on the patterning board, proved
that the Model 707 is an exceptionally well·
made gun with fine handling qualities. Stock
dimensions are 1414 x 1%6 x 214, and the
triple bolting system gives the action a great
deal of strength. Stock finish and bluing are
of the highest quality, and firing the gun was
a pleasure. The Model 707 in 20 gauge is
available with 26 inch (IC&M), 28 and 30
inch (M&F) barrels; also available is a
lightweight version of the Model 707· in 12
gauge with 28 inch (M&F) and 26 inch
(IC&M) tubes. Although doubles usually
run into a fairly high price bracket, the
Model 707 retails for only $159.50 which is
most reasonable for a fine imported side·by
side shotgun.

WRITE FOR

FREE CATALOG

NEW STYLES

$5.00 deposit on C.O. D.
orders. You pay postal
charges. We pay postage
on prepaid orders. Our

~ r i t ~ r ~ n ~ e C : o t ; ~ ~ d : ~ : : : 3 i ' n d
unworn within ten days.

A Must for
Every Sportsman

.22 BOX PAK
Pops up - tilts on belt to
dump reloads into the
hand. The metal box troy
is housed in attractive
leather case.

The practical finger- $200
~ ~ I ~ r p ~ t Y i ~ 2 . ~ 2 a S _ M ~ ppd.

Lonly $2 2.5
.22 magnum •••...• ppd.

POP CLIP PAK for
Rem. 700s, Win. 88- $1 50
100 only. . . . . . . . . . ppd.

Black or tan boot 'eather.

AMMO PAK
Box 9734G, Portland II, Ore.

NEW!

liquidation of our
special purchase

of tape recorders
complete with

excellent 21/2"
speaker and micro

phone. A $20 value. This
production left over from giant national de·
partment store promo ion where recorders where taped with
a message to give to passing customers. Comes co.mpl~te
with standard l/4" magnetic tape. Use for messages, rig wIth
remote control invisible thread for detective work. Has unique
endless loop feature. Hide anywhere, conceal in toy animal
and let. it make outrageous remarks to guests. Hundreds of
uses. While they last. Send $1 deposit for C.O.D. Satisfactipn
guaranteed.

MISSION LIQUIDATORS,
735 Celis Street, San Fernando 57, California

Tall - True Western Boot.
16" Stove Pipe Tops, Walking
Heel, Leather Lined,
Narrow Toe.

#801 - BLACK $25 50#802-BROWN
#803-TAN

..Aujlin Bool Co.
P.O. Box 548-G Winters, Texas

formerly of EI Paso, Texas

Train now for income openings-or operate your
own shop. Our Master Gunsmithing Course is
practical and complete. Individual instruction.
Not correspondence. State licensed. Write today.

PENNA. GUNSMITH SCHOOL

257-G W. Riverview Ave., Bellevue, Pittsburgh 2, P3.

LEARN GUNSMITHING

• a iII:W ,I=liI-) ,I -IJ ••
-,-, ~, (liquidation stock)

.' $8.99

1
' ~ ; : : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ : : ~ : ~ 7 J : : : : ~ $

STYlES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

LAWMAN
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MADE IN U. S. A. BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

that are now being used by the third gen
eration of shooters. Write to the importer for
a price list-you'll be pleasantly surprised at
the relatively low cost of these fine guns.

Ace-V-Ream Products

Acc-U-Ream Products, a division of Ma
Rep-Co., Inc., Dept G, 6121 N. Blackstone,
Fresno, Cal., recently submitted several items
of interest for tests. Their Mark I shotshell
loader, for 12 gauge only, is a simple and
highly portable unit that enables you to load
shells in the field, on the range, and at the
kitchen table. We made up a box of trap and
a box of hunting loads with the Mark I and
found that, by following the detailed instruc
tions, we could make some fine shells without
much effort or trouble. The Mark I has an
adj ustable wad pressure ring that can be ad
justed to 50, 60, and 70 pounds of wad
pressure. Price is $14.95 plus postage.

Rifle shooters are always on the lookout
for greater accuracy, and this is especially
true of the bench rest clan. Acc-U-Ream now
offers flash hole diameter and primer pocket
diameter gauges that speedily indicate which
hulls can be reloaded and which ones should
be put aside for either plinking or should be
thrown away. By separating brass according
to the diameters of the flash holes and the
primers pockets, and then using brass that
has identical dimensions, better ignition is
assured, and this better and more uniform
ignition means a more even rate of powder
burning that results in greater accuracy. The
Acc-U-Ream gauges will tell you easily and
precisely what brass needs culling out. Write
to Acc-U-Ream for their folder on this sub-

Shotgun Slugs

We recently received a box of the newly
designed Benco-Vitt Aerodynamic shotgun
slugs. Having hunted with slugs, and having
used commercial as well as handloaded
shells, we were interested to see how these
slugs performed on the range. The slugs
have fins that increase the ballistics of the
slug and give the projectile a greatly in
creased accuracy. The Benco-Vitt slugs have
attached to the slug an Alcan Combo-Wad,
and loading them requires only the empty
hull, powder, and primer.

Following the suggestions supplied by
George Vitt, we loaded our test rounds with
22.5 grains of Unique, and used a light roll
crimp so that the ammunition would func
tion through our Browning Buck Special. It
is generally conceded that slugs for best
accuracy, should not be used at ranges longer
than 50 or so yards, and our first tests were
made at that distance. After five shots we
checked our group, then repeated the test
on a new target. Again the group measured
slightly over two inches by two inches. We
then set up a target at the 100 yard point,
and again shooting from a bench and using
the Browning, our groups measured 4lh by
414 inches - amazing accuracy for a slug.
Living in an area where deer hunting is lim
ited to slugs, we kept five loads for our
annual venison collection. Benco-Vitt slugs
are not inexpensive, but they do make a
difference on the target and according to
actual field tests, they are highly effective
on game. You can get full information and
slugs from George N. Vitt, The Beaver En
gineering Co., Dept. G, II Sugarloaf Drive,
Wilton, Conn.

We used several brands of factory ammo as
well as some of our pet loads for the rifle
barrel and found that with practically all
loads we got MOA_ With a special handload
and the 165 grain Speer bullet we were able
to duplicate our groups that we get with
our custom Griffin and Howe-%:' at 100
yards. It should be noted that the claw
mounts do not obstruct the sights when using
the shotgun barrel and we tried a round of
trap with the scope left on the gun. The
mounts have the equivalent of peep sights,
and thus the shotgun or metallic rifle sight
can be used.

The Klepeis brothers import the finest line
of Austrian firearms, and they handle doubles
and drillings in most American and Euro
pean calibers, as well as fine shotguns and
rifles. These are custom guns, well worth the
money, and we know several of these guns

Address _

City State _

full-color

catalog

B MODELS

Perfect scope for the young
hunter's first .22. Same precision, accu-

_ racy and dependability that have made Weaver-Scopes
the world's most used, most proved scopes. See all twelve Weaver
Scope models, priced from $9.75, at your dealer. ©1963 w. R. Weaver Co.

W. R. WEAVER CO. 'DEPT. 43 / EL PASO, TEXAS 79915

FREE1963 Name' _

K MODELS

First choice of American hl.,mt
ers. Whether you're giving or receiving,

a Model K will be used and enjoyed for years to come.
There are seven models, 1- to 10-power, to choose from; you'll
find one that suits your shooting and your budget.

mounts and scope. Ferlach guns are im
ported by Frank and Walter Klepeis, Rosen
dale, N.Y., and our test gun, Model 241, is
chambered for the 12 gauge shotshell in the
upper "barrel and the .30-06 in the lower bar
rel. We have several fine quality guns in our
own personal gun rack, and even one of my
pet rifles that is an exceptionally fine gun,
looked sick next to the Sodia gun. Wood
work is outstandingly good and finish is in
the best European tradition of a fine, hand
rubbed oil finish-the sort of finish it takes
months to complete and that, once completed,
hardly ever needs tpuching up. Fitting of
wood to metal was extra carefully done and
the metal work, including the engraving, was
excellent.

The shotgun barrel delivered a full pat
tern, and the rifle barrel placed the bullet
consistently into the center of the pattern.
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A&F is always on the look·

out for quality used guns.

For years, sportsmen have

been sending us their used

guns for appraisal and resale.

So whether you've one gun

or a collection that you'd

like to sell, or swap, we'll be

happy to appraise it for you

•.. at no charge.

Write us for details

JlBERCROMBIE &FITCH
364 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

9 North Wabash, Chicago 2, Ill.

220 Post St:, San Francisco 8, Calif.

- POWLEY ~ O A ~ U . 1 E f D ~ ~ :
For any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your dealer.
Write for description of Large Rifle PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

!J(f

WE'RE BUYING

WHITCO

~ ~
1127-SWORD·CANE. RIDING·CROP

Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
r i d i n ~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
Practical co))ector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.

Send for Free Catalog

P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster wIth soft glove leather whIte
linIng. Belt and holster In black cowhtde only. $8_99 PP.
Send waIst sIze, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
InsIde trousers
band; conceal
ed but avaUa
ble; protects
agaInst grease,
rust. Wt. 2 ~ 2 oz.
top graIn soft
cowhIde, rIvet
ed nIckel clip.
.....$2.95 PP.

BRASS STUDDED
WRIST BAND

THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER

Handmade, heavy
duty wrist band;
brass rivets add
character and
strength. Strong
wrists need protect-
tion. Finest leather used for
durability. Ask for Atlas
Black, Midas Ye))ow, Sam

son Red, or Hercules Natural. $1.98 PP. for
black; $2.98 PP. in color. No COD. Money
back guarantee.

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

CREST CARVING CO., 401-A S. CYPRESS, LA HABRA,

NOW .. . the orlR'lnal thumb-hole stock with drop at heel further
improved. with Casto-Off. :Made for most popular actions. 40 other styles of
rifle stocks and pistol grips. Stamp for brochure.

tics. Here are WoW data based on a 24 inch
barrel. With the 125 grain bullet, MV is
3200 fps, MV 100 is 2880, MV 200 is 2590,
while MV 300 is still a respectable 2310 fps.
For the 150 grain bullet, in the same order,
WoW gives the following velocities: 2900,
2630, 2380, and 2160 fps.

THE

Sheridan Pell Gun

Being plagued with some undesirable wild
life around our home, we acquired a Sheri·
dan air rifle, complete with Williams peep
sight and a Weaver scope in Sheridan
mounts. The Blue Streak rifle is a single·
shot, bolt-action gun that fires the 5 mm or
.20 caliber Sheridan Bantam pellets. Shoot
ing the gun, first on our indoor range and
later on the testing range showed not only
excellent accuracy, but also considerable
penetration of the little Sheridan slug.

The gun is exceptionally easy to handle,
and though a single-shot, reloading the gun
for a second shot is done speedily and with
out fuss. Although the gun was acquired to
keep varmints away from our pheasants, we
found that it offers a fine way of sharpening
up the old shooting eye-we set up an in
door bullet trap and had a shooting match.
The Blue Streak easily doubles as a highly
accurate target rifle that is inexpensive to
shoot and has such a low noise level that
our hunting dogs did not set up the usual
ruckus that we have come to expect when we
use our indoor range. This is a gun that can
be enjoyed by the whole family for indoor
and outdoor fun and it should make ~
a dandy training gun for youngsters. ~

Winchester's New .284

ject-the gauges are a good investment for
the handloader, and we found that we did
get better accuracy by sorting the brass
according to the directions.

The newest Winchester cartridge, the .284,
is based on the .308 Winchester case and
ballistically the cartridge is identical to the

venerable .270. Presently, the Model 88 lever
action and the Model 100 autoloader are
chambered for the new cartridge, and our
first tests were made with the Model 88.

Winchester offers the cartridge in two
bullet weights. The 125 grain and the 150
grain Power-Point. The 125 grain load carries
a powder load of 50.6 grains of a non-canister
powder, while the 150 grain load has a
charge of 47.7 grains of powder.

We fitted our Model 88 with Weaver
mounts and a 4X Browning scope. Shooting
at 100 yards, we fired several test groups at
first with three shots,' then with five shots.
The three shot strings averaged a maximum
spread of 214 inches by 112 inch, while the
five shots strings averaged 2% inches by 1%
inches. We sighted our gun to shoot 2%
inches high at 100 yards, and placed five
shots into the target. We then marked the
tips of five rounds of the 150 grain loads
with bright red lipstick and fired them. It
was a pleasant surprise to note that the 125
grain and the 150 grain Power-Point bullets
had the same point of impact at 100 yards,
a fact that makes it quite feasible to carry
both loads in the field and allows you to
change ammo during the hunt.

Editorial deadlines precluded extensive
testing of handloads, but we did come up
with some figures and were able to check
them against those sent to us by Fred Hunt
ington of RCBS. With the 130 gr. Speer
bullet, 57 grains of 4350 set off by CCI
primers gave us an instrumental velocity on
the Herter chronograph of 3100 fps at the
muzzle. For bolt-action rifles, the velocities
and powder loads can be stepped up some
what, and Fred's data indioate that 59 grains
of the same powder drive the Speer bullet at
3320 fps at the muzzle. The 154 grain Horn
ady bullet with 55 grains of 4350 gave a
2900 fps reading at the muzzle, and the 160
grain NosIer bullet with 55 grains of powder
developed 2893 fps on Fred's chronograph.
Again, higher velocities are possible with
bolt-action rifles than with lever action guns.
When the Model 100 reaches us, we shall do
some further haJldloading tests and report
on them.

The introduction of the .284 means that
the southpaw, or those who prefer a lever
action or a semi-automatic rifle, can have a
gun for a cartridge that has excellent ballis-
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5504 BIG TYLER ROAD •••••••. CHARLESTON 2, W. VA,

(Continued from page 30)

• Finest Inside Finish

• Record Holding Barrels

• Straightest Sporters

stnctlOn, and may "walk" the slug and the
shot impact center all around the bullseye.
Third, the ventilated "anti-recoil" terminal
sleeves and particularly the intermediate
"cages" can spoil slug accuracy, while their
"anti-recoil" qualities in field shooting are
negligible.

In my opinion, this boils the case down to
the reasonably priced Lyman-Choke or its
equivalent. The tubes are long enough, 3"
and over, to allow well formed choke con
strictions, are a true solid continuation of the
bore and they can be mounted with true
precisions.

If you're using a round ball, specify the
Lyman-Choke tube to be of exactly the same
diameter as your gun barrel. Use a Lyman
single cavity round ball mold to cast .020"
smaller than your barrel and load the ball
into the paper shell with a bullet patch (you
can use Hoppe's 1.75" round flannel patches,
which compress to a total of 0.020".) If
you care to, lubricate the patch with high
melting point grease, such as Lyman bullet
grease or Texaco pump grease, using the
new folded crimp-it unfolds in shooting
with no wedging action of the ball, as hap
pens with the roll crimp.

For the new Vitt slug get two Lyman
Choke tubes: One of true barrel cylinder
diameter, and the other with a gradual con
striction of up to 0.010", following the
Browning profile (see Table I). This tube
may well prove to be the ideal two-in-one,
slug and shot combination for you. For

• Most Calibers 22 to 458

• Chrome-Moly Steel

• Button Rifled since
1953

with these features

For the BEST
in production made

RIFLE BARRELS

• Highest Quality

• Low Cost
• Best Discount to Gun

smith

.. From the rifle barrel capitol of the world"

G. R. DOUGLAS CO., INC.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled" barrel is the finest produc
tion made barrel obtainable today. Day after day these barrels insure
the attainment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least trouble and
the most profitable for the dealer-gunsmith. You can depend on Douglas

barrels. Write for free descriptive data.

'PATENTED T. M. REG. MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY G. R. DOUGLAS.

NEW SLUGS FOR NEW ACCURACY

These aims were finally accomplished to
the point where I can say that, if you do
not get good results, the fault lies in some
thing other than the slug. It follows that the
hunter owes it to himself to select his gun
carefully and check it; on the range, bearing
in mind that there is no more room for
compromises and sloppy dimensions here
than there is in good rifle shooting.

The selection of the shotgun is the first
step to better slug shooting-remember, we'll
fit the slug to the barrel. Generally, best
results may be expected from an accurately
bored single-barrel shotgun - pump, auto
loader, or single shot. This also means con
centrically accurate wall thickness.

For the 12 gauge, the best cylinder bore
dimensions must be standard, .722" minimum
(Browning) to a .730" maximum for most
other guns (See Table I).

If you intend to handload the new slug
and will be satisfied with bird shot patterns
of about 45 per cent at 40 yards with factory
ammunition, then an improved cylinder, such
as made by Browning, can be the ideal and
the simplest choice_

If you'll need several or tighter birdshot
patterns, then you should go to a variable
choke device. Several pitfalls await the un
wary here. First, any such device must be
fitted with true precision, exactly concentric
and coaxial with the bore of the gun,
and should be checked with a micrometer
dial indicator. Second, some of the screw·
adjustable chokes have a short cone of con-

(FREE FOLDER)

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE

PISTOL
CASES

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS

r------- SPECIAL -------.
Once-fired .38 Special cases: in factory boxes,
$14.00 per 1\'1; bulk $12.50 per M. f.o.b. Laredo.
Empty .38 SpI. boxes, 3 for 25c.

Orders of $50.00 or more shipped prepaid.

Extra Equipment for Pistol Cases

• Adjustable leather carrying- strap .••..•.••.. $5.50

• O'Dell elevating' scope mount, fastens on
open lid. eliminates scope stand $4.50

• Carrying' strap ••.••.........•.••..•.... $5.50

• Lid holder (not for Jr. Box) ..•..••.••••.... $7.50

DELUXE PISTOL CASES

No. 1-Four-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope as illustrated above ..... $31.75

No. 2-Five-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope $39.95

No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Balscope
Sr. (New B & L spotscope) $39.95

No. 4-Five-gun Case for the
Balscope Sr. type Scope $43.50

Various Types-$19.95 up.

Here's Beckelhymer's answer to the demand
for a dependable, but inexpensive pistol carry
ing case. This new "JUNIOR" box is made of
the same top Quality materials as used in 9ur
larger and more costlY boxes. Same endurIng
beauty, ruggedness and appearance. Just the
thing for keeping and carrying your guns,
plus any of the small-type draw-tube spotting
scopes. Holds 4 guns. ONLY $19.95.

STAINLESS STEEL BARRELS

NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH .30 CALIBER

We R-re now able to make very good deliveries on muzzle
loading barrel blanks. These blanks are made in 32, 36,
40, 45 and 50 caliber. They are all CUT RIFLED with a
twist of one turn in 48" and grooves .010" to .012" deep.
Lands and grooves are of approximately equal width.
The material used is specially processed for our purpose,
cold drawn to octagon shape with an especially fine finish
that will require little or no polishing. These are avail
able in 1*6", %", 10/1.6", 1" and 1%" at $27.50 each. We
also supply 1%" barrels at $32.50 each. These blanks are
threaded for breech plugs and the DOUGLAS name and
caliber is branded on the top flat. Finished length is 42".
You may order these barrels with a twist of one turn
in 57", 66", or 75" at an additional charge of $5.00 each.
These prices are subject to our regular gunsmith's dis
count. Write for complete information or order from
this ad.

m?!.Rf.1.~'!!fi~ • LAREDO, TEXAS
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tighter shot patterns, you can buy as many
additional tubes as you wish, down to the

.695" or Full choke.
After firing thousands of rounds from a

variety of U.S. and foreign shotguns, using

different loads, and, at the same time con
stantly improving my slug design, I am

positive that my Vitt slug materially con
tributes to the accuracy of standard bore

shotguns. Also important is the fact that the
heavier slug shoots into the same area of

impact as a factory trap load of shot, at
40-50 yards. At 100 yards, of course, there is

no comparison as the shot .fades out of the
picture. Incidentally, this is the first time
that I have ever shot slugs so well at 100
yards.

I was interested in getting optimum per

formance with shot and slugs with one
barrel, and, since good birdshot patterns can

be obtained with standard barrels, I started
with these. 1 designed the slug to fit the

barrel without bulging and used the stand
ard paper shells to assure easy chambering
of the loaded cartridge. This limited 12 ga_

cylinder dimensions to 0.722" to 0.730".

Among the guns tested I was fortunate in
having three barrels which measured exactly
within these limits: A ,Browning Buck

Special and Improved Cylinder at .722" and

a Winchester M97 at .730". The chokes on
these barrels (see Table I) did not hurt slug
accuracy and helped with shot patterns.

All testing of the Vitt slug was done in
5 shot strings, for group only. No effort was

made to zero in on the bullseye. The center
to-center vertical and horizontal dispersion
measurements of a few representative groups,

and the guns and loads used, are shown
below. .

$7.95 pair

Professional grade
die set. Made from
the finest steel ob
tainable, carefully
hardened and hand
polished to assure
extra long life and
extreme accuracy.
Complete satisfac·
tion guaranteed.
For most rifle and
pistol calibers.
Shipping wt.: 2 Ibs.

$5.95 pair

You'll not duplicate
this value any.
where! Made of the
finest steel, these
fulI·rength sizing
and seatrngdiesare
chrome-plated and
hardened for a life·
time of use. Thread
size %·14. For most
rifle and pistol cali·
bers. Shipping wt.:
2 Ibs. a pair.

QUALITY DIES

SAVINGS FOR
HANDLOADERS

"C"TVPE
For rifle and pistol. Heavy
duty semi-cast steel frame
guaranteed for the tough.
est reloading operations,
swaging bullets, case
reforming 'and full-size
resizing. 3Yz inch
stroke, 16Yz inch han·
die with downward lev- 11II1Il1II!
erage. Complete with
shell holder and prim.
ing rod of your choice.
Order by caliber.

"C"TYPE TOOL
with

PRIMER ARM
$ 1 3 ~

Gronp
1%" x 21~:'

2%:' x4"

2" x2"
1" x 2%,"

4" x2"
%," x 1%"

40
40

40
50

Range, yds.

50
100

When handloading the new Vitt slug, use
any good quality 2%," paper shell. Low base

shells are preferred, but the high base Win
chester-Western Ranger and Expert have

enough room for np to 34 grains of powder
and a nice short roll crimp. Do not use brass

shells (I.D. is too large for standard bore)
or 3 inch paper shells (no good for 2%,"
chamber). Use only progressive powders due

to the full weight of the slug. I've found that
the following powders and charge ranges
worked best for me: Unique, 22-24 gr.;

Herco, 31-33 gr.; Al-7, 32-34 gr.; Al-5, 31-33
gr., but select your own by experimentation.

Uniform accuracy in charge weight is im
portant, allowing no more than 0.3 gr. varia

tion, which some of the shotshell loading
machines cannot maintain, but any good

powder measure can. When seating the slug,
use no other wads. Start the slug by hand

and complete seating with the loading tool
ram with pressures of 50, 90 and 70 lb. re

spectively for the above powders. Do not use
wad guides with spring fingers.

For maximum reloading life of paper

Load
33 gr. Herco
32 gr. Herco

22 gr. Red Dot
24 gr. Unique
22 gr. Red Dot
32 gr. Herco

Gun & bbl.
Browning Buck Spl.

Browning Buck Spl.
Winchester M97

Poly Choke @ .728"

Poly Choke @ .731"
Poly Choke @ .738"

Browning, Imp. Cyl.

TABLE I
Bore Dimensions (inches)

Average

Make Cyl. Imp. Cyl. Mod. Imp. Mod. Full

Winchester .730 .723 .714 .705 .700
Remington .730 .721 .712 .702 .694

Browning .725 .712 .701 .687
"Winchester

M 97, Poly Choke .730 .728 .721 .715 .707

BROWNING BARRELS
Measured at indicated distance from mnzzle
5" 4" 3" 2" 1"

"Buck Special .722 .721 .720 .714 .712

"Imp. Cyl. bbl. .722 .722 .721 .716 .714

Muzzle

.712

.712

•Shipping WI. 4lbs•

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain

• Capacity of 325 grains

• ,Chrome-plated beamwith large, colored
numerals for easy reading

• Exclusive lock beam design

• Hand·honed steel bearings

" These measurements taken from author's guns. Poly Choke on M 97 does

full choke, and though precisely mounted, walks groups around target.
not go to a

ORDER TODAY!

Weights of slugs and powder charges in commercial loads resulted

down 20 cartridges of each brand.

.730" W.R.A. .685" 400 4

.730" Remington .685" 400 4

.730" Brenneke .730" 420 Integral

.730" Vitt .728" 575 Integral

Send money order or check. Shipping charges extra,
1,4 deposit on C.O.D. Money-back guarantee.
Immediate delivery.

FREE ,"seginners Guide to Hand·

• loading." Also merchandise
catalogue including components, ammunition, other

equipmentofinteresttohandloadersandsportsmen.

FORMERLY
R. F. WELLS, INC.
HOWARD LAKE

MINNESOTA

MINNESOTA
SHOOTERS
SUPPLY DEPT. 12-E

Powder,

Grains

34.0 to 35.0

31.5 to 32.5
38.0 to 38.5

Herco, 32.0

from breaking

No. of
wads

TABLE II
12 GAUGE SLUGS 'AND LOADS

Slug Slug Weight,
Brand Dia. Grains

Bore

Dia.

Note:

12
12

12

12

Gauge
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(Continued from page 27)

DUCKS FOR TEENSshells for a break-open gun crimping may be
omitted owing to the tight slug fit. Do use
a roll crimp for proper functioning in maga
zine guns. The only roll crimper available
seems to be the Lyman, which can be run by
a l;§ or * h.p. motor. Mount the large
pulley directly on the crimping head shaft,
and allow for no more than 600 RPM of the
crimping head.

Since the new slug is one single loading
component, the reloading equipment and
labor can be reduced to a minimum. Under
no circumstances use the new Vitt slug as a
replacement for the factory loaded rifled
slugs or bird shot-it not only can be, but is
dangerous because of the difference in the
powders used and the weights of lead.

All of this is not meant to hand you
optimum slug shooting performance on a
silver platter. Instead, it is presented to show
you what can be done to get better results
with slugs and, at the same time, lose little
or no effectiveness when using shot-all in
the same barrel.

If you want an effective two·in-one shot
gun, one that will give you slug shooting
accuracy and power you've never thought
possible, and retain the' bird-killing patterns
that you want, I'm afraid you're going to
have to work for it. Experiment as much as
possible-with guns, with loads, and with
shooting techniques.

The tables shown here are the results of
long and exacting experimentation, and may
help to show how much variance there can
be between guns, slugs, ~

and results. ~

out whether or not he will like hunting.
I spent a rewarding day at the Wilson

Game Management Area, last season, and
watched as the eager youngsters listened to
every word of Don Kirkpatrick as he filled
them in on the rules and procedures for

hunting in this, their own hunting area.
After the drawing for blind assignments was
held, the hunters and their adult supervisors
headed out for the p(md.

I watched the prideful fathers as they
showed their sons the fine points of laying
out a set of decoys, or the proper way to
use the duck call to bring in the wary birds.

Later, I watched as the youngsters brought
their game into the checking station, some
with their limit in only a few hours 'of shoot
ing. Here, Don Kirkpatrick, or one of his
men, records the number and species of game
taken and other information which will help
the Commission in laying out and operating
this and other game areas like it. Presently
there are several such junior hunting areas
in the planning stage.

What do the boys and girls who hunt on
this refuge say? Records of their reactions
have been kept for four years, and their
feelings can be summed up in three pin
pointed statements: "It's great! It's a natural
way to learn to hunt. More areas just like
it should be opened to teenage' ~

hunters." ~

FULL COLOR WALL MURAL. Seven
classics included in breathtaking mural
are: The Buffalo Sharps; the Colt's
Single Action; Napoleon's Boutet Shot
gun; the Luger Pistol; the Lincoln Der
ringer; Colt's "Presentation" revolvers;
the Burnside Carbine. Richly litho
graphed in six colors, in 58" x 32" size.
All painted by James M. Triggs. Priced
at $5.95 postpaid from Sportmurals,
Box 781. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

TRADE MARK &
Own The Finest

3318 W. Devon Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Centennial Regular
1860 Army Colt

: :tApt
$10°0

HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK PISTOL
MODEL 180S-DATED 1801.

In addition to our 1860 Colt Army Revolvers, Centennial Arms is now introducing a
Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistol. The Harpers Ferry was made for the Army at Harpers
Ferry Armory, which was the first U. S. pistol to be manufactured at a National
Armory. It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U. S. Army Military Police
adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistols as their insignia. TODAY-all Flint
lock collectors and shooters may own their own Harpers Ferry reproduced exactly
like the original, with the exception that we have made this pistol with a Rifled
Bore for safer shooting. This striking pistol is made in the original .54 caliber, with
handsome varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is casehardened and
is marked with a spread eagle, U. S., and HARPERS FERRY 1807.

CENTENNIAL
ARMS CORPORATION

Why buy a cheap imitation when NOW you can own an
exact replica out of America's History. Centennial Arms
Black Powder Shooters are now better than ever. They
are completely proofed for better and safer shootings.
With this ad only, we are now able to offer all lovers
of Black Powder Shooting who do not yet own one
of these handsome replicas a FREE Bullet Mould and

Powder Flask with every Centennial $79 95
Regular 1860 Army Colt.

All Three Pieces for Just
This is a limited offer: Make sure that this ad is enclosed with your
order to take advantage of the Free Bullet Mould and Powder Flask.

Like the original,
they are serial numbered in pairs

SINGLE PISTOL - $79.95 PAIR - $149.95

"THE FINEST IN

BLACK POWDER GUNS"
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S3~
COLT .32
AUTO. PISTOL
This world famous Colt
features an in - the - grip
safety. Guaranteed in NRA
GOOO shooting condition.
Newly blued with white
Pearlux grip installed. Add
just $5 for hand picked
model.

Genuine leather
holster $3.75

57350

S & W .357 MAG.
HI·WAY PATROLMAN
Brand new and factory
fresh. Handsome checked
walnut magna grip, 4" or
6" barrel. Shoots .38 spec.
or .357 mag. cartridges.
Regular 85.00 value.

Leather hip holster .. $3.85

YOUR
COST

$ 59.85

71.75

62.90
88.90
37.75

138.60

89.50

75.50

74.95
105.50

48.95
167.75

LAWRENCE IMPERIAL GUN CASE made for
the sportsman who knows and appreci
ates fine equipment. Handmade of glazed
Salz California saddle leather. Deep nylon
plush lining. To order, give gun model
and barrel length. As illust..•••••• $1 S.7S.

To fit barrels over s ~ " add $4.00
Hand carved initials on lid .••.•••••••••••• SOc ea•
\'Vith rounded carrying handles $5.75

Write for Free 20-Page Color Catalog
Featuring complete line of saddle leather holsters
and hunting equipment.

REGULAR
RETAIL

ALL SHOTGUNS SHIPPED REA

EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES
ON FAMOUS SHOTGUNS

Savage model 77, slide action shotgun,
12-16-20 & 410 gauge $

Savage model 30L slide action shotgun,
vent rib, 12 gauge ." .

Savage model 311 double barrel, 12·16-
410 gauge. " .

Fox model B, double barrel, vent rib ..
Marlin "Goose Gun", bolt action, 12 gao
Beretta Over & Under. Silver Hawk Drl'

Mmimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices
below (except Soft Point) per 100 rounds. Shipped RR EX
PRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT.

Fine Issue Military Rifle 7.63 Mauser (Pistol)
Cartridges (M.C.) $5.00
6.5 DutCh (M.C.) (with one 7.65 Mannlicher Pistol

clip) " " $6.00 (M.C.) " $4.00

~ ~ J ' f ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ : f ' ! : :::gg .32 ACP Pistol (M.C.). $6.00

7.35 Italian in Clips . $5.00 9 ~ ~ . ~ ~ g e . r . ~ ~ s t o l .. $4.00

7 . J ~ f : i i l T ' o · (l\1:.C·.)·· 9MM Steyer Pistol
(non-cor.) .. ""." .$12.00 (M.C.) ..... $4.00

7.62x39 Russian Short Soft Point Sporting Car-
(20 rds.) .. " ..... $4.95 tridges

7.62MM Russian (M.C.) 6.5 Italian Soft Point

7.65MM ':S'O") "l\{a~~er $6.00 6 . ~ 2 ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ h 'Soft point$3.45
(M.e.) ."" " .. "$6.00 (40 rds.) $5.90

.30-06 U.S. M2 Ball 7MM Mauser Soft Point
(Non·Cor.) $6.00 (20 rds.) $3.45

.30-06 Blanks .. " $4.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point

.30-40 Krag (M.C.) .. $5.00 (20 rds.) ." ..... $3.45

.303 British MilitarY.57.50 7.5 Swiss Soft Point

.303 British Blanks . "$4.00 (20 rds.) ... " .... $4.95
81\1M German Mauser 7.62 Hussian Soft Point

Issue " .... " "$4.00 (45 rds.) " .. " .... $6.65
8x56 R Mannlicher $4.00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point
111\'1M Mannlicher (20 rds.) ..... " .. $3.45

(M.C.) " $5.00 .30-40 Krag Soft Point
20MM Lahti A.P. (20 rds.) .. " .. " .. $3.45

(10 rds.) $9.95 .303 British Soft Point

~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ l : : r : V i S ( t p : s g ~ ) t r i d g e S B ~ ~ O J a ~ s ~ r "So"ft poirit$3.45

(M.C.) "$5.00 (40 rds.) $5.90

FREE

CATALOG
Literally thou
sands of famous
brands at unbe
lievably low
prices. Guns. am
mo, tackle, hunt
ing eqpt. Send
25¢ to cover
postage. 80 big
pages.

reI: 24" round, nickel steel; weight: 8 Ibs.
musket, military carbine, NRA musket, and
a sporting rifle with reduced magazine capac
ity and shorter barrel. The specifications for
these variations are as follows:

Sporting Rifle: In .30-40 Krag, .303 Brit

ish, .35 WCF, .405 WCF, .30-03, and .30-06.
Barrel: 28" round, nickel steel. Weight: 8
Ibs. 4 oz. Magazine capacity: 5 rounds.
Stock: walnut with steel butt plate.

Introduced in 1896 and advertised through
1934, it was, at one time, Winchester's most

expensive rifle, selling for $30.00 in 1905 and
$43.00 in 1934. A take·down version was
available. Calibers .38-72 and .40-72 were
also available, and these rifles had 26" bar
rels, either octagon (8 Ibs. 4 oz.) or round
(7 Ibs. 8 oz.). Purchasers of guns in these
two calibers were asked to specify sights
for black or smokeless powder loads. The
1905 price was $21.00 for the round barrel
model and $25.00 for the semi or full octa
gon barrel version.

The regular sporting rifle, equipped with
a "Fancy Walnut Checked Stock and Fore·
arm," cost $10.00 more than the standard
grade rifle. The Fancy Grade, regularly furn
ished with a rifle type curved butt plate, was
also available with a flat shotgun type butt
plate of either hard rubber or steel at no
extra charge.

Musket: In .30-40 Krag, .30-03, and .30-06;

Your Cost

Lightweight, perfectly balanced 12 56995
gao pump shotgun. The pride of Marlin with fine

French Walnut stock. Shoots 4 12 gao shells. Reg. 89.95.

These are unusually good. specimens of $ 9
onc of the finest weapons ever made. 29

Incidentally, these are not from South of the • 5
Border you know what we mean " .just
Springfield's with type "C" stock " .. "only $34.95
Superb-type high number Spri:lgfield's .. _ $39.95

U. S. SPRINGFIELDS!

Brand New MARLIN MARK I SHOTGUN

Priced Below
Wholesale

Never priced lower. With famous 56495micro grooved barrel, modern side ejection.
Available In .35 or 80·30, 7 shot capacity. Reg. 86.95.

Reg. 49.95 value 4X Scope and Mounts .. $39.50 additional

SHIPPING INSTR: Send check or money order. All guns shipped Railway Ex
press, express charges C.O.D. On all other items please include parcel post
charges.
HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Send permit ir your City or State requires same.

FAMOUS BRAND SCOPES - WHOLESALE
RETAIL YOUR COST

Weaver K2.5 Rifle Scope....................... 37.50 $24.40
Weaver K4 Rifle Scope ...•.......•.....••.••... 45.00 29.25
Weaver K6 Rifle Scope 48.50 31.50
Weaver K8 Rifle Scope ...............•....•••.. 59.50 38.70
Weaver Y8 CH w/mount. ........•.............. 79.50 53.00
Redfield 3X - 9X Rifle Scope ........•...•...... 99.50 74.50
Redfield 2X - 7X Rifle Scope 94.50 66.00
Bausch & Lomb 2.5X 3/4 min. standard cross

hair scope ......•...................•.....• 49':95 39.90
Bausch & Lomb 4X 1f2 min. standard cross

hair scope ...............•...........•.•... 49.95 39.90
8ausch & Lomb 2lf2 - 5X 1f3 min. tapered cross

hair scope ...............................•. 79.95 64.95
Weaver detachable mounts..................... 9.75 7.75
B & L hunting scope mounts w/stand.

clamp ring assemb.......................•.. 19.95 1&.85

SPECIFY MAKE & MODEL OF YOUR GUN

(Continued from page 35)

THE WINCHESTER THE RUSSIANS WANTED-AND GOT

Barrel: 28" round, nickel steel; Weight:

(without bayonet or. sling) 8 Ibs. 9 oz., (with

bayonet and sling) 9 Ibs. 12 oz.; Magazine

capacity: 5 rounds. The musket has a finger

groove forearm which extends to within

about 2" of the muzzle. The upper hand

guard covers only the rear half of the barrel

and extends forward to the first barrel band.

The musket, introduced in 1898, was dis

continued in 1924. The so-called Navy type

bayonet, has an 81A" blade and weighs 11

oz. The musket sold, in 1905, for $32.00,

bayonet and scabbard for $6.00.

Musket NRA Type: .30-40 Krag, and

.30-06; Barrel: 30" round, nickel steel, with
1901 Krag rear sight. Cost in 1905 was

$32.50. Other details are the same as for
the military musket. This musket was ac
cepted by the N.R.A. as conforming to regu
lations governing their military arms con

tests.

Carbine: In .30-40 Krag, .303 British,
.30-03, and 30-06. Barrel: 22" round, nickel

steel. Weight: 8 Ibs. Magazine capacity: 5
rounds. Stock: handguard over finger groove

forearm. This is the famous Model 95 sad
dle ring carbine. The carbine cost $30.00

in 1905, $43.00 in 1934. The carbine was
available in solid frame only.

Sporting Rifle, Short Magazine Model:
.30-03, .30-06, .35 WCF, and .405 Win. Bar-
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SPEED LOCK SAFETY PIN
FOR ALL SPRINGFiElD 1903 TYPE RIFLES

SNAP UP YOUR

~ l P m o O O @ ~ O @ l b ®
WITH THE N.A.C.

contract price per rifle was $27.15, and the
final delivery date set at Dec. 31, 1916. This
contract was completed on schedule. Pre·
sumably, this would mean that 300,000 rifles
were delivered to Russia, but Winchester
records show a total of only 293,816 were
shipped. This discrepancy may lie in the
meanings of "delivered," "shipped," and
"accepted."

On May 17, 1915, Winchester and J. P.
Morgan representatives signed a contract
calling for the delivery of 300 million rounds
of 7.62 ammunition to Russia by Dec. 31,
1916. The price to be $36.50 per thousand,
or a total contract price of $10,950,000. By
September 1916, only 10 per cent of the
contract had been delivered, and the British

(Continued on page 62)

Long Range Full Choke Barrel

& R Heavy Breech Aclion-approx. wi. 8\0'2 Ibs.

Over 27,000,000 Gun Parts in Stock

- Write Wants For Free Quote

SDecially selected guns-finish near perfect.

ALL 10 GA. MAGNUMS ARE SELLING AT WELL OVER $100 EACH
We decided there had to be a way to offer shooters the thrill of long range 10 go..magnum .shooting
for a good deal less. What we did was to buy a number of H&R 45/70 Heavy Breech lone throwong g ~ n s
from the U. S. Navy and rebarreled them with brand new 10 go. magnum barrels. For those that fond
the powder and punch of the magnum objectionable, or when shooting at ordinary ranges, t h ~ s t a n d ~ r d
10 go. shell may be used. This rugged action will stand up to years of 10 go. Magnum shootong-bnng
in 100's and 100's of Ibs. of game. Each gun mechanically perfect and with BRAND NEW, proof lested
long range barrel.

Guns with wood & receiver finish-good ..... $32.50 Guns with wood & receiver finish-very good. $39.50
$44.50

(Add $1.75 for post. & handling or specify R.n. Express.
Send "Firearms Affidavit" stating you arc over 21, not
under Indictment or a fugitive, not a drug addict, etc.).

fill ;1I11((MYOttR

I:8lLS. ENfIELD
/16 A10/Jt£"Q,.(/ /16 rOtWORROfl/

-J:r@
Cne piece Safety Firing Pin with crisp speed lock action.

( ; f ) ( ; M O N G W M ~ W G ~
Seconds to inst.all-no drilling, filing or pinning-simply
turn into bolt body and you're ready to fire. True
Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock time
reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed main $4 95

Enfields are fine actions BUT do cock on closing spring of special steel. Over 5.000 In 0

stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" firing I.:.us:.:e:...;..'':";':";'':''':''';'':'';':";'':";',:,'';''';'':'';'':";':";'.:,'';''';'':..;'.:..;.:..;..:,._'_O_"..,;'y=- _
pin fall. You can bring your rifle up-to-date-equal
to and often better than today's modern productIOn
-for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time.
~ ~ r t o U 9 ; i ~ , § o e , d ~ g ~ ~ s l ~ ~ g e t ~ ~ e t J : h ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ : ~ l r Y ~ t e : ~
in Winchester, R e m i n ~ t o n , Sprlmdleld. Mauser and others.
Shnpiy insert in your bOlt. Resnilar safe&; works as usual.

~ g r r r ' : ~ I - t A ' t L $ t~ ytgU$R
1 ~o~~v?.ss~~mMI NOUTRE5u~{.T THREEt~~

BELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF S5.95 PPD. .

(For J 5 J e ~ s O ~ n l i ~ ~ ~ t ~ d ~ ~ ? ~ : : . . : o e f f ~ ~ ~ r t i ~ h ' ~ l l ' ~ r s t e r

QUickly installed sight set.
Streamlined front ramp with
s i ~ h t . Rear s i ~ h t with both
Windage & elevation built In.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · I ~ h \ e o \ ~ ~ t a ~ ~ n ~ t ~ ~ J ' ~
Front .560 i.d .. rear .775

} o ~ · ~ ~ : ~ 7 n ~ r b ; a ~ I l t J 1 = ~ : . S ~ f l ~ ~ g
sizes. Blued, ready to in- I

stall. ONLY $2.95 for complete set!

Model 95 rifles chambered for the 7.62 Rus
sian cartridge. The contract called for a final
delivery date on Nov. 14, 1915, and a price
of 22.90 for the first 26,000 and 23.40 for
the balance.

The contract pleased the Winchester ex
ecutives who had recently ordered produc
tion of the Model 95 haIted because of
declining sales. From its introduction in
1896 to 1914, some 67,000 Model 95's had
been sold.

The contract was fulfilled on November
15, 1915, only two weeks after the original
contract delivery date. But in the meantime
the British, through the House of J. P. Mor
gan & Co., acting for the Russians, nego
tiated a new contract with Winchester for
an additional 200,000 Model 95 rifles. The

reI: 24" round, nickel steel; Weight: 8 lbs.
8 oz.; Magazine capacity: 4 rounds. Intro
duced in 1903, and discontinued in 1934.
Solid frame models cost $30.00 in 1905 and
$43.00 in 1934, the take-down model cost an

extra $3.35 in 1934.

Russian Musket: In 7.62 mm Russian only.
Identical to standard musket except for a
Mauser type cartridge charger or clip guide
to facilitate loading under combat conditions.
Made in 1915 and 1916 for the Imperial
Russian Government. The rear swivel on
the Russian musket is in the usual position
near the toe of the buttstock but standard
muskets have it just forward at the magazine.
The bayonet is similar to the 17 inch Model

1917 Enfield bayonet.

Model 95 extras include: In calibers .38
72 and .40-72, barrels up to 36" at 1.00 per
inch. Nickel steel barrels were not usually
available in other than standard lengths.
The 30" barrel on the NRA musket was
maximum. Checkered forearms and buttstocks
in either plain or fancy walnut were avail
able, and Model 95, was also furnished with
full nickel plating or with nickel, silver, or

gold plated trimmings.

The start of the Spanish American War
found our troops equipped with a medley of
long arms. Regular troops were equipped
with various models of the .30·40 Krag-Jor·
genson rifle, the infantry had muskets, and
the cavalry carbines; ,state militia units were
variously equipped with 1873 Springfield
rifles and carbines. Teddy Roosevelt's Rough
Riders was largely equipped, through TR's
influence (he was Assistant Secretary of
Navy at the time 'yar was declared) with
Krag carbines. However, some of the men,
mostly Westerners who were reared on lever
actions, carried their own personal Model
95 carbines. Teddy Roosevelt is said to have
carried a Model 95 carbine which he later
gave to one of his men (Bob Wrenn) who
carried it home after the war ended.

Col. Addis, is reported to have convinced
Secretary of War Russel A. Alger that the
Army should adopt the Model 95 in .30-40
Krag as a Substitute Standard. Alger agreed
and ordered 10,000. A note in an old Ban
nerman catalog indicates that the rifles were
not delivered until September 1899. One
hundred were shipped to San Francisco for
shipment to the Philippines, but adverse re
ports from Manila caused them to be shipped
back to the States, for eventual sale. The
remaining 9,900 were purchased by Marcel
lus Hartley who sold them to Cuba.

Some firearms writers, including the late
Captain Philip B. Sharpe, believe that the
Navy purchased 10,000 Model 1895's. A
search of Winchester's records and Navy
files revealed no mention about a Navy
purchase of even one Model 95. It appears
likely that writers confused the Winchester
Model 1895 with the U.S. Navy Rifle, Model
1895, manufactured by Winchester, but de
signed by James Paris Lee. This rifle, also
known as the Lee Straight Pull Rifle, caliber
6 mm (.236 Lee Navy), was a bolt action

weapon.

There is only one other reported and
known purchase of the Model 95 for use
by the military. Late in 1914 the Russians
contacted the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
who contacted Winchester. On Nov. 4, 1914,
Winchester negotiated a contract for 100,000
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S/ILE-dIlLEI
SAKO SCOPE-RING

SETS

Ideal for Hunting,
Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting ..•'
all at lower cost

than .22 L.R.

OLD TIME
HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS

Usable on all rifles. modern & antique.
Standard dovetail. Extra interchang-eable.

sight aperture included ... Only $2.25 ppd.

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep blue

B ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ n ~ ~ : ; ~ ~ i t ~ ~ t u : ~ l : ~ ~ e } ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i : ~ e e ~ t : ~ : :
Where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SiZE-SEND .••.•.. , .$2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 PiNT-SEND••..•••..•.... $7.50 ppd.
4 Million Guns have been dressed up
FORM ULA 44-40 - How about yours?

I 'ODD's OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS

EQUIPMENT IN OUR GRAND
NEW-BRAND NEW STORE

WE BUY-Guns-Parts-Accessories

All you can carry in

WE TRADE-And on a basis where

Everyone is Happy

ITEMS FOR SALE-We've got 'em
and at LOW, LOW PRICES

"isit
COt1\e NUMRICH ARMS

GIANT SPORTATORIUM

ALL STEEL-Fits mUJed bases on
aU caliber SAKO's-Just slide on or use with other bases on
any rifle. Save while small lot lasts-eith,er 26MM or I"
(state which). $6.95 per set. (Also 'Vs" rlOgs only $4.95
per set.

Order any H&A model now direct from this ad and we'JI
send you FREE-extra, valuable muzzle loading premiums.

Each order, With all the shooting equipment, sent RR Exp.
(not prepaid). Include a statement you are over 21, not
a fugitive, drug addict or under indictment. Additional in
teresting information on Hopkins & AJlen rifles, pistols
and shotguns free-just send self.addressed, stamped. long
envelope.

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAYI

You get-Flask, Powder, Caps, Patching, Lead. Bullet
Mold, Powder Solvent, Measure. Instruction Book. Saves
much time and money since you start With correct
bullet mold size, patching material, powder loads.

Each Hopkins and Allen rifle now equipped with hooded
globe front sight & extra aperture.

• NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast, only
5'h lbs. Octagonal cut rifled 21" barrel.
Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• J\lOST POPULAR "Offhand" model. 32" full
octagon cut rifled barrel. Either .36 or .45
caliber. About 7'h lbs.

• MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled round
barrel, favorite of match shooters. 10 lbs.
.45 caliber only.

• 12 ga.• FOWLER, only 4'h lbs.. 30" choked
barrel.

E A C H ~

CHOICE OF 6 ~@)G~

and no wonder-with cut rifled, super barrels and
fast ignition under hammer action.

MUnu
HOPKINS &ALLEN 1.0ADIMG-,/

RIflE.

~
" ; t ~ NOW-Long Range Rear Sight
~ ••• for all H&A's-adjustable for both windage

& elevation, complete with 3 size aperture

disc. (All H&A receivers now drilled & tapped

for this Si2"ht)-Qnly $3.95

.,
NOW WINNING SHOOT AFTER SHOOT

CARBINE SLING & OILER

ORDNANCE TOOL
GAS PISTON NUT WRENCH ·@iW2f.4~
essential for removing gas .
piston for cleaning your new $
DCM Carbine. Only 1.00

! t ~
U.S. CARBINE DIES

Complete set for re-Ioading U. S. Car
- bine ammo. Std. 'VaxI4. Precision air

craft specs.-rolled threads. Exclusive
lock ring design. Set of 3-beautifuI,
guaranteed-ONLY $7.75.

OUR 1936 THOMPSON
submachine gun catalog
sliows, describes & prices
our full commercial line of

~ ~ ~ l n e ~ n c I ~ ~ i g , 7 ~ ' t { . I ~ o :
fusely illustrated. 30 pages.

$1.95 ppd.
(Weare the sole manUfacturers
of Thompson guns and equip
ment.)

, ;;;;;;;;;;;" (Not supplied with DCM Carbines)

II Oiler is lower
Sling holder-Fits in cut in butt stock-both $2.49

u. s.
c:?,4/<J3/Nt!:

~ Q P ~ /troVNrC
RUGGED MOUNTS THAT PUT THE
SCOPE DIRECTLY OYER THE BORE

CARBINE MOUNT .... . $6.9S

OR

Rugged mounts that put the scope directly over the bore (NOT offset). Special
deflector lays fired cases in neat pile at shooter's side-a boon to re-Ioaders. BEST

OF ALL-so simple to install. Just one hole to drill and tap, plus a second's work
with a pocket knife for screw head clearance. No need to butcher your stock. Each

mount made for any standard 1" scope-each packed with easy installation instructions.
If you do not have proper drill and taP. we will supply #20 drill, 10/32 tap at only

$1.00 for lX-th.

SUPER SPECIAL-buy famous make scope, complete with mount for LESS than regular nation
wide price of scope alone. Beautifully clear 4 power scope (we can't mention make because of

this special price), non-fogginR' since gas filled, fully adjustable-complete with mount only
$34.95. Same scope, only 23/4 power, only $29.95 with mount. Your satisfaction with this

bargain "package deal" completely guaranteed or money back immediately.

ROUND BARREL BLANKS

Add $2.00 per barrel for threading for our
new breech plug' and nipple advertised herein.

•

BREECH PLUGS: Machined from
Ordnance Steel (not cheap cast-

g ~ ~ : ~ d . u s O ~ t . S ~ ~ ~ : r d 1 f7rJ,f~
across, round model IVa". Made
specially for use with our fine

muzzle loading barrel but adaptable to any. (Add $2.00 to

~ ; ~ r ~ ~ t i ' r i j c e o : o ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 i r g ( s f ~ ~ a ; ~ ~ h ~ o r O ~ ~ ~ s $ ~ ~ f i P x t ~ ~
available left hand if desired.

NUMRfCH BARRELS
--t!?/iOOT eTR/I/GIIT/'

O ~ ~ *
BARREL BLANKS

FINEST

RIFLED MUZZLE

LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 Caliber (1 turn in 40") or

h a n d s ~ ~ i a J / ~ ~ O ~ ~ h t f ~ i i d i ~ a ~ ~ " b u l : f l ~ 0 { 3 " r ~ ~ : ~ f s
~ ~ t ; l . 19;;, l~fl' ci\~~e~n~;I'$10J1}15 $~~u:5 $~~~t ~~Yp~Pri'~:
45/70 caliber-I turn in 22". 8 groove, 32" long •••
S15.50 plus 95c.

~ M O R E ~ M O R E

~ : : : ' : ~ ~ l L ~ r ~ l r n G 5 6 " ' ~ u ~ ~ r i ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h J 2 ~ ' y g ~ ~ v $ l J ~ : g
pluS 9Sc. (Above barrel, only full 48" bench rest model .••
$18.95 plus $1.50

(Add $2.00 per barrel for breech plug threading if desired. I
45/70 round blanks. 8 groove rIfled. l1/s" a.d., 1 turn in
22" ••• $10.60 plus 95c.
.44 CALIBER round blanks. 27" l o n ~ x 15/16" dis. Used
for .44 SpeciaL Magnum. 44/40. Six groove rifled. fine
steel ... $9.50 plus 80¢. 12" length for pistol llse-$S.95
pi us 40¢ post.
.357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm LUR'er) blanks, 1 turn
16". .357 groove dis.. 26'1 long. .940 o.d.- Many uses
including- conversion of Winchester and Marlins in .357
Magnum rifles ... $9.50 plus 85¢ post. 12" length for
pistol llse-$S.95 plus 40¢ post. West Hurley is 90 mmutes from N.Y. City, via New

~ ~ : : : : a ~ : e ~ Y 8 U ~ : a b ~ ; r r : ~ r b ~ ~ ' i t ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ l r ~ ~ / ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ i o ~ s ~ 2, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h c i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y w e ~ ~ l i r U : l ~ y ? 1 , i [ ; , ~ : t ~ ~ ~ n f d ~ ~ I ; _ r i ~ ' n d ~ ~
27" l o n ~ , 1 turn 14" ••• Only $8.95 plus 90c post. thru Saturday-9 AM to 6 PM.

V'...,.,r-I"""",......,.,r-I"""",..."",......,.,r-I"""",......,.,r-I

•
U.S. CARBINE MAGAZINES

Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM
CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW*All our magazines are guaranteed to ~ a v e p e r ~

feet feed lips-none are part of the rel.ected lot
with faulty lips. All are government Inspected
and passed! Each with Free waterproof, dust·
proof as issued rubber cap.

- " " " ~ CHOICE OF 2 TYPESII 1. 5 shot capacity-required by
law for hunting, fits flush

~
With guard-streamltnes ap-
pearance. Soltd machined

bottom-not "raw" appear- ;jIPUSH ~ US CARBINEIng oversized foldover$3.45 , TYPE ",," • • .

I
2. 15 shot, In ongmal wrap, , , ~ SAFETIES

only $1.99 ea. or 2 for W ~ ~ G ~ Either t y ~ e ,
$3.50! - TYPE p u t t ~ r o : i ~ ) n g

both G.I.

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE FOR 15 SHOT Your Choice $1 25 ea

-U-.-S-• ...,.C...,.A...,.R....;.;~..;..,AI,:-c;:.~-E~O~;-=;:-::~:-::5~=-=S-=-IG:::-::-H:-::T:-:S:- I--S-A-Y-E-S-O-OA-o-O-N-T-H-IS-K-IT-O-'F-'

Here is your opportunity to get a U.S. CARBINE SPARE PARTS
brand new rear sight adjustable Have essential replacement parts immediately

for windage and elevation. when needed - Kit consists of mag. catch with
Fits all U.S. Carbines. Slides plunger and spring, extractor, firing pin, ham-
into receiver dovetail-2 min- mer spring, recoil spring, extractor plunger and

utes to install. As issued, $2.45 slide stop .....•.•................ Only $2.65

ppd. WRITE WANTS ON OTHER CARBINE PARTS
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MACHINE GUN
BOOKS

Reprint of Auto Ordnance Thomp
son SMG booklet, well illustrated
$2.95 ppd. Reprint of War Dept.
Technical Manual of Thompson
28Al $1.95 ppd. Reprint of Savage
Arms Company LeWis Automatic
Machine Gun catalog $2.95 ppd.

SOVIET DEGTYAROV DTM

l- .,.._.-t'==s=lL I:-=""====

Cal. 7.62
Rare Russian Tan~ machine gun, less magatinet,
V.9. condition. Sh,pped REA collect. $49.95 Spe-
cial condition, $10.00 additional •

.30-40 Model 95 for big game hunting in the

States.
Winchester ceased manufacture of caliber

.30-06 rifles in the early 1920's, after many
reports of Model 95's blowing up while fir
ing service ammo. Research indicated that
the rifles had been damaged when unin
formed users had fired the German 8 mm

service cartridge in the rifle!
How does the Model 95 stack up for

today's hunting? There are thousands of
hunters using .30-40, .30-06, and .303 British
calibers, and if you're partial to lever action
rilles, there's no reason to pass up the 95.
In these calibers ammunition is no problem,
and some dealers may still have stocks of
7.62 Russian sporting rounds. Ammunition
for the .30-03, .35 WCF and .405's is difficult
to find. Rilles of these three calibers can be
rebarreled to .30-40, or the .30-03 barrel can
be set back and rechambered to .30-40.

Owners of rifles in the hard-to-get calibers
can, if they locate an initial supply of cases,
reload these cases, and get a dozen or so
firings from each case. It should be remem
bered, however, that the tolerances in the
chamber of the 95 are much greater than
those of a bolt action rifle. This means that
the cases may have to be full length re-sized
after each firing, and this shortens case life.

Riflemen aware of a rifle's limitations will
find that the Model 95 Winchester can pro
vide them with many years of reliable serv
ice, and should think twice before relegating
this old veteran to the classification of an
antique. It was-and still is-
a grand sporting rifle.

*

Cal. 7.92
Short (Kurtz)

With 30·round mag.

$10.00 nddIUonnl. ShIpped ~ ~ C ~ ~ d . $ ~ ~ ; g i a ~ d ~ i W ~ ~ ~ L
Exo'a mags. $9.95; 5 i ~ h t hOOlls $1.95.

Cal. 9MM Perabellum
With 32·round mag. Condo V. G.
Arsenal reconditioned stock. Special

ppd. tor $2.50 a d d i t f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! . o n :;110.00 &dditional. Shipped'

UNSERVICEABLE MACHINE GUNS
*Made u ~ s e r v i ~ t ; a b l e or deadivafed 'b.Y sfeel welding. Infernal parfs fundion. Can be
used for I n s f r u ~ h o n purposes or as a prized d e ~ o r a f o r for ~ o l l e c : t o r s .

GERMAN MP44 MACHINE PISTOL
_$49.95

Cal. .43

~ " " " WORLD FA1Y10US ROLLING BLOCK 1Y1USKET
t(:9./j, C I R C ~ THE PER~ECT MANTEL OR WALL DECORATOR
~ 1860 s AcclaImed the World's fines! rifle in 1867 ~

Made by Remington nearly a century ago, this 32" long-barrel musket is now a prized collector's
_ item. Famous in the late 1860's ... adopted by six foreign governments as their standard arm

... honored at the 1867 Paris Exposition as the "world's finest military or sporting arm." Truly
today's ideal mantel or wall decorator. Complete, NRA fair. Your satisfaction guaranteed. Order
now for best selection. ONLY $18.95.

DUTCH BEAUMONT SHOTGUNS JAPANESE RIFLES, & CARBINES

WPOTOMAC ARMS CORP.· P. O. Box 35·G" 200 S.Strand Sf. Alexandria, Va.·

The Model 95, though used more widely in
military service than any other lever-action
rifle, achieved its reputation in the hands
of famed big game hunters.

It was Teddy Roosevelt's 1909 African
safari which popularized the .405 caliber
Model 1895 Winchester. No safari before
or after ever had as much publicity. Roose
velt took three Model 95's, two .405's, and
one .30-06. Both the safari and the weapons
were widely publicized in sporting maga
zines, in TR's best seller "African Game
Trails" and in a series of articles in "Scrib
ner's Magazine." Teddy referred to his .405
as "my big medicine gun for lion."

Though Roosevelt preferred the smoother
action of his .45-70 Model 1886, he took
the .405's at the recommendation of Winches
ter President T. G. Bennet, and in a letter
to Bennet, dated August 10, 1908, said "a
friend of mine, young Forbes of Boston"
had used the .405 for lions and rhino, but
had the rifle jam on two occasions. TR
wanted assurance that the .405 would not
jam and Bennet apparently assured him that
the gun, if properly handled, would not jam.

Charley Cottar, who preferred Africa to
Oklahoma and was killed by a charging
rhino when he was over 70, used a .405 on
elephant, buffalo, and rhino. American Ben
Burbridge, who made four long safaris to
Africa, used a .30-40 Model 95 "for plains
stuff." Novelist Stewart Edward White used
a .405 in Africa where he killed 14 lions
with 33 shots of which only 4 missed their
mark. This is not an impressive record, but
White was an amateur hunter who used a

Supply limitedl
Send your check
or money order

today!

STOCK REFINISHING
AND REPAIRS

FOB Selma, Ala.

Ala. res. add
sales tax.

A semi-antique col
lectors item and dec
orator showpiece
manufactured from
an actual (but deac
tivated) rifle that has
a historic past and a
valued reputation.

Historic

GUN
LAMPS

Perfect for

• Rustic Room

• Den

• Study

• Home

• Lodge

• Cottage

1tfodel 300 Genuine
German 1\Iauser rifle
mounted on walnut
base with three tutt
stock legs. Three
way switch plus In
dian net shade in
beige color with
walnut trim.

TREMENDOUS V AIUE I

WALTER H. CRAIG
413 Lauderdale St., Selma, Alabama

QUALITY

(Continued from page 60)
government, as agents for the Czar, ordered
production to cease on Dec. 31, 1916, regard
less of the number delivered. Winchester,
however, secured an extension to May 1,
1917, at which time they had delivered 174

million rounds.

I
Recut checkering, repair, stock surgery, recoil pads,
refinishing with a fine rubbed oil finish. All work by
hand, pores filled, fine satin or high gloss finish,
customer choice. Most standard guns $10-$15, 2
week service. Specializing in stock work on high
grade doubles. For complete information, write

W. A. TRAVELSTEAD CAR~~~A':.·. :~~A'::XICO
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HANDLOADING BENCH

(Continued from page 8)

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

U.S. and Canadian Pat.

Complete job a••hown
for Most guns $30

THE re!t?:::::!!I!t
pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no J·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP } . ~ ~ ~ P ~ ; ' d ' ; ' ; ; t o ~ . a ~ ' r " l .

• Work with the lotest
equipment-in modern shop
and classrooms

• Day or Night Classes
• Advance rapidly-based on

personal aptitude
• New classes starting every

week
Graduates located in 48 states and
foreign countries! V.A. approved for
ALL classes of veterans. This is not
a correspondence course.

OUR INTEREST IS GUNS ONlYl
\Vrite for free c-ntalog t-tnd informnlion Oil

~ ,course an~~~~~ADO SCHOOL

Q?) OF TRADES. INC.
1535 Hoyt Street,

Denver 15. Colorado

and a bit more for Magnums. CCI standard
primers ignite Bullseye okay. Use CCI Mag
nums with 5066, Unique, 2400, and AL-8.

My friend Maxey gets some 0.75" groups
at 100 yards with his .264 Winchester. He
uses a 140 gr. Speer ahead of 63.0 gr. 4831
and CCI 250 Magnum primers. He hasn't
found any other bullet of this weight that
works well in his rifle. Others press into the
case when chambered. Some handloaders
have .264 Winchesters throated like the
Browning. I think WoW should have throated
theirs. They probably wanted more velocity
in this Magnum age, and they get it.

A good target for 100 yard groups with
moderate power hunting scopes is the official
Army 50 foot small bore rifle target with
1.5" black bulls. Shoot the center bull first
to check the sights, then the other ten bulls
for groups. Turn the paper :14 turn, if your
center of impact is 1.0 to 1.5" high, and you
have 11 more targets. Then you can punch
220 holes in one 10:14 x 12" sheet of paper!
The bulls are too close together for sloppy
shooting. 1£ you get 10 or 11 tight groups
you'll want to pin the target on your loading
bench wall as a conversation piece when the
fellows get together.

Mason Williams, of Shooters Service &
Dewey, Inc. fame, the custom loaders and
bullet makers in Clinton Corners, N. Y., has
played with the 6.5 x 55 Swedish Mauser

(Continued on page 66)

just .38 dies for .38 cases. Put a washer of
the proper thickness under the expander and
seater dies to load .357 hulls. To speed the
change over, cut out part of the washer to
make a horseshoe washer. You can switch
from one case to another without removing
or adjusting the dies. Untrimmed cases give
a non-uniform crimp. Trim each caliber to
your selected length to determine the washer
thickness.

This idea works for .44 Special-Magnum
cases, except the hot .44 Magnum loads. For
these you need RCBS or C-H .44 Magnum
dies. I've found these dies satisfactory with
top loads. They over-size the brass which,
combined with hot loads, greatly shortens
case life. Old or much-used cases should not
be used for top loads in any gun. This is
part of the price you must pay for using
heavy bullets flat out. I don't know why any
one wants .44 Magnum cannon loads anyway.
Bullets hold with normal case sizing if lac
quered in. It's slow, and can result in bullet
pull variation. I don't recommend it for re
loads, but it works fairly well in factory
'ammo. Correct sizing is the best method.

Adjust dies to crimp Special cases lightly
with Bullseye. Crimp Magnums with 2400
heavily. Quality dies put a uniform roll
(turned) crimp all around a case, Don't run

a heavy crimp down a case l/s" or so. It de

forms the bullet. Examine several lots of fac

tory ammo. Use less crimp for light loads

GEORG LUGER'S
MOD. 1908/34

3.45
3.45
6.65
3.45
5.95
3.45
3.95

10.00
6.00
5.00
6.95
6.50

10.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
7.50
7.50
4.00
6.00

AMMUNITION
Minimum order 100 rounds (excepting softpoints). All
prices are per 100 rounds unless otherwise stated. All
ammunition is full metal jacketed unless shown other
Wise (except softpOint). All ammunition must be shipped
via Railway Express (shipping charges collect).

PISTOL CARTRIDGES
.38 Special (lead) non-corr ....•••.•. $ 6.00
9MM Luger ................•....• 4.00
.45 auto pistol (lead) non-carr........ 6.00
.4 5 auto pistol non-carr. . . . . . . . . . • • • • 7.00
RIFLE CARTRIDGES
.270 Winchester non-corr ......••••..
7MM l\{auser ....................•
7.35MM Italian Terni (l free clip) ....
7.5MM Swiss .............•. (50 rds)
.30 M-1 Carbine non-corr .
.308 Win. (7.62Ml\"I NATO) non-corr ...•
7.621\1M Russian .
7.651\1M Al'gentine Mauser .........•
.3040 Kl'ag ...............•...•..
.303 Erl Ush ...............••••••
7.7MM Japanese ...........•....•.•
8Ml\{ German l\'1auser ...•..••••••.••
8M1\'[ French Lebel ....•.••••••.••••
sOFTPOINT HUNTING
6.5MM Itall1ln .........••... (20 rds)
7.351\'1M Italian Ternl ....••.• (20 rds)
7.62M1\1 Russian (45 rds)
7.65MM Argentine Mauser ..•.. (20 rds)
.30 M·1 Carbine ..........•.. (50 rds)
7.7MM Japanese .........•.. (20 rds)
8MM French Lebel .....•..•.. (20 rds)

GENUINE WW II
GERMAN ISSUE 98K

GRENADE
LAUNCHERS

A WMAC first, genuine Waffen Amt proofed late Issue 98k
grenade launchers with the deslrcable phosphate finish. New
eonjltlon with some slil{ht storage rust. A must for every

~ ~ l i ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ i i 1 1 ~ ~ ~ · 1 . A few in mint condition $12.95

-- The workhorse or the British Empire
in NRA good to very good condition. The

popular .303 British Enfield Rifle. Probably

r I J : ~ f r r t ~ S ~ a ; : i ~ l r e w u ~ ~ 1 e c t } ~ ; a $ ' l . O O ~ ~ d : ~ ~ i ~ g $14.95

CAL. .30-06 SPRINGFIELD RIFLES

COLT .455
NEW SERVICE

Famous Colt New Service Revolver. Com
mercially produced for Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. One of the heaviest frame
revolvers, many converted by our cus
tomers to .45 Long because of abiUty to
withstand maximum loads. In NRA VERY
GOOD CONDITION.

A 71h lb. semi-auto rifle with ballistics
comparable to the .30·06! Lightweight,

short barrel, 10 shot capacity, the best scmi
auto rifle on the market. Efficient muzzle

~ ; ; ~ : . ~ ~ x s i ~ o 3 s t t ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ d f i ~ ~ n : l t i ~ ~ . l ~ J ~ $49.95
( $fi.OO for select model.

GEORG LUGER'S f"lI!!!!!!!!!.
MOD. 1900/06

If'tSTERN MILlTAR~ \\\\~~~.t'.
1609 E STREET, SACRAMENTO 14, CALIFORNIA

The most highly sought after pistol in the
world Is now available at a low bargain
price. The famous 9MM German side arm
of both wars in good shooting condition
can now be had without scouring the
countryside. All arc guaranteed (ully shoot

able and our WM:AC arsenal refinished $3 9 95
model in very good condition is only ten
dollars morc, or refinished with new bbl.
for only $57.95.

All guns and ammo shipped Railway Express (shipping charges collect) from Sacra
mento, California. California resIdents include 4010 sales tax. Sorry we are unable to
accept any order for less than five dollars or any COD orders. Items returned to
our offices prepaid will be gladly refunded on receipt of goods. All accessory orders
must be accompanied by postage. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS.

DEALERS WRITE FOR YOUR DISCOUNT LIST!

WESTERN MILITARY ARMS CORP.
1609 E. STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

SMITH AND WESSON
VICTORY MODEL .38

Military version of onc of the most popular
hand guns ever sold in the United States;
the Smith and Wesson model M&P. Not
rechambercd or altered in any way, guar

anteed absolutely original and in ncar $29 95
new condition. Order from this ad as we
will not be able to advertise these pistols
al; this price in new condition again.

ATTENTION: ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS!
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RIGHT TIME pea-flavor soup mix in sin,gle
service envelopes introduced by Institutional
Food Service Division of General Foods
Corp., Dept. G-12, White Plains, N. Y. Joins
beef and chicken flavors in division's dry
soup mix line. Ideal for hunting and fishing
lodges and camps. Only requirement is hot
water. Fifty envelopes packed to a carton,
ten cartons to a case.

than ordinary rods. Features include mating
any section of rod with other sections or
with any tip; each Brite-Bore rod has safe·
ty stop with washer and wiping cloth.

BRITE-BORE UNIVERSAL and basic gun
cleaning kit manufactured by Mill Run
Products Co., Dept. G-12, 1360 W. 9th St.,
Cleveland 13, Ohio. Rod made from hard
drawn brass, giving it greater tensile strength
N-' ~ r y p

NEW PEN-TYPE TEAR GAS DEVICE .38
Special caliber offers dependable protection
against robbers and mashers. Protective de·
vice puts you permanently "on guard" against
all kinds of criminals. Also used for police
and civilian defense purposes. No lasting in
jury. Not a firearm. Features spring-steel
clip. Priced 6.95 express collect with one
shell from: Public Sport Shops, Dept. G-12,
U S. 16th St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

N # ~ . , ...........J

SCRIPTO VU·LIGHTER features fast ac·
tion, reliable 4-color insert of a hunter and
his dog. Visible fluid case. Send check or
inoney order for $3.95 ppd., to Louis Co.,
Room 408, 5 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, Ill.

Save money and enjoy a fascinating ~
hobby reloading your own shells.
Send $1.00 for "How To." Cata- r;;"
logue. and Loading Data. Dept. G. I ~ I
B. E. HODGDON, INC. ~
7710 50th HIWAY, SHAWNEE.MISSiliN', KANSAs

NEW HODGDON POWDERS. "Topmark"
for loading of trap and skeet shells. Spherical
powder delivers uniform results; HS5-heavy
field load spherical powder offers uniform
results at low price per shell; HS6-excel
lent Magnum load shotgun powder. Dense,
spherical propellant leaves room for adequate
wads even in heaviest load. Easily ignited,
HS6 gives excellent patterns; HUG-spheri
cal Carbine Powder available to owners of
30 Ml Carbines. All information from B. E.
Hodgdon, Inc., Dept. G-12, Shawnee Mission,
Kansas for 50c.

DRAIN 'R CUT SPOON perfect for quickly
cutting foods in outdoors, also for all frozen
foods. Excellent for serving as well as drying
cooked vegetables. All-round handy item in
camper's knapsack. Product of Ace Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Dept. G-12, Chalfont, Penna.

DAISY CONSUMER CATALOG shows com
plete 1963 line of play guns, BB guns, hoI·
ster sets, CO2 pistols and Daisy/matic me
chanical toys. Quality Daisy products include
BB guns from 5.95 to 15.95; play guns
from 80c to 9.95; holster sets from 49c to
$5.95; Daisy/matic toys from $4.95 to 6.95;
and a complete line of Bullseye BBs, CO2

Jetts, and pellets. Daisy Mfg. Co., Dept. G-12,
Rogers, Ark.

SHOOTERS!

NORMA 201, ultra-modern rifle powder, is
tubular grain nitro-cellulose powder that pro·
vides high bullet velocities with low breech
pressures and temperatures. Burning rate is
from medium to fast, most commonly used
in cartridges such as .30-30 Win. and .308
Win. When used in a .30-30 round with 150
grain soft point pointed boattail, powder pro
pels bullet at a muzzle velocity of 2,220 feet
per second. N8rma·Precision, Dept. G-12,
South Lansing, New York.

LENSATIC COMPASS, imported precision
made directional compass has accurate, reli
able reading. A $4.50 value for $2.50. New
Haven Pedometer precision made to measure
distance walked. Regular $10.95 value for
6.95. Both products from Public Sport

Shops, Dept. G-12, U S. 16th St., Philadel·
phia 2, Pa.

improved • more effective
money back guarantee • send $1.

Just one easy·fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat·
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

DRESS MODEL. Black horn handles, lion's head
pommel, 12" engraved steel blade, wooden and tooled
leather sheath, with two miniatures. Each $16 U.S.
Pair $28 U.S. Postpaid.
SERVICE MODEL. \Vaoden and brass handle, plain
12" blade and sheath. An effective and practical hunt
ing knife and defensive weapon as well as an interest
ing dislllay piece. Each $14 U.S. Pair $25 U.S.
Postpaid.

NEW CORNWALL PROJECTS LTD.,
BOX 2972 VANCOUVER, B.C., CANAOA

GUN METAL"-~~
NOW MADE NEW!

-blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

JlQu i(k-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

GURKHA KUKRIS
~ - - - .

POWER DIALING TELESCOPE. Compact
instrument allows instant. change of magni
fication from 15 times to any power up to
60 times without change of focus. Internal
cam arrangement alters position, spacing of
lenses, so that focus keeps pace with varying
magnification. Balscope Zoom 60 has front
lens ne-arly 21;2" in diameter, weight 48 ozs.,
is just under 17" long. Sturdily made for
portable use by Bausch & Lomb Inc., Dept.
G-12, 635 St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N.Y.

,. NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradford, pa.1

I NamO-'-------- J
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Regulation Youth Scouting Knife (Fahrtenmesser)
carried by potential trainees for the dreaded
S.S. Corps. Black checkered handle has red/white
Youth insignia with black swastika. Heavy grip and
guard on 5'12" blade of fine Solingen $5

00steel. Ideal camp or hunter's knife.

With Black Sheath-

postpaid

CORRADO KNIVES, Dept. G-123
P.O. Box 45 Oak Park, Illinois

FOR THE COLLECTOR
GERMAN SCOUTING KNIFE

THE RASP with a coarse and a fine cut.
Since 1937, when I designed and

offered this r.asp, it has been the favor
ite of the professional and amateur
gunsmiths.

For fast cutting and smooth finishing,
use this barrel inletting rasp.
Sizes 1/211

, 5/8" and :JAil diam. 211 long.
Price: as illustrated each $3.00
Set of 3 rasps and one handle. .. $8.00

MAIL 50¢ FOR NEW GIANT
GUNSMITH SUPPLY CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. l(~j~)
IIGunsmith Supply Headquarters ll

3577 E. Tremonl Ave" New York 65, N. Y.

GENUINE IVORY • STAG • PEARL
ROSEWOOD • PEARL-O-LITE • STAG-O-LITE

WALNUT TARGET GRIPS

Send 4-cent stamp for new illustrated catalog

and price list - Now at special savingsl

BOX 706, Radio City P. O. New York 19, N. Y.

THE FINEST

REVOLVER

AND

PISTOL GRIPS

COMPACT LOADER FOR RIFLE CAR
TRIDGES. Brand new reloading tool for
rifle cartridges developed to reload cartridges
more simply than before. Works in six sim
ple steps; features accurate resizing, safety
priming, positive powder measure, top bullet
loading, and adjustable bullet seating. Un
conditionally guaranteed not to break or
wear out. Only $9.95 ppd., from Gander
Mountain, Inc., Dept. G-12, Wilmot, Wis.
Specify any of following calibers: 222 Rem.,
243 Win., 270 Win., 30-30, 300 Sav., 308
Win. 30-06, 32 Win. Spl., 35 Rem.

ALASKA CARRYING CASE of durable,
water-repellent canvas protects sleeping bags,
stows equipment, provides carrying space for
additional gear. Heavy duty drawstring in
sures tight closure. Sewn hand-grip on bot
tom for ease in handling. Available in four
sizes from: Alaska Sleeping Bag Co., Dept.

G·12, 334 N. W. 11th Ave., Portland 9, Ore.

r ~ b ' " ~ " ' ; : : '

i··'

ALLEN· EDMONDS BOOT· SKOS. Quality
chukka lasted by hand without single nail.
Made of genuine Boarhide, among mightiest
and softest of leathers. Boot-Sko designed for
sure-footing, with non-slip, deep-treaded sole
and heels. Completely washable, require no
polish. Priced at $23.95. From: Fellman, Ltd.,
Dept. G-12, 6 East 46th St., lew York.

LAWMAN HOLSTER. Made from 9 oz.
select cowhide, custom fit to three most pop
ular single action revolvers: Colt Frontier,
Great Western and Colt .22 Scout. Designed
for lawman, now available to sportsmen. Fea
tures FBI type draw, rawhide hammer safety.
Fits gun belts up to 2:14" wide. In black or
brown, specify gun and right or left hand.
By Protector Brand Holster Co., Dept. G-12,
509 Hacienda Dr., Monrovia, Calif.

. ~ v:
«

ELECTRIFIED bird cage flower arrange·
ment is decorative asset to lodge; cottage,
cabin. Contains six roses, white ferns, green
leaves, with concealed bulb in each rose,

creating rosy-glow effect. Made of durable,
everlasting washable plastic. Priced 4.98 ppd.,
tax inc. from World Export Sales Co., 7530
Westfield, Dept. G-12, San Antonio 27, Texas.

MARKSMAN HOLSTER provides "Quick
Draw" action thrills for gun owners. Made
of genuine cowhide, features professional
rawhide tie-down thongs for freedom of
action and lightning fast draws. Precision
cut and designed holster available in jet
black or rich saddle tan finish, heavily
stitched and braid reinforced. Priced at $2.50,
it is perfect partner for 20 shot BB Repeater
Air Pistol, Colt .45 Automatics, also manu
factured by Marksman Products, Dept. G·12,
P.O. Box 25396, Los Angeles 25, Calif.

LIGHTWEIGHT replacement stock for U.S.
Ml Carbines in choice of Alaskan 90% fin
ished or standard finished. Beautiful stock of
American Black Walnut, features a Monte
Carlo for right or left-handed shooters. 90%
finished stock, 12.95, handguard 4.50; com
pletely finished, not checkered stock 25.00,
handguard $5.50. E. C. Bishop & Son, Inc.,
Dept. G-12, Warsaw, Mo.

KEN'S OUTDOOR CHEF. Cooks up to 50
lbs. insuring fine outdoor cooking. Burns
wood, charcoal, natural or LP Gas. Econom
ical to operate. Broils, bakes, barbecues.
Send $2 for complete detailed plans and spec·

ifications. Caldwell Associates, Box 2047,
Dept. G-12, Harlingen, Tex.

BIG GAME GUIDES AND PACKERS
NEEDED ... HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?
We'll train men 18 to 45. Lifetime of adventure and thrills. Learn by
experts. Big pay. Placement service. For FREE DETAILS, write:

MALNARICH OUTFITTERS & GUIDES SCHOOL
Dept.o, Hamilton, Montana
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YOU'VE GOT THE JUMP
with your fast

Stevens 87 automatic!

._~

DECEMBER 1963GUNS
_.---------------.-------.~

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABELS, Inc. t6~Uy~:~i~'~0"N~~:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mar. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME ....••..••••••••..•••••••••.•••

ADDRESS ••.•.••••••.••••..••...•..•.•

CITY ZONE.. .. STATE ..

(Continued from page 63)

cartridge quite a lot. Mace likes the heavy
160 grain Hornady bullet backed with 41.5
gr. 4350 and CCI Magnum primers, in Norma
cases. He gets 2218 fps at low pressure, and
says it's adequate for most game the rifles
should be used for, with bullets well placed.
I agree. But for medium game I prefer the
2600 fps of a J4,0 grain Speer backed with
50.0 gr. Hodgdon's 4831 and the same prim
ers. I like the Swedish Mausers better than
the Nonvegian Krag. Norma's factory 139 gr.
bullet is loaded about flat out at 2789 fps.

To crimp or not to crimp is the question
on .30-30 shells. Some die makers do not
think it's necessary, and their seater dies
won't crimp. C-H and RCBS, and some
others, consider the crimp very desirable wi th
cannelured bullets for use in tubular maga
zines, and you can use their seaters to crimp
or not, as desired. The factory crimps .30-30
cases heavily in cannelures to insure perfect
functioning in lever action rifles. I recom
mend it for reloads.

Case wall thickness varies enough that
sometimes dies made to close specs won't
size enough to hold bullets friction tight.
Sometimes they work by sizing cases without
expanding necks. Best deal is to crimp for
all hunting ammo. It's satisfactory in bolt
action pieces. But these give a bit better ac
curacy with uncrimped cases and uncanne
lured pointed bullets. Some chaps forget that
pointed bullets can be dangerous in tubular
magazines. Recoil inertia could fire an entire
magazine of cartridges. In a .30-30 the flat
or round nose bullets made for .30-30 velocity
are much more efficient on game. The pointed
pills expand too slowly.

Speer's cannelured flat nose 150 gr. pill
for the .30-30 works well in all these guns
with their loads at close to 2400 fps. They
are extremely deadly on deer when souped
up in larger cases, with moderate charges.
In a .308 Win. use 39.0 gr. HiVel No.2;
in a .30-40 Krag try 48.0 gr. 4350; and a
.30-06 is good with 43.0 gr. 3031 or 42.0 gr.
HiVel No.2. Driving these fast-expanding
bullets at close to 300 fps higher velocity
makes great, gaping holes in game. If you
load much hotter than I've listed, accuracy
suffers. Loads are good for deer beyond .30
30 range with mild recoil and pressure, yet
they do more damage than some full charge
.30-06 loads. Your wife or youngster can
handle them easily and loads can be reduced
a couple of grains if desired. Use CCI Mag
num primers.

I haven't checked these loads for pressure
or velocity, but did test for expansion, which
is excellent even with 2.0 grains less powder.
If you need such loads, work down, or per-

$44.9587-K "Scout" carbine,

If you want a 22 that delivers real fire-power and

accuracy, you want the Stevens 87. This great auto

matic, with an action proved by well over a million

sold, pours out up to 22 shots as fast as you can

pull the trigger, converts instantly to asingle shot or

repeater. With the 87, you can mix all three lengths

of .22 cartridge-long rifle, long and high-speed

short-without adjustment. Receiver and stock are

sleek and streamlined. Yet the Stevens 87 is the

lowest priced auto-loader with all its features!

See the 87 now at your sporting arms dealer. While

you're there, look over the Stevens 87-K - with

the same lightning fast 3-in-! action in popular

carbine length!

FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 32-page catalog of Savage,
Stevens, Fox firearms. WriJe SAVAGE ARMS, WEST
FIELD.86, MASS. Prices subject to change. Slightly

higher in Canada.
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PATIERN Na.8

Adapted from a design by custom
'Iockmaker leonard Mews. of Apple
ton. Wi,coM;n. the No.8 features an
oYer-the_lop pollet'n lor the pistol grip.
The lolid diamond ,hopei can be in
Jay, of ebony. 'yory. plasrlc. or lilver
and with thi' added touch th" patlern
makes one of the clon;ett lookinG iobl
we'''e leen

Zipper Duffle Bag

DECAL CHECKERING PATTERNS
The professional stockmaker wha is not

already using Decal Checkering Patterns is

handicapping himself unnecessarily. There are

patterns to suit every taste Contact your ;obber
or write direet~ Price $1.25

STAN DE TREYILLE
P. O. BOX 2446 SAN DIEGO 12, CALIF.

Choose "outof the ordinary'

Christmas Gifts from

Bean's Free
Catalog ,

Hunters and
Campers will find
many practical
items in our 116
page fully illus
trated Fall Cata
log. Shows hunt
ing footwear,
clothing and over
410 items of in
terest to both men

-"',.•-------.. and women. 140
items are of our own manufacture.

Made of good water repellent duck with zip
per running almost the full length. Shaped
much the same as a regular traveling bag.
Double leather handles. The handiest dufHe
bag that can be made. Two sizes: Length
21", diameter II", Price 10.85. Length 27",
diameter 16%", Price 12.85 postpaid. Prices
include 10% Luggage Tax.

L. L. Bean, Inc., 383 Main St., Freeport, Maine
MErs. Hunting and Camping Specialties

TARGET-3S
50lUWT5 $1.50 50 CARS $1.50

TARGET-44
50lULLfTS $1.75 50 CASU $1.75

Try a sample of Target.38's or 44's by sending 50c for each 5 shot sample wanted.
(Stare caliber desired.) Your sample will be rushed to you by return Air Mail.

SAMPLE

haps up a bit for best accuracy in your
rifle. A friend bagged two deer with these
pills in a .300 Savage, using the specified
primers to kick off 43.0 gr. 4320. The wound
channels showed fast, progressive expansion
with more tissue destruction than a .30·30
could make.

You may make good hits and lose fine
animals with Hi-V and poor bullet expan
sion. I remember the gent who switched from
a .30-06 to a .300 H & H for longer range on
Colorado deer. He punched 4 clean holes
completely through the body of a buck with
heavy bullets in factory loads. The bullets
were designed for deep penetration on larger
game. Next season, reloads with faster ex·
panding custom bullets dropped big Colorado
bucks 'way across the canyons. Many deer
hunters use bullets that are too heavy.

Lack of bullet weight in any caliber isn't
very important (within reason) if it per
forms well on the terminal end. R. B. Smith
sacked up plenty of deer with a .220 Swift
in the early days. The tiny Winchester fac
tory pills were the most readily available in
those days. He loaded them down a bit and
considered one round good for one deer. The
tiny pills killed just as fast and just as dead
as the heavy .30s. The better custom bullets
sold today will do the job even better, with
better accuracy. I don't recommend any .22
for deer in the hands of the average shooter.
Despite the excellent record of the .30-30 as
a deer rifle, it cripples a great many fine
game animals. It does a good job at short
range with well placed hits, of course.

Mirror-Lube, a superb bullet lube, made a
hit with shooters and on targets since Le
Hall introduced it in 1958. Les worked 5
years to perfect the patented formula. It
makes clean bullets, reduces leading, helps
keep the bore mirror clean, keeps indefinitely,
and works perfectly in summer or winter.
Bleed-out in loads under abnormally hot
storage conditions is nil or minimum. The
residue still lubricates after being burned by
hot powder gas! Mirror·Lube jUlltly went
from "rags to riches" in a short time. It's
fine casting flux.

Mirror-Lube's new 2% pound "Big Stick"
at $1I fits the Linder Auto Loader Lubrica
tor-Sizer, good for about 12,000 pills. A new
10 oz. "Little Joe" stick at $2.75 is for the
excellent Dircks Automatic Lubricator-Sizer,
named for the maker, Joe Dircks, 3803 Griff·
ith View Dr., Los Angeles 39, Calif. Joe isn't
very little, but his powerful and fast ma
chine, and Mirror-Lube, are used by many
custom casters and police agencies for speed
and efficiency. Standard sticks {specify solid

(Continued on page 69)

Target·38's and 44's are a trade·name of Speer Products Co., P.O. Box 244, Lewiston, Idaho

NEW ••• indoor pistol anuno
'or practice-training-'un!!

Now shoot your favorite handgun in your
garage, basement ... even your living room
with Speer sub-velocity plastic ammunition.
Developed in the Speer laboratory for Air Force Training, Target-38's and 44's.
are a unique sub-velocity ammunition for year.around indoor shooting fun the
entire family will enjoy. No powder necessary. Bullet speeds to target at 500
feet·per·second. Easy to reassemble, Target-38's and 44's have been re·used over
fifty limes without loss of performance or accuracy.

Target-38's and 44's are available at your local sporting goods store in boxes of
50 bullets and 50 cases at the following suggested prices. If dealer cannot
supply, write direct for immediate prepaid shipment. Complete instructions in
each box. Money back guarantee!

'With fitted case

1600-7th Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squash Hollow, Dept. G-12

New Milford, Conn.

TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

R. W. SPROWLS

SEE YOUR BROWNING DEALER
Browning Arms, Dept 561, S1. Louis 3, Mo.

'-__.... - in CANADA, Depl. 561, Box 991, Montreal 9, P. Q.

Reg.
U. S. Pat.

Office

JORDAN HOLSTER

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and Sup
plies, Reloading Equipment and components for ring"

pistol, and shotshell. F .• N. ACTIONS-BARRELED

ACTIONS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

Length: 7 314"
Weight: 2 Ibs.

For Outdoorsmen and
Enforcement Officers

MORE FIREPOWER - Will fire 14 rounds of
powerful 9mm Parabellum as fast as you can
squeeze the trigger. Carry fully loaded with
safety; a severe blow on the hammer cannot
cause accidental discharge. Cock the hammer
with a simple thumb movement and this
precision semi-automatic is ready to fire.

ABSOLUTE DEPENDABILITY-Rugged, compact,
thoroughly reliable and accurate with ex
ceptional balance and light weight for its
caliber and capacity. Fine steel, hand-fitted
throughout. Richly finished. Hand-checkered
walnut grips.

THE CHOICE of many NATO nations as their
official sidearm.

Price- subjc:ct to change without n o t l ~

BROWNING@
9mm HI-POWER AUTOMATIC

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc.. all differ·
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!
Subscription Just $1.00

~ C \ . __'" per Year. Send now to:

T
ARGET & VARMINT

SHOOTERS' SUPPLIES
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..All :JheJe NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FITS fo,. Ont'! :Jive ;])oltarj

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The American Rifleman, sent to you
each month as one of your NRA membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunt
ing activities; relive forearms history; learn the practic;al use of guns for more fun the year
around. You'll read about rifles, pistols, shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and
gun collecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially valuable are impartial
product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new products reviewed. Other subjects fully
covered include articles on how to buy, shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt; amateur
gunsmithing and reloading methods; forearms legislation proposals, etc. As the Official Journal of
the National Rifle Association, The American Rifleman has long been recognized the world over as
the top authority on guns and shooting.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

MORE FUN
with YOUR

·Confirming application and details wilt a'so be mailed '0 yo II.

Over 500,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invife you to join the National Rifle
Association and enjoy the many benefits reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from
our firearms Information Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt
and low·cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such forearms, spare parts
and military targets as are made available for sale to NRA members at cost·to·government prices.
You can participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for marksmanship instruc
tion. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol club in your community, or help
organize an NRA club. And your support will help preserve the right of free .Americans to own
and use forearms for Jawfu.1 purposes. Remember, the NRA has stood as a bastion against
countless ill advised allempts to disarm U. S. citizens-since 1871.

Join NOW! and receive this gold-filled NRA membership lapel bullon. Sells regularly for $1.50
yours at no extra cost. (lapel bullon shown actual size)1_"'" Wiit'WiW'_"'-" "74tRTI%, -if. t rt 'p!0'%lW'" ;tti:l'l"I m_ ~:'.1m.k~< JWBpv lw,twmmtmJ 1IIIi~~<d~ i~)illm~*,*d

Please enter my subscription for THE AMERICAN RIflEMAN, enroll
me as an NRA member and send my gold-filled lapel button.'"

Name ~ .. :~~l".'~~.'" .~~ ..~~ :~~ ~ .. ~:l: ..~.~ .p::: _II:
Address m........................................................ r.1i J-'" J

City & State :............................................................ ffy;l. .~

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603·12
1600 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
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or hollow) are sold by many dealers, and
weigh 20 per cent more than some makes. Or
order direct from The Bullet Pouch, Box
4285G, Long Beach 4, Calif, at 60c each plus
5c postage, or 12 sticks $6.80 postpaid. Each
is good for about 600 bullets, depending on
the caliber and grooves, making the cost of
quality lube nearly nothing. You'll want an
adequate supply for lube and flux.

Tod-O Mfg. Co., Box 264G, Thousand
Oaks, Cali£., make a new "Pistolite" replace·
able cylinder for all center-fire single-action
revolvers, at $7.95 pp or from dealers. The
plastic cylinder, that looks real, encloses a
lens, bulb and batteries. Fire and the "Spot·
a-Lite" hits where a bullet would. The bright
spot is about 1Y2" in diameter at 15 feet,
and good to 30 feet. Use it for silent indoor
practice on fast draw or hip -shooting. It's a
bright idea, with no pun intended. My sam
ple in a .357 Magnum Colt was a lot of fun.

Fitz Grips in target types are well designed
and justly famous. To boost your scores
pronto, install the new Fitz Accu-Riser Grips
at only $9.95 for most fine target pistols.
They are one of the few low priced items
that are fine quality. The panel adjusts to
custom fit your hand, either right or left.
The gun holds like you were born with it
attached to your arm. I can gain about 5
points over factory stocks with my S & W
.38 Master, M52! Fitz revolver target grips
are well designed for targets or hunting. The
"Gunfighter" makes a Chiefs Special hold
like a target gun, and accuracy nearly equals

target guns.

The Fitz Amm·O-Cone is the best designed
powder funnel I've eyer used. It takes all

calibers, even sharp shouldered cases, with
out spilling powder. You don't have to hunt
for the transparent fluorescent red funnel, or
clever Fitz Flipper, that speeds reloading and
permits fast primer inspection with the
naked eye or a magnifying glass. The Flip
per works like cut-edge dice on an Army
blanket, except it costs you less to learn.
Fitz, Box 49702G, Los Angeles 49, Cali£.,

have free circulars.
"High" primers (those not fully seated)

make poor reloads. Ignition is poor with
some makes. They may prevent revolver cyl
inders from turning, or cause rifles to dis
charge when the bolt is closed. CCl's are not
critical in seating depth, but all makes should
be seated .003 to .008 below the case head
face, depending on the make. If a cartridge
wobbles when placed on a surface plate or
sheet of glass, the primer is extremely
"high." Chamber one in a rifle and the firing
pin hole will be imprinted on the primer.

Zenith's $6.95 Primer Mike, from R 1,
Box 275G, Del Mar, Calif., checks primer
seating high or low in thousandths. Made for
.45 and .30-06 size case heads, it's slower to
use with smaller cases. I made press fit ring
inserts to fit several smaller cases in my
mikes. Zenith is welcome to use the idea if
they care to. If they have enough requests
they will supply the mike in various sizes, or
an adj ustable type. Let them know if you
want one, and tell 'em you'd like their Site·
Lite made available to hobby shooters and
civilians. It's a neat $6.95 flashlight that zeros
the spot with revolver sights when the gun
is placed in battery. Your bullet hits where
the spot hits, eliminating aiming. It's fine

for varmints and home defense ~

at night. ~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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$15.00

CIVIL WAR GUNS by William
B. Edwards.
A firearms bonanza for collec
tors, students. historians. Here
is the definitive work on Amer
ica's first great arms race. The
author spent 5 years in re
search, digging through every
pertinent source from personal
reminiscence to official record
producing a work unequaled 10
its field. In a clear, unacadem
ic style, narrative or documen
tary as needed, he unfolds in
450 pages the true "life story"
of every significant firearm,
North and South. Including
foreign weapons.

THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
by Col. Charles Askins.
The complete picture on shot
guns ... design, manufacture.
shooting form, ammunition ..•
all in one neat package. Not a
dry chronology of these items
but a highly readable story 01
shotgunning spiced with ad
venture and humor. 365 pages,
more than 100 illustrations. A
"must" volume for the shotguD
enthusiast.

$8.50

COLT FIREARMS by James E.
Serven.
This enlarged, new special
edition presents the full and
comprehensive story of Colt
firearms from their origin to
the present. Complete range of

: c ~ ~ g ~ i C f ~ c f J : n ~ ~ e d c ~ a d c ~ ~ :
bines. rifles and shotguns.
Contains 394 pages, 550 illus
trations.

PISTOLS-A MODERN ENCY
CLOPEDIA by Henry M. Steb
bins with A. J. E. Shay and
O. R. Hammond.

Contains eight chapters on the
choice of pistols ... the cnr
rently American made models,
the most useful or challeng
ing old-timers and the most
worthy imports; plus six chap
ters on the often neglected
topic of ammunition. 26 chap
ters in all covering every
pistol interest.

$12.50

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN
FIREARMS, edited by Bob
Brownell
Over 1,600 exploded view
photos, blueprints, sketches,
schematic drawings, cutaway
photos of thousands of modern
American-made guns. The
most comprehensive book of its
kind ever published-an indis
pensable guide for every avid
gun enthusiast. 1,066 pages.
Book bound $20.00

$17.50

$3.95

$2.95

NAME: _

ADDRESS, _

CITY ZONE_ STATE: _

Please allow 10 days for delivery

1964 GUN DIGEST edited by
John T. Amber.
World's finest gun authorities,
have again created a sparkling
collection of articles, facts, fig
ures, illustrations and tables
on every facet of guns and
shooting. The only complete,
unique and up-to-the-minute
gun book. Fully priced and
Illustrated Catalog Section of
all domestic and imported
guns and accessories.

$12.50

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S
BOOK by Col. Charles Askins.
A noted expert shares his
wealth of gun handling H sav
vy" with you. A book that
will definitely aid you in be
coming a better shot, perhaps
even a champion. Authorita
tive description of methods,
techniques, handguns of all
types. Knowledgeable shooters
will need this book. For the
beginner and expert alike.

$8.50

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST ed
ited by John T. Amber.
An encyclopedia for rifle, pistol
and shotgun reloaders! 260
Jumbo pages! Fllled with orig
inal articles by foremost world
authorities. Includes: complete
catalog section of tools and
components, self-computing
bullet energy chart, die and
shell holder chart, cartridge
dimension tables-plus tips,
notes and shortcuts from ex
perts on choosing and using
handloading tools.

SMALL ARMS OF THE
WORLD by W. H. B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Joseph
E. Smith. The most authori
tative reference ever published
on military small arms. Spe
cial emphasis on U.S. aDd
U.S.S.R. weapons. 711 pages,
more than 1700 illustrations
covering identification, cali
bers, ammunition, stripping,
assembly. safety and history.

$15.00

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND
REVOLVERS by W.H.B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Kent
Bellah. A brand new 1962 edi
tion of this comprehensive
handgun refernce book for the
identification and mechanics
of the world's handguns. 774
pages, hundreds of lllustra
tions.

,---------

GUNS MAGAZINE, B150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III. G-12b

' In tull payment for the hooks I have checked below. I understand you will pay posiage.

Circle the books of your choice.

$15.00 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD $ 8.50 - THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
$ 8.50 - THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK 515.00 - CIVIL WAR GUNS
$ 3.95 - 1964 GUN DIGEST $12.50 - PISTOLS, A MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA
$ 2.95 - HANDLOADER'S DIGEST $17.50 - COLT FIREARMS

'$12.50 - BOOK OF PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS $20.00 - ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIREARMS

SAVEl SAVEl If you are

a member of SHOOTERS CLUB

OF AMERICA, write in your

membership number and deduct

20% from list prices shown.

Save on your book purchases

-join the SHOOTERS CLUB

now! See ad in this issue.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date february 1964 issue (on

sale Dec. 25) is Nov. 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, ill.

BINOCULARS & TELESCOPES

SCOPE MOUNTS-Brochure 18G will help you select the
proper mount for your seove and rifle. Write Ma)'nard
Buchler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

BOOKS

nUJORTA.J.'\T: READ the book. Kates on Guerrilla 'Var.
l-'rinciples and l'ractices. by Colonel Virgil 1\6Y, $3.50 PDd.
Command Publications, Bcx 6303, K.W. Stuion, Washing
ton 15, D.C.

llEPHI TT SAVA.GE ARMS 1916 )Ianual on Lewis Ma
chine Gun' $1. 95. See Arms Library, October •;Guns".
Dealers write for Discounts. L. A. Funk, 9404B" oodland
Ave., Puyallup, Wash. 98371.

COLLECTORS

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlve.-Daggero-Fla.k•. Big 11.1
2fir. coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. MaiDe.

100 FOREIGN COINS $2.95. 2 MeXican Silver Dollars
$1.00. Johnson, Box 188G, Tolleson. Arizona.
HURRY: SEND 50c for Morley Catalog "every damn
thing we gun collectors love." :Morley, 10 Fiske, Mount
Vernon, N.Y.

NAZI IRON CROSS : M E D A J ~ S for bravery, mint orlKinals,
with ribbon and envelope, not reproductions; Mother Cross.
mint with ribbon, $1.50 each. Normount, Box 2llU,
Forest Grove, Oregon.
CIVIL \YAH BATTI,EFIELD RELICS ... Mlnie h.lls,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f e r ~ f : o ~ : ; ~ s ' J ~ i ~ ~ ~ s s r a ~ ~ r ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ c ~ a ~ i ~ J t i ~ ; ;
... HOUSE OF BILLY YANK ... 22 Franconia St....
\Vorcester 2, Mass.

ENGRAVING

gNGIlAVING BY P R U D H O ~ I M E . Folder $1.00. 302
Ward Building. Shre\'eport, Louisiana.

S H O O T L ~ G BADGES! Your first name engraved alongside
crossed rifies. for your trap or skeet vest, shooting jacket
or hunting coat. Durable plastic with sturdY attachment.
Only $1.00 postpaid. Bullseye SpOrtsmens SupplS, Box 62·1.
Dept. G, Mt. Vernon, New York.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSIBLE FARM-Pond-F18h-Trap.: Animal trap•.
Postpaid. Shawnee, 39342 Buena Vista, Dallas 4, Texas.

FOR SALE

CA1'I.TNON FUSE 3/3'2" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft .• $2. ppd. WIlliam Zeller. Keil
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.
NAZI COLLECTORS: War Relics Handbook. 92 pages or
pictures & text. $5.95 ppd. Bernal Tolan, R. #1, Hillsdale.
Michigan.

STATE PISTOL LA\vS, Booklet descrlhlng current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 211 Central Park 'Vest, New York
24F.. N.Y.

FLEX-X HOLSTER. Will Fit 45 Cal. Automatics. Soft
chap leather will give years of life. Brown or black quick
draw model only $1.75. The belt Mart. Hopkinton, New
Hampshire.

EXCELLENT ACCURIZED TARGET .45 ACP. $65.00.
S&\V 5" Model 41 .22 Auto. New $75.00. "'rite for details.
Dr. C. G. D'Oench, 8230 Forsyth, Clayton 5, Mo.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06 
308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Speclal - 30Carhlne - 45ACP - 22SR - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250 
250S - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. Rille 6c - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2c - l\.Hcaroni - 65 Taylor - East
Meadow - N Y.

WINCHESTERS, COLTS. LUGERS plus many others.
Send lOt for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3, Detroit
Lakes. Minnesota.

RARE LONG Out of Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now available! Only $2.95 at local stores or pOstpaid
(New 1964 Gun Digest also available, $3.95 pOstpaid) from
Gun Digest Association. Dept. G, 4540 W. Madison, Chi
cago 24.
SE1\TJ) 10c For Big Gun List. Cherry's, Geneseo, 50, Ill.

EARN EXTRA MONEY with your Hohby. )Iail 10c to
l\Iodern Gun Repair School. 225-F Taft Ave., Green Bay,
'Visconsin. Learn how YOU can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. Experienced instructors give you
personal assistance.

ID;ADQUARTERS FOR Centennial & Limited Production
Guns. Chern"s, Geneseo 50, Ill.

HUNTERS ATTENTIO:'oI: Mauser Hille. M-93. 7MM.
Condition: Good to V.G. Supply Limited. Only $14.95.
Southwestern Anns Co., 107 Logan Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

NEUMAN BELGIAN doubles: 10-12-20, also custom dou
bles. extra barrels. Stamped envelope for listing NBD-12.
Sanderson's Distributors, 724 Edgewater. Portage, Wis.

Al-I CARBINES $50. M-I Rille. $70. M-ID Sniper $100.
Short Tanker :\fodel $110. Sloper von Caedenberg, Wesh
wood. California.

NE\V YELLO\V 1963-64 Catalog Available. Thousands of
Guns, Ammo, etc. 25t. Retting, 11029 Washington, Culver
City, California.

04 "'IN. 25-35 26" oct. bbl. Very good in and out, $55.00.
'Vin. 351 Auto. Extra Clip. Very good in and out. $55.00.
Collinsworth . .Tohn Day. Oregon.

M-I CARBINES $20. GOOD. In.tructlon. to get yours. $1.
No gimmick, satisfaction or refund. Ball D-5GU, 301 E.
Thomas. Seattle 2. \-Vash.

.38 SPECIAL "SHOCKER" Defense and Sport Load hul
lets expand up to .62 caliber. Loading instructions $1.00.
Ralph Couldron, 317 Rodman Ave., Jenkintow;", Pa.

"MUZZLE LOADERS: KentuclQ' lightweight, Government
m'oof-tested; ready to fire. Ideal smooth bore for black
powder shooters, $17.50. Century Arms, 54 Lake, St.
Albans, Vermont.

CARBI.xE CLIPS. 30, 15, 5 shot, new to like new. 30 shot
$3.00, 3 for $7.50. 15 shot, 2 for $1.00. 5 shot. 2 for $2.00.
Prepaid. Free while t h e ~ ' last, new clip pouch with 5 and
15 shot clips. No personal checks. Precision Shooters, Box
551G. Park Ridge, Ill.

CHURCHILL (GUKMAKEHS) LTD. World famous gun
smiths. :Models from $390.00 to $22,000.00. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street, London. "'.C.2. for lists at new and
used shotguns.

FREE Gn1\' LIST. Over 100 ~ew and Used Guns, Scopes,
etc. at Discount. Ralph's Gun Shop, Germantown, New
York.

CUSTOM 03-30/06 Springfield Uifles Engra\'ing B r o ~
chure & Color $1.00. Brochure .25c. Springfield Custom
Guns, 449 E. 14 St. 4H-115, New York 9, K.Y.

UPLAND DOUBLES: From 4* Ibs., 22". Belgian, Eng
lish. Spanish, Italian. Illustrated treatise BG-12, lOt.
Snap caps 12-16-20 $3.60 pair. leather hand guards $6.95.
Sanderson's Distributors. 724 Edgewater, Portage, 'Vis.

U.S..30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Yery good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. rerrect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06 low
number Springfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent
$34.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Ex·
cellent-$34.50. U.S. M1 30-06 Garand rifies. Perfect
£:S9.95. U.S. :AU 30 cal. carbines. Perfect-$7\J.95. British
:\lk.3 303 rifles. Very good-$14.95. British Mk.4 303
rifles. Very good-$18.95. British :\lk.5 303 jungle carbines.
Vcry good-$24.95. Perfect-$29.95. Pcrsian Mod. 98 Smm
Mauser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Brand
New-$49.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 (Mod. 98) 8mm Mauser
rifles. Brand new-$34.95. German Mod. 98 Smm Mauser
rifles. Very good-$29.\J5. German Mod. 1871/84 11mm
:\Iauser rifles. Good-$lS.95. Peruvian Mod. 1909 7.65m01
)fauser rifles. Fair-$24.95. Good-$29.95. Excellent
$39.95. Perm'ian Mod. 1D09 30-06 ):tauser rifles. Very good
-$39.95. Peruvian Mod. 1035 7.65mm 'Afauser rifles. Very
good-$39.95. Peruvian Mod. 1935 30-06 Mauser rifles. Very
good-$49.95. Russian :Mod. 1940 7.62mm Moisin rifles.
Good $9.95. Very Good $12.05. Uussian Mod. 1938
7.62mm Moisin carbines. Good-$19.95. Very good-$22.95.
Russian :\fod. 1940 7. 62mm Tokarev semi -automatic rifles.
Good-$34.95. ,ery good-S39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Italian
J\10d. 1938 7.35 Mannlicher-Carcano carbines. Very good
$14.95, Italian Mod. 91 6.5mm Mannlicher-Carcano rifles.

~ I ~ ~ s - ; $ 9 r i ~ 5 e s : e { r ~ ~ r ~ ? O : ; ; J ~ $ ~ g : 9 t r ~ ~ 1 ; f ~ e ~ ~ $ ~ 4 . 9 5 ~ : · ~ ~ ~ :
:\10d. 1911 7.5mm Schmidt-Rubin rifles. Good-$13.95.
Very good-j16.95. French ::\Iod. 18S6 Smm Lebel rifles.
Good-$15.90. F r e n ~ h ::\fod. 1916 Smm Lebel rifles. Fair
$9.95. Good-$12.95. 30-06, 303 British. 7mm Mauser.
7,65mm )Iauser, 8mm :\Iauser. 7.62mm Russian. 6.5mm &
7.35mm Italian military ammunition, at $7.50 per 100 rds.
Free gun list. Dealers inquiries invited. Freedland Arms
Co.. 34 Park Row. Xew York 3S. K.Y.

HA..!\'"])GUN8-SINGLE AC'rIOKS, muzzle loaders, der
ringers-Fast Draw Holsters. Free Catalog. Walt's Weap
ons. Box 368. Arondale. Arizona.

.22 SHORT LEE >;"FIELD (SMLE) Target Rilles, $19.50.

.Martini-Enfield rifles .577/450 (.45) caliber, lever action,
with ramrod, Special $14.50. 2 for $25.00. Interesting
War Curio, conrersation piece, decorator, British Piat
"bazooka", Churchill's secret weapon. Only $5.95, 2 for
$10.00. Century Arms, 54 Lake. St. Albans. Vennont.

Al\IMUNITION: .303 British ball (hard pOint) non-cor
rosin. recent manufacture. Excellent q u a J i t ~ ' . $6.00 per
100; $39.50 per 1,000. Century Arms, 54 Lake. St. Albans,
Yermont.

A new ser\'ice that is true,
Guns; be they used or new.
Find a buyer for your arm,
From the city or the farm.
If you wish to purchase same,
\Vrite a note: include your name.
Information for a service live,
Please send us cents; twenty-five.
Arms Locator Service. 10841 ,V. Jeft'erson
Blvd., Culver City. California 90230

KENTUCKY PERCUSSION Long Gun. Replica. Brand
New Test fired .36 Cal., 31" OctaKonal Barrel. Full
Length Stock, $25.75. 22 Long Rifle Derringers, Over &
Under Rifled Barrels. $17.50. Brand New, Double Barrel
Shotguns, ?fagnum in 12A"a., 16ga., 20ga. & .410 ga.•
$70.50. lOt for other listings on guns, scopes & other
sporting goods. Ed's Gun Shop, 11125 Hannan Rd., Belle
"ille. Mich.

CARTRIDGES FOR COLLECTORS: 40 page illustrated
catalog #3, 50¢. Orer 2.000 items. James Tillinghast,
Box 532, Marlow, ~ . H.

SILENCERS. MA..'UM and O.S.S. Models. Complete
Details of Construction and Operation with Drawings
$1.00. Gun.co. G ~ I - 4 . T , Fulton, Calif.

GUN EQUIPMENT

$1.00 SUBPLUS SPECIAL-500 Gun Cleaning Patches
or 4 New 15 Shot Db!. Carbine Magazine Pouches, Postage
Paid. Ruvel. 707 Junior Terrace. Chicago 13, Illinois.

GUN SCREWS. Gun Taps, Gun Drills. 6/48 or 8/40 screws
14"-%" dozen 50c. Professionals 2-F1ute taps $1.20. Spe·
cial hard steel drill. 45c. Cohalt drill. ror 6/48-$1.06.
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carhide drills 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite--tightens aU loose screws, tube 80c.
Everything postpaid. Catalog 18G free. .J\faYnard Buehler
Inc.. Orinda, CaUf.

:MAUSER RIFLE Parts and Accessories for Shooters and
Collectors. Bought - Sold. List for postpaid envelope.
Smires, Columbus, New Jersey.

NE\V ALUMINUM M1 carbine handguards. Slips into
place like original. 'riot type' ventilation. Choice of
'satinized' Black or natural finish. Anodized for abrasion
re.lstance. $6.50 @ - D. E. Allcn. 7502 Limekiln Pk.•
Phlla. 50. Penna.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, rehlulng. con
version work, parts made. InQuiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.

I ~ Y N X - L I N E Bluing, Scopes and sights mounted, Douglas
barrels installed. chambering for standard and improved
calibers, including 308 Norma, 284 and 300 Winchester
Magnum. i.\Ulitary rifle conversio.... to custom guns. :afodel
92 Winchester conversion to 256, 357 and 44 Magnum.
'Vrite your wants. Don )fott. Hereford, Arizona.

ALTER & JEWEL holts $8.50. Sprlngllelds. Enllelds
altered to 30S Korma Magnum $12.00; Enfields to 300
Weatherhy $24.00; 7.7 .Taps to 30-06 $6.00; 300 M.gnum
to 300 WeatherbY $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shop. 12
West Branch. :\1icb.

llEBAURELDiG. CHA.MBERING. Barrelcd Actions. Bar
rels. Basic, Preturned. Threaded and Chambered. Com
plete rifle building. Stocks of exotic woods. For those who
want the finest in custom Guns. V. L. Forsgren-Barreling
Expert and !tifle builder. Rt. it 1, Helper, Uth.

PLA.NS-.22 Target Pistol, Campers Pistol. Gun cabinets
and racks. Bluing Instructions. 5c stamp brings illustrated
information. Guns. P.O. Box 362-G, Terre Haute, Indiana
41808.

INDIAN RELICS

PO'£l'ERY, SPEARHEADS, Axes. Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hydc's, Uosemar noad. ~ a r k e r s b u r g .
'V. Va.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure. latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace. Dept-8X, 11500
NW 7th Ave.• Miami 50, Florida.

LEATHERCRAFT

li'REE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-T48. Forth Worth, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

H U ~ T I X G K!\""IVES-Fishing Knives-Pocket Knives
Electricians Knives-Folder For A Dime. Rockbound Sup
plies. Heart-stone Specialties, Box 13, Seneca Falls, New
York.

HANDCUFFS, $7.95: Leg Irons. $7.95; Thumhcuifs.
$9.95. Leather restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog
50c. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, Newburyport, Mass.

CROSSBO'WS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
li'actory-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355. Wichita, Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "Jists 25c"; Lenke!. 812 Anderson, Palisades. N. J.

TEAR GAS PE:> from Germany $3.95. Tony. Box 188G,
'J'oBeson. Arizona.

ARTIDUTIS? GET RELIEF. Cured me. Could you.
Quarter brings information leading to relief. Johnson.
215-Gi\1 East Serern. Shawnee, Oklahoma.

( , H . E ~ l C O ":\firacle-PolishH answers spOrtsmen's dream,
cleans. lubricates gun mcchanisms; polishes b a r r e l ~ , stock.
gun cases; retards action salt w a t ~ r spray, contams rust
inhibitors; waterproofs hunting, SkI boots. Polishes, pro·
tective coats stainless steel. wood, fonnica. porcelain. li'ull
pint aerosol can $2.49. postage prepaid, Cont. U.S.A.
f'HE:\.[CO Inc., 400 Crown Street, New Haven, Conn.
Dept. GM.

RONGS INTO $$$$$$$$$$$ - Ncw, unknown Songwriters.
Song-poets. Composers share $33 Millions searly. AllY kind,
we collaborllte. publish, promote. Free approvals. free
samples. details. Send Nordyke Publishers, 600 Sunset,
Hollywood, California 54-90028.

l ~ V E R Y O N E 'VANTS to progress ... but how do we KO
about it? Send 20¢ for Issue 163-· ...rhe Driving Urge To
Be Somebody." 'Vrite to: LelUurian Viewpoint, Homona 2,
California.

PISTOL CABINET KITS. Display guns attractively. Space
for shells & accessories. Kit $12.95, postpaid-Free Bro
chure. Garth Co., Jutland, New Jersey.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip·
ment, Calls, Deco)'s, Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds.
1.'001., Bod Blank•. Finnysports (SS), Toledo 14, Ohio.

SCHOOLS

~ n S S O U B I AUCl.'ION SCHOOL. Free catalog. 1330 Lin
wood. Kansas City 9-X102, :Missouri.

TANNING

TAi'<NL,<"G. TWO FORMULAS and Instructions $1.00.
Tanning, Box 188G, Tolleson, Arizona.

TAXIDERMIST

SALE: OrEN Mouth Bug.-Tlger. Bear (Black. Grizzly.
Polar) Jaguar, Cheetah, Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins.
Hormann-l.'axidermlst-I025 Gates. Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

WANTED

\VANTED FOR CASH: German, Japanese, Italian swords,
daggers. bayonets. We purchase singles and large collec
tions of all types edged weapons. Allied Arms, Box 105,
Mukilteo. \Vashington.

NAZI ITEMS. Fine Lugers. Only Orlg. and priced for
Resale. State condition & price. Bernal Tolan, R. # 1.
HIl1.dale, Michigan.

JAPANESE SWORDS WANTED Highest Prices. Ed.
Erickson, 134-15 Ave. North.. St. Petersburg, Fla.

WANTED: WINCHESTER Models 65 (.218 Bc••.25-20.
.32-20) ; 53. JetI' Danison, 57 Franklin, Delaware, Ohio.
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BONUS USE: Add to crankcase
to quiet noisy valve lifters •••

remove gum, sludge deposits I

THEN ADD •••

MOTOR-MEDIC ~
EXTRA LUBRICATION ...

SMOOTHER PERFORMANCE

Both at leading dealers everywhere!

AMERICAN MARKETING CO.
P.O. Box 1417, Santa Rosa, Calif.

These extremely high Quality scopes incorporate the
finest Japanese optics combined with years of ex
perience in construction of precision optical instru
ments.
6 MONTH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ....
agai.nst defective workmanship or materials.

Send check or money order

Who Else Wants

640 Acres Of

Big Game Wildlife

For Just $20?

4 POWERU
CROSS HAIR RETICLE

IMAGE ADJUSTMENT' NITROGEN FILLED
SHOCK RESISTANT' COATED OPTICS '1" TUBE

$20 plus $6.50 taxes yearly gets you your own
640 acre wildlife hunting paradise near Canadian
border. One of the last accessible big game refuges
in North America. These are abandoned timber
leaselands (now re-forested) of Provincial Forestry
Dept., many readily accessible by original logging
roads. Thousands of exclusive lakeland campsites.
Heavy second growth timber teems with every
imaginable kind of wildlife. Including bear, moose,
elk, caribou, timber wolves, lynx, wolverines, deer,
geese, ducks, muskies, huge northern pike, walleyes,
pickerel, rainbow and steel head trout, maskinonge.
One of these secluded hunting paradises can be
yours to enjoy for the rest of your life. No other
hunting lodge may be erected within at least one
mile of yours. Many are over 20 to 50 miles away.
Send $1 (refundable) for maps, pictures, Gov't
regulations, official application blank. Administra
tor, Room 335, 56 Church, Toronto 1, Canada.

(Enclosed is one dollar) (refundable)

$295.00
TRAP GRADE

03,4 Ibs.)

LIST PRICE:

$255.00 FIELD GRADE (illus.)
for Skeet or Field In all standard barrel lengths and chokes.

For Field, Skeet or Trap. In all standard
barrel lengths and chokes with figured
Walnut stock, deluxe checkering and
finish, and beavertail forend.. Trap gun
With recoil pad In either Monte Carlo
or regular stock. Pistol grip and cap.

Valuable lver Johnson?

Recently I gained possession of an Iver
Johnson revolver, five shot, .38 caliber, with
2%" barTe!. The last patent date on the top
of the barrel is "Dec. 26, 98." Followed by
"Pats Pending." The frame butt is stamped
45 938.

Up to now it appears that the arm is worth
very little, but there is no serial number
stamped on the inside frame.

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTlNG!'~~.-'~91
~!tbc;r~.G~ .. lr~ ..,.;L
Famous FRANZITE Grips, made by Sports. Ine.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7 colors. New catalog shows latest
desi ....os {or almost any gun made....,.Colt. Smith
& Wesson. Luger. Hi-Standard. Ortgies, Mau
ser, etc. Ivory. pearl. walnut, onyx, Agate,

~ ~ ~ ~ r s ' m ~ ~ ; e f l e ~ ~ g W : n e ~ ~ ~ v ~ i I E j i ~ : i a ~ ~ ~ e r
SPORTS, INC. b~t;t~eJii~~1: ~5~i~~~a~~~,y6064o

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from page 4)

mory Ct. U.S.A. It has octagon steel barrel,
steel hammer and trigger. The rest of it is

brass. Has wooden grips with jewel in the
center. The serial number is 3737. The
pistol is also in excellent condition.

Glen F. Lambert
Apalachicola, Fla.

The revolver in the photographs is a
Merwin & Hulbert Army revolver model of
1876. The U.S. Army tested this revolver
in 1876 and rejected it as unfit for service
use. The revolvers were made by the Hop

.kins & Allen Manufacturing Co. of Nor
wich, Conn. Commercial sales of the re
volver were moderate, and the outfit dis
continued manufacture. They are not rare
and are not commonly sought by most col
lectors. In good condition, such a specimen
is worth about $40.

From your description, I cannot accurate
ly determine which 5. & W. model you
have, but usually these revolvers are of
very nominal value. The piece was probably
made in the 1880's.

A Whitneyville .32 rimfire revolver in ex·
cellent condition is worth about $35. It was
made in the 1870's. Whitneyville armory
was bought out by Winchester early in
1888.-G.B.

G-12

1* OVER-UNOER
fEA1HERWE\GOHNA6lE PR\CE

A'l AREAS . _28" bbl.
,.... 40Z ,n 12 ga

*APPROJ(,. 7 IbS., .

Compare with guns priced $100 higher for workmanship,
design, and weight and you'll be convinced that the
COMMANDER is outstanding value. It's lightest in weight,
yet has the right balance for easy and comfortable shoot·
ing. Foolproof single selective trigger ... automatic ejec
tors ... ventilated rib ... extra fine scroll engraving ..•
beautifully finished French walnut ... finely checkered
forend and pistol grip. In fact, attention to all detail
for which Charles Daly is famous.

-f\NAllY\
UE QUAU1Y

A 1R

Address _.

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub.

Iished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mad·

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the mare than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl

Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it tadayl

Name .• •__ _

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS fREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
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27,000

RPM

FIT·RITE
REVOLVER AND
PISTOL GRIPS

DREMEL MOTO-TOOL

A Must for Gun Shops
Hi-torque Moto-Tool is ideal

for precision grinding, pol

ishing, sanding, carving, in

letting, etc. Weighs only 13
ounces. Produces 27,
ODD RPM. Handles as

easily as a pencil.

Three models available

from $16.95 to $29.95.
Choice of gunsmiths

since 1936.
Write for FREE Moto·Tool Catalog.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 613-M

Racine, Wisconsin

Genuine Mother of Pearl,
Ivory and Stag Grips
Free Catalogue

BOB FREILICH CO. 396 Broome St.,1 ~Y£ ':3.:. ~::: __

to my question, "What have we here?" he

implied that I had found something with a

"crazy" price tag which was going to be

ohanged immediately if I didn't buy it•

Having bought it, I showed it to some of

the prominent dealers and dealer·collectors

at the show, and, through correspondence,

other S&W experts have had a chance to

comment. No. 13 stops them all, including

me. Possibly it is one of a baker's dozen that

was never made commercially but was

merely intended for promotional purposes•

Finally we come to the question: ~

Where are the other twelve? ~

(Continued from page 31)

Without the serial number, would this arm

be rather unique, and could you estimate its

value? Unfortunately, I do not know what

model it is.

FAKE SMITH & WESSON

Jack R. Kratt

Chicago, Illinois

I'm sure your Iver Johnson .38 revolver is
only worth what it should be as a useable
revolver--<lnd that is not much.

Not all 1.J. revolvers had the serial num
ber stamped on the inside of the frame. Any.
way, why is the "45938" not the serial num
ber?

Such inexpensive arms are available from
$5 to about $15. The higher priced ~

ones should be in /JQp condition.-G.B. ~FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 76101

Gun Holsters

~ ~~~o~~w~~~n
Belt and Holsters with

Tandy's "Easy-to-Follaw Pat
terns!" SAVE MONEY with

."Ready-Cut" Belt & Holster Kits.
Our FREE Catalog illustrates 6
Popular Kits. ORDER NOW-Set
of 6 Holsters and 3 Belt Patterns
and Instructions - $100

MONEY.BACK GUARANTEE. Only ...
POSTPAID

GRAPHWHITE
The Clean Dry Lubricant

For guns, brass sizing, locks-a
white powder, slick as graphite but
CLEAN-no smudging. Handy pocket
size bottle. At Gunshops-S9c-or 2
for $1.25 ppd. FREE Sample & info.
Dealers, Dists. Inquire.

DARE ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 44B Norman 2, Oklahoma

P. O. BOX 791··ZY

T.l00 TARGETHOLDER
- PORTABLE-

• Takes up to 24" x 24" target.
11--.,==........,1 • 4' high. Ideally suited to rifle

~
and pistol.

.~. • Steel construction with painted
finish.

_ ...! l l ~ - - ' ' - - - J I • Slips apart quickly and fits 2"x
27" carrying tube.

ll-......-==ilJ. Four spring clips permit fast tar
get change.

• Complete with three targets.
• Carry your own target range!

~~~kt ..
Product Masters Mfg. Co.
5013 Aldrich Ave; No., Dept G·123 Mpls. 30, Minn.
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HANDLOADING EQUIPMENT

C-H DIE CO 37
CARBIDE DIE & MFG. CO 52
CASCADE CARTRIDGE 46
HERTER'S INC. 46
B. E. HODGON. INC 64

72

LEE CUSTOM ENGINEERING .....••••••••.. 48
MINNESOTA SHOOTERS SUPPLy ..•.••••••. 57
R.C.B.S•...................•••••.•••••.. 14
REDDING-HUNTER. INC. ....•.....•.••.••. 8

HOLSTERS,CASES, CABINETS

BECKELHYMER'S ................•.••.....56
COLADONATO BROTHERS 52
DON HUME 67
THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO 59
S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO...........•.......64
PACHMAYR GUN WORKS 53
TANDY LEATHER CO..........••..••••..... 72
WHITCO ..................•.••.•••.....55

SCOPES and SIGHTS

AMERICAN MARKETING CO.....•..........71
CRITERION CO 59
SAVAGE ARMS CORP 12
W. R. WEAVER CO 54

STOCKS and GRIPS

E. C. BISHOP & SONS INC 50
CONTOUR GRIP CO 65
CREST CARVING CO 55
BOB FRIELICH .72
W. W. GREENER 49
HERRETTS STOCKS .42
ROYAL ARMS 52

TOOL and ACCEl:SORIES

AMMO PAK CO.........•................53
GEO. BROTHERS 40
CRAFT INDUSTRIES 72
DARE ENTERPRiSES 57
DREMEL MFG. CO 72
FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP 53
FLAIG'S .........................•.....56
JAY'S GUN 'N LEATHER SHOP 42
JET-AER CORP 53
FRANK M I T T E R M E I ~ R CO 65
NEW METHOD MFG. CO 64
RADIATOR SPECIALTY CO 71
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IDEAL GIFT FOR YOUR SPORTSMAN HUSBAND OR FRIENDS

t)'Zde!t lie time pz, ~..44

Want to

GIVE SOMETHING DIFFERENT?:

HERE IT IS - BIG, BEAUTIFUL ."
ni

FULL COLOR MURAL - ~~:i'

DECORATIVE, DISTINCTIVE

CONVERSATION PIECE.
ENDDRSED BY THE

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA

FULL COLOR WALL MURAL. The realistic colorful art studies
of classic guns you've seen in past issues of GUNS Magazine

are now brought to you in one striking full color wall mural.

SEVEN CLASSICS. Many have thrilled to the romance of rifle

and pistol. The seven classics included in this breathtaking
mural are: The Buffalo Sharps, referred to as "the king of"
rifles"; the Colt's Single Action, called "the gun too popular

to die"; Napoleon's Boutet Shotgun, truly a masterpiece of
sculptured arms; the luger Pistol, the pistol of international

repute; the lincoln Derringer, tool of a madman whose act of
violence shocked the world; ornamented Colt's "Presentation"
revolvers; and the breech loader that helped to speed the

end of the muzzle loading gun; the Burnside Carbine, as
illustrated on the cover of this magazine, All have been
painted by the nationally famous artist, James M. Triggs.

ACTION SKETCHES. Each subject is detailed in an action
sketch to provide further interest for your friends 'and family.
Richly lithographed in 6 colors in a dramatic 58" x 32" size,

planned to fit your den, recreation room, club house or office
wall. Designed so several can be placed end to end, providing
an impressive wall covering in continuous form.

AN ADDED TOUCH IN NATURAL COLORS. To whet your
memories of brisk fall hunting for wate,rfowl or deer, here are
two companion murals for your
special room, Realistically DUCKS IN THE MARSH

portrayed in one of these full -,
color 65" x 45" wall murals is
the scene of waterfowl burst·
ing out of the marsh, The
other, one of those once·in·a·
lifetime settings of the family
of deer, dee p in the silent
forests, startled by a snapping
twig, all in full color. Either of
these two are also available at
$5.95 each, postpaid, in sturdy
fiber tube, complete with in- FAMILY OF DEER
structions for easy application.
Order the pair to go with your
GUNS Mural. For full color
catalog sheet of murals, send
lO¢ in coin or'stamps.

ORDER TODAY! Send check
or money order to address
below. Price $5.95 (we. pay
postage) for the distinctive
easy-to-apply GUNS mural.

ORDER NOW from your dealer ••• or DIRECT from SPORTMURALS • Box 781 • Milwaukee, Wis.
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Here's our Christmas gift to you-membership
in the SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA at the
special holiday rate of only $6.00 instead of
the regular $7.50 fee. That's a savings of
$1.5O-a Christmas bargain you won't
want to miss. By joining now, you not only
save money, but you begin right away to enjoy
Yaluable benefits and priYileges that help
you get more out of hunting and shooting.
All this for the price you would normally pay
for the magazine alone. Your support of the
SHOOTERS CLUB will help preserve the right of
you and every gun sportsman to use and enjoy
guns. The SHOOTERS CLUB is a strong new
force...:-united and organized to promote
shooting ••• dedicated to action against
anti-gun activities and restrictive firearms laws.
You and millions of like-minded sportsmen are
needed. Join now and take advantage of the
special low Christmas rate. But hurry, this offer
will be available during the holiday season only!

19 A MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING

FOR THE PERIOD ENDING

• One-year subscription
to GUNS

• Brand new 1964 Redbook
of Used Gun Values

• Timely Shooters Club
Newsletter

• 20% discount on firearms
and hunting books

• 20% discount on clas
sified advertising

• Free use of our Library
Information Service

• Official decal and
cloth emblem

• Numbered membership card

• Art print of historical gun

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MEMBERSHIP IDENTIFICATIOH

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA

ALL THESE

MEMBERSHIP

BENEFITS FOR

THE PRICE OF

THE MAGAZINE

ALONE:

GUNS • DECEMBER 1963

GIVE GIFT MEMBERSHIPS AT THIS LOW COST RATE
AVOID THE LATE CHRISTMAS

RUSH-MAIL THIS HANDY POSTAGE
SHOOTERS CLUB membership makes an ideal gift

. for friends and relatives interested in guns, hunting and FREE ENVELOPE TODAY!

shooting. Give gift memberships at this special reduced ,.,"=JL~:::~===::=::::=Jprice and solve your gift-giving problems for good•

._.. _.- .,-_._-_.,_.~_._ ..",

floUt de SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICAj,

AT SPECIAL LOW CHRISTMAS RATE ~
o .--
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These are the best
cartridges you can buy

(They're Remington)

These are the best
cartridges you can make

(They're Remington, too!)

We're proud of our factory-loaded ammo. And well we might be! It's set the standard of excellence for over
95 years. But as long as men shoot, there will be an honorable breed of shooter who likes the challenge
of loading his own. That's why Remington offers individual cartridge components-produced by the same
technical skill and ultrasensitive equipment that turns out millions of extremely uniform factory loads
each year. You can choose Remington brass (unmatched for reloadability) ••• Remington primers (so good
they were used by over half of all competitors at the national Bench Rest Championships) .•• and
Remington bullets (many with exclusive "Core-Lokt" construction for peak accuracy and shocking power).

Experts the world over load Remington cartridges. D L • '# c[OU POtID
And Remington shotgun shells, too. Why not you? ..L ~ r n l n g L O a O ~ .. "._'o.~ 1

tttore-lokt" i s Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. by Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport 2, Conn. In Canada: Remington Arms of Canada limited, 36 Queen Elizabeth Blvd.,Toronto, Ontario.
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